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The Tenth International Conference on Digital Society and eGovernments (ICDS 2016), held
between April 24 and April 28, 2016 in Venice, Italy, continued a series of international events
covering a large spectrum of topics related to advanced networking, applications, and systems
technologies in a digital society.
Nowadays, most of the economic activities and business models are driven by the
unprecedented evolution of theories and technologies. The impregnation of these
achievements into our society is present everywhere, and it is only question of user education
and business models optimization towards a digital society.
Digital devices conquer from kitchen to space vessels most of the functionality commonly
performed by human beings. Telecommunications, advanced computation, miniaturization, and
high speed devices make tele-presence easy. Wireless and mobility allow ubiquitous systems to
be developed. Progress in image processing and exchanging facilitate e-health and virtual
doctor teams for patient surgeries.
Naturally, issues on how to monitor, control and manage these systems become crucial to
guarantee user privacy and safety. Not only devices, but also special software features must be
enforced and guaranteed in a digital society.
The variety of the systems and applications and the heterogeneous nature of information
and knowledge representation require special technologies to capture, manage, store,
preserve, interpret and deliver the content and documents related to a particular target.
In response to this challenge, Intrusion Prevention and Detection Systems have now
grown in prominence to such an extent that they are now considered a vital component for any
enterprise organisation serious about network defense. However the numerous recorded
attacks against high profile organizations is continuing evidence that many of these controls are
not, at present, a panacea for dealing with the threats. Having themselves learnt the
mechanisms employed by IPDS malicious parties are becoming particularly adept at evading
them through inventive obfuscation techniques. These challenges need to be addressed using
increasingly more innovative, creative and measurable IPDS mechanisms and methods.
Progress in cognitive science, knowledge acquisition, representation, and processing
helped to deal with imprecise, uncertain or incomplete information. Management of
geographical and temporal information becomes a challenge, in terms of volume, speed,
semantic, decision, and delivery.
Information technologies allow optimization in searching an interpreting data, yet special
constraints imposed by the digital society require on-demand, ethics, and legal aspects, as well
as user privacy and safety.
Nowadays, there is notable progress in designing and deploying information and
organizational management systems, experts systems, tutoring systems, decision support
systems, and in general, industrial systems.

The progress in different domains, such as image processing, wireless communications,
computer vision, cardiology, and information storage and management assure a virtual team to
access online to the latest achievements.
Processing medical data benefits now from advanced techniques for color imaging,
visualization of multi-dimensional projections, Internet imaging localization archiving and as
well as from high resolution of medical devices.
Collecting, storing, and handling patient data requires robust processing systems, safe
communications and storage, and easy and authenticated online access.
National and cross-national governments' decisions for using the digital advances require
e-Government activities on developmental trends, adoption, architecture, transformation,
barrier removals, and global success factors. There are challenges for government efficiency in
using these technologies such as e-Voting, eHealth record cards, citizen identity digital cards,
citizen-centric services, social e-financing projects, and so on.
We believe that the ICDS 2015 contributions offered a panel of solutions to key problems
in all areas of digital needs of today’s society.
The conference had the following tracks:
 Networking and telecommunications
 eGovernment services in the context of digital society
 Social networking
 Consumer-oriented devices and services
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICDS 2016 technical
program committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly
thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to ICDS 2016.
We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top
quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the ICDS 2016 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional
meeting a success.
We hope ICDS 2016 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field of digital
society and eGovernments. We also hope that Venice, Italy, provided a pleasant environment
during the conference and everyone saved some time to enjoy the unique charm of the city.
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SDN-based Implementation of P2P Streaming Networks with Dynamic
Reconfiguration

Ryo Shibasaki, Noriko Matsumoto, Norihiko Yoshida
Graduate School of Science and Engineering
Saitama University
Saitama, Japan
Emails: {shibasaki, noriko, yoshida}@ss.ics.saitama-u.ac.jp
Abstract—The Software Defined Networking (SDN) technology is one of the major technical infrastructures for the digital
society. This paper focuses on a dynamic streaming network
and its efficient implementation. A Peer to Peer (P2P) streaming
network tends to be unbalanced because of the dynamic nature of
its nodes to join and leave, and often suffers from delivery delay.
Therefore, it is required to reconfigure the network dynamically
to keep it balanced. This paper proposes an SDN-based scheme
for adaptive reconfiguration of the structure and routing in a
P2P streaming network. This scheme enables fully decentralized
delivery under a centralized control. Some simulation-based
experiments confirmed that this scheme worked effectively.
Keywords—P2P streaming; SDN

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Streaming is used to download a multimedia content while
playing it. In this delivery method, the content is divided
into units called segments. Segments are transferred from the
server to the clients in turn. Typically, the Client/Server (C/S)
model is available for streaming. However, the C/S model
has problems such as the increase of the server load and
maintenance costs according to the increase of the number of
clients. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Streaming has attracted attention
in order to solve these problems. However, P2P streaming
also has shortcomings such as failures due to concentration
of the connection to a specific node and delays in receiving
contents due to the increase of the number of hops from the
source node. In order to prevent these shortcomings, it is important to reconfigure the P2P streaming network dynamically
to keep it balanced [1]. Traditionally, each node in a P2P
network performs data transfer and routing in an autonomous
distributed manner. Load balancing could be achieved by each
node independently, however it would be inefficient. Therefore,
we propose a centralized control scheme for such decentralized
P2P networks.
Recently, Software Defined Networking (SDN) is attracted
attention as a concept of centralized control of network devices. SDN can control network devices flexibly using software. SDN has already been used in Google’s data center [2]
for example. In addition to this, SDN is expected to realize
new technologies such as Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) and Information Centric Network (ICN) [3]. OpenFlow
[4] is a typical implementation technology of SDN. The
OpenFlow specifies network devices from the datalink layer
to the transport layer. However, a conventional P2P network
is implemented as an overlay network at the application layer.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2016.
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In this paper, we propose a scheme to configure a P2P
streaming network at the IP layer using OpenFlow. In our
proposal, the OpenFlow configures a P2P streaming network
and a centralized routing control for network devices. The
structure of this paper is as follows: Section II introduces
a routing method of P2P network using OpenFlow. Section
III describes our proposal. Section IV shows some results
of simulation-based experiments and related considerations.
Finally, Section V includes some concluding remarks and
future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORKS

OpenFlow consists of a controller, OpenFlow switches
and OpenFlow Protocol. The OpenFlow switches forward or
discard packets according to “flows” which are given from the
controller. The OpenFlow Protocol is used to communicate
between the controller and switches. The controller is implemented in software, and can update flows for the switches
dynamically. The network topology and its routing mechanism
is reconfigured flexibly and dynamically under the centralized
control in this manner. The routing method for the P2P network
using OpenFlow will be presented later.
In streaming delivery, delay or loss in the reception of
the segments leads to interruption of playback of contents.
Trajikovska et al. [5] proposed SDN based Quality-of-Service
(QoS) control in a P2P streaming network. In this proposal,
the provider decides a parent node for a new node which
joins the P2P streaming network. First, the provider figures
out candidate nodes which are close to the new node using
the Round-Trip-Time (RTT) distance between the new one
and others. Next, the provider checks the bandwidth between
the new one and the parent candidates. The new node is
connected to the parent node which is selected on the basis of
the RTT distance and the bandwidth. After that, the bandwidth
is adjusted between these nodes using OpenFlow meter table.
Othman et al. [6] proposed a method that the controller
executes routing control. In this proposal, changing from the
C/S model to the P2P model occurs depending on the server
load. When changing to the P2P model, the server sends
a request to redirect content requests to the controller. The
redirection request includes the content IDs and the list of
nodes which receive this content. This list contains the IP
address of the node and the number of child nodes which can
be connected to this node. When the controller receives the
redirection request, the controller sends some necessary flows
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to the OpenFlow switches. A content request is then redirected
to a node which already has the content.

Figure 4. A content request is forwarded to the controller

These proposals focus only on the situation when a node
joins a P2P network. Additionally, some studies proposed
reconfiguration of a P2P network dynamically. Akiyama et al.
[7] applied the publish and subscribe (pub/sub) model to a P2P
network. In the pub/sub model, a publisher sends a content to
the middleware, and the content is categorized in some topic.
Then the middleware sends the content to subscribers which
are joined to the topic. In this proposal, the controller examines
the physical topology using Link Layer Discovery Protocol
(LLDP). The agent which runs on the node is migrated based
on the physical topology and the topic name.

Matching rule
Destination IP address Server’s IP address

III.

P ROPOSED M ETHOD

This section introduces our proposal. Our proposal is
based on the study by Ono et al. [1]. Ono et al. proposed a
scheme to reconfigure a P2P streaming network dynamically.
To implement this, each node monitors its neighbor nodes
such as its parent and children. If the parent node can spare
its capacity, a child node reconnects itself to the parent.
Load balancing is achieved in this manner, and delay in
content delivery is reduced. In this proposal, each node in
a P2P streaming network performs data transfer and routing
in an autonomous distributed manner. However, this kind of
autonomous distributed manner is inefficient because each
node performs a similar behavior and causes excessive control
packets.
There are two kinds of streaming: on-demand and live
delivery. In on-demand streaming, a content created in advance
is delivered to clients when its server receives a content
request. In live streaming, a content is delivered to clients in
real time while recording and encoding. In traditional P2P live
streaming, each leaf node which is joined to the P2P streaming
network receives and sents the content so that all the nodes
can decode and play the same content at the same time (Figure
1).
Since the same content is delivered at the same time, P2P
live streaming has some resemblance with IP multicast by
network devices (Figure 2). In this paper, a pair of a host
and its corresponding switch is considered a “node.”
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Action
1. Forward to a server
2. Forward to the controller
Figure 5. The flow to forward a content request to the controller

In our proposal, the controller manages the route of the P2P
streaming network. Our proposal comprises a server, clients,
OpenFlow switches and the controller (Figure 3). The server
forwards segments to clients according to a content request.
The clients receive segments from a server. If a client has
child nodes, the client forwards its segments to the children.
The OpenFlow switch forwards a content request and segments
according to the flows which are given from the controller.
The controller sends flows so as to change the P2P streaming
network. The procedure of the controller is described below.
A. Management of nodes
In our proposal, the controller manages nodes in the P2P
streaming network in a centralized manner. To know a node
which has joined or left from the P2P streaming network, a
content request is forwarded to the controller (Figure 4). To
forward to the controller, the flow which is shown in Figure 5 is
given to an OpenFlow switch neighboring to the server. When
the controller receives a content request, the controller reads
the header of its packet to get the source IP address. After that,
the controller updates the network topology information within
it according to join or leave of the node of the IP address.
B. Delivery of contents
Segments which are forwarded from a parent node are
copied in an OpenFlow switch. The segments are passed to the
coupled host as well as transferred to its child nodes (Figure
6). To implement this, the flow which is shown in Figure 7 is
kept in the OpenFlow switch. According to this flow, the client
assumes that segments are forwarded from a server in spite that
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2.Forward

: Server
OpenFlow
:
Switch

: Server

4.Forward
6.Forward

: Client

…

: Controller

1.Forward

3.Modify destination IP address
5.Modify destination IP address

: OpenFlow
Switch
: Controller

…

Figure 6. Delivery of segments

Matching rule
Source IP address

Server’s IP address

Action
1. Forward to a neighbor terminal
2. Repeat the Following
only the number of child nodes
2.1. Destination IP address is modified
child node’s IP address
2.2 Forward to the child node
Figure 7. The flow to forward a content to child nodes

actually they are forwarded from the parent node. This delivery
is similar to IP multicast using OpenFlow [8][9], however IP
addresses are not necessary unlike IP multicast. Accordingly,
the packet which is copied by this flow is forwarded on a
network similar to ordinary packets.
C. Reconstruction of a P2P stereaming network
The controller must select a parent node of a new node
which has joined the P2P streaming network. Similarly, the
controller must select a parent node of nodes which were child
nodes of a leaving node. A parent node is determined following
the below procedure.
1)
2)

Select candidate nodes which is located at the lowest
depth from the server among nodes which can spare
their capasities.
Select a parent node which has the smallest number
of child nodes out of the candidates.

Following these steps, a joining node or child nodes of a
leaving node select a parent node to reconstruct a balanced
P2P streaming network. However, the P2P streaming network
may be unbalanced because this procedure does not consider
descendant nodes of these nodes. Therefore, the controller
checks the P2P streaming network topology regularly. If the
P2P streaming network is unbalanced, an unbalanced node
selects a parent node again using the above procedure. After
that, the P2P streaming network is reconfigured to be balanced
it. An unbalanced node is determined using (1).
In our proposal, the maximum number of child nodes
which can be connected to a node is fixed to a constant (c).
The total number of clients (nmax ) which can be connected
in the depth d is shown below when the server’s depth is 0.
nmax

=

d
∑

ci

i=1

=
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Figure 8. A virtual network used in the experiment

TABLE I. The parameters used in the experiment
Parameter
The number of child nodes which are connected the node
The number of segments to be sent
Check interval for the network topology
Interval for statistics of OpenFlow switches

Value
2
10 packets per second
every 2 seconds
every 1 second

Therefore, if the number of joining clients to the P2P streaming
network is n, the optimal value of the depth of the P2P network
is shown below.
n ≤ nmax
ln(nc − n + c)
−1 ≤ d
(1)
ln c
The optimal value is the minimum value of d which satisfies
(1). If all the unbalanced nodes select a parent node again
at once, the P2P streaming network changes drastically. As
a result, the loss or the duplication of segments may occur.
Furthermore, the reconfiguration does not complete by the time
of the next check because processing time of the controller is
increased. From the above, the depth of nodes which select a
new parent node are restricted to dmin + 1.
The controller must send flows, which are shown in Figure
7, to the OpenFlow switches when the P2P streaming network
topology is changed. In our proposal, segments that are forwarded from a parent node is considered equivalent to the ones
forwarded from a server. Accordingly, if a parent node which
is connected to the node is changed, the node does not have
any influence. However, if child nodes which are connected to
the node are changed, the node must send segments to these
new nodes. The controller must send the flow to these nodes’
switch to forward segments to child nodes. From the above,
the OpenFlow switches which must update the flow are the
old parent node and the new parent node.
IV. E VALUATION
A simulator was made for experiments in order to confirm
the effectiveness of our proposal.
A. Simulator Design
The simulator was implemented in Trema which is one
of the OpenFlow frameworks. The experiment was performed
using a virtual network on Trema. A virtual network is
composed of star topology (Figure 8). The controller detects
links between OpenFlow switches using LLDP in order to
forward packets. Links between an OpenFlow switch and
a leaf are detected using Packet-In messages. Packets are
forwarded using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The parameters used in
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B. Results and Considerations
• Joining of nodes
A node joined in the P2P streaming network which already
includes a server and 25 clients (Figure 9) every 10 seconds.
5 new nodes joined the network in total. As a result, a P2P
streaming network is reconfigured to be balanced (Figure 10).
Figure 11 compares the amount of segments which are sent
from the server and an average of the amount of segments
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Figure 11. Comparison of the amount of segments which are sent from the
server and received by the clients
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2
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The amount of segments which are sent from a server
and received by the clients was compared in order to confirm
examine that each client receives all segments or not. The
amount of segments which are sent or received is obtained
using statistics per port of an OpenFlow switch. However,
the amount of segments which are sent from the server and
received by the clients are not equal when the node joins
or leaves in the P2P streaming network. Accordingly, we
calculated the amount of segments per second and compared
their values. The load of an OpenFlow switch is the sum of the
number of packets which are sent from its switch and received
by the switch.

12

5

Figure 10. The balanced P2P streaming network topology

Packets [packets / second]

•

Join of nodes
We examined the P2P streaming network topology
when nodes join the network. Furthermore, we examined whether each client receives all the segments or
not.
Withdrawal of a node
We examined the P2P streaming network topology
when nodes left the P2P streaming network. Then,
we examined the number of nodes which changed
its parent node and flows which are forwarded to an
OpenFlow switch from the controller. Furthermore,
we examined whether each client receives all the
segments or not.
Comparison of the P2P model and the C/S model
If the number of child nodes which are connected to
a node is unlimited, our proposal constructs a network
similar to the C/S model. Accordingly, we compared
with the C/S model along with the P2P model and
examined each client whether to receive segments or
not. And then, we compared the load of OpenFlow
switches in the P2P model and the C/S model.

6

16 24 20 28 18 26 22 30 17 25 21 29 19 27 23 31

the experiment are shown in Table I. The controller knows a set
of Server’s IP address and an OpenFlow ID which neighbors
the server in advance. A server forwards segments to the
OpenFlow switch. The OpenFlow switch forwards segments
according to the flow shown Figure 7. The experiment was
performed as described below under these conditions.

•

3

4

Figure 9. The P2P streaming network topology before nodes join

•

1

Transmission amount of the distribution source node
Reception amount of the parent node
Reception amount of the new node
The new node has joined
0
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40

50
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70

Time [s]

Figure 12. Comparison of the amount of segments which are sent from the
server and received by the new node and its parent node

which are received by the clients when 5 nodes join the
P2P streaming network. These values are equal in general.
However, it is not equal occasionally due to delay such as
to modify the flow and forward segments before a joining
node begins to receive segments (Figure 12). The amount
of segments which are received by its parent node is equal
to the amount of segments which are sent from the server.
Accordingly, a joining node causes the delay before receiving
segments when it joins the P2P streaming network. However,
other nodes do not suffer from this.
•

Leaving of a node

A node whose depth from a server is 1 is left from the
network which has the server and 30 clients (Figure 10).
The unbalanced P2P streaming network topology is changed
immediately after a node left (Figure 13). Its topology is
reconfigured to be balanced by repeating the reconfiguration
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Figure 13. The P2P streaming network which is roconfigured immediately
after a node left.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the amount of segments which are sent from the
server and received by the clients
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Figure 14. The balanced P2P streaming network after reconfiguration
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TABLE II. Difference of the process according to the depth from a server
The depth from a server
The number of reconstruction
The number of nodes which reselect a parent node
The number of flows which are modified
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Figure 16. Comparison of the amount of segments which are sent from the
server and received by the clients when 5 nodes join
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10.5
Packets [packets / second]

procedure (Figure 14). Similar experiments were conducted
repeatedly where a node in a different depth left. Then we
examined the number of reconfiguration to make the P2P
streaming network balanced, the number of nodes which
reselect parent nodes and modified flows in the OpenFlow
switches (Table II). If a node whose depth is dn left, these
values are as follows. d = dmin −dn , where dmin is calculated
using (1). The number of reconfiguration is d. The number of
nodes which reselect parent nodes is cd , where c is the number
of child nodes which are connected to the nodes. Then, the
number of flows which are modified in an OpenFlow switch
is cd + cd+1 .
Figure 15 compares the amount of segments which are sent
from the server and an average of the amount of segments
which are received by the clients when a node left from the
P2P streaming network. These values are equal. Accordingly,
other nodes do not suffer from any influence by a leaving node
and reconfiguration of the P2P streaming network.
• Comparison of the P2P model and the C/S model
We performed similar experiment which the node joins or
leaves to change the number of child nodes is unlimited. Figure
16 compares the amount of segments which are sent from the
server and an average of the amount of segments which are
received by the clients when 5 nodes join the P2P streaming
network. If these values are not equal, a joining node causes
delay as mentioned above. Figure 17 compares the amount of
segments which are sent from the server and an average of the
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Figure 17. Comparisone of the amount of segments which are sent from the
server and received by the clients when a node leaves

amount of segments which are received by the clients when a
node leaves from the P2P streaming network. If the amount of
the segments which are received by the clients is more than the
amount of segments which are sent from the server, the leaving
node receives segments after it left from the P2P streaming
network. From the above, our proposal system would be able
to perform also as the C/S model.
Figure 18 compares the P2P model and the C/S model
when 5 nodes join. Similarly, Figure 19 compares the P2P
model and the C/S model when a node leave. In the C/S model,
the load of the OpneFlow switch which is next to the server
is increased or decreased according to the number of clients.
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On the other hand, in P2P model, the load of the OpneFlow
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the loads of all the OpenFlow switches are equal.
V.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
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experiments using Trema in order to confirm the effectiveness
of our proposal. As a result, a node causes delay before
receiving segments. However, the node receives all segments.
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controller in a centralized manner. However, it is
difficult to apply OpenFlow to a large network such
as the Internet currently. Accordingly, if OpenFlow is
applied to the P2P streaming network, the following
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using these switches. Lastly, the controller controls
these virtual switches.
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The disadvantages of our proposal are as below. First, the
wrong P2P streaming network topology may be configured due
to complex control packets. Next, if OpenFlow switches and
non-OpenFlow switches are mixed, the node which has a nonOpenFlow switch should be a leaf node. We will solve these
disadvantages.
At last, we describe future works.
•

In this paper, we performed experiments using test
packets of Trema instead of segments. Therefore, we
need to confirm the behavior of the server, clients and
OpenFlow switches when segments are forwarded using streaming protocol, such as HTTP Live Streaming
[11].
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Abstract—The ad-hoc network technology is an indispensable
infrastructure for the digital society, and an IP-based routing
scheme for ad-hoc networks is important to integrate with
the Internet. Ad-hoc networks can work in the same routing
scheme as the Internet using AutoIP and mDNS. However, they
cause excessive power consumption and delay before establishing
communication. In order to address these issues, we propose a
new method of name-based dynamic routing based on Intentional
Naming System (INS) and InterPlanetary Network (IPN.) In this
paper, we show that our routing scheme is feasible through some
simulation experiments.
Keywords—ad-hoc networks; routing; naming

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless mobile communication devices, such as laptops
or smartphones, are increasingly used in every day communication. Recently, ad-hoc networks, which are composed of
such devices, called nodes, have attracted increased attention
[1]. In ad-hoc networks, communication between nodes is
realized by multihop message forwarding, so that it does
not require any infrastructure such as base stations or access
points. For this reason, ad-hoc communication is used in
various fields. The most important feature of ad-hoc networks
is their dynamic topology. Most nodes have mobility and a
possibility of disconnection because of their battery shortage,
so the network topology changes continuously. Therefore, adhoc networks have problems in routing schemes and power
consumption.
Ad-hoc networks can work in the same routing scheme
as the Internet using AutoIP and multicast DNS (mDNS) [2].
AutoIP assigns an IP address to a node automatically, and
mDNS realizes name resolution without Domain Name System
(DNS). Using AutoIP, each node obtains an IP address when
joining the ad-hoc network. Using mDNS, when each node
communicates with each other, it requests name resolution to
all nodes in the network as follows:
1)
2)
3)

A node sends a request packet containing a name to
be resolved to all the other nodes in the network.
The destination node sends back its IP address to the
requesting node, when it receives the packet whose
name matches its own.
The requesting node communicates with the destination node using the IP address obtained in 2.

However, this method causes some problems:
•
•
•

Increase of traffic in the network,
Delay before establishing communication,
Excessive power consumption.
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These problems are caused by the routing scheme that many
packets are exchanged among the requesting node and the
other nodes.
In order to address these issues, we propose a new scheme,
name-based dynamic routing. Our proposal applies Intentional
Naming System (INS), which was proposed for the Internet,
and realizes routing without resolving a name of a node to its
IP address. Additionally, in order to realize the dynamically
adaptive routing corresponding to the change of network
topology, we use the step-by-step routing scheme proposed
in InterPlanetary Network (IPN). It does not require any
name resolution. Our proposal aims at realizing reduction of
traffic load and suppression of power consumption, as well as
avoidance of delay before establishing communication.
Over time, there have been various naming schemes proposed for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs,) Delay Tolerant
Networks (DTNs,) and so on. For example, Amoretti et al.
[3] proposed a method based on tree-structured networks for
WSNs. Bovet et al. [4] proposed a name resolution method
for networks in smart buildings. Schildt et al. [5] proposed a
name-based routing method based on Chord [6] for DTNs. Our
routing scheme focuses on small ad-hoc networks, and this is
a preliminary study to realize a routing scheme which replaces
AutoIP and mDNS in a dynamic manner.
We built a simulator which makes virtual ad-hoc networks
on a single computer, and we verified the effectiveness of
our proposal through some experiments. The results confirmed
that our name-based dynamic routing could work on ad-hoc
networks, and our routing scheme reduced power consumption
and delay.
This paper is organized as follows: we summarize some
related works in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe our proposed method. Subsequently, we evaluate our method through
some simulation experiments in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
contains some concluding remarks and future work.
II. R ELATED WORK
In this section, we summarize some related works: INS and
the routing scheme in IPN.
A. INS
INS is a resource discovery and service location system
for dynamic and mobile networks of devices and computers
[7]. Communication between nodes in INS is realized using a
name of service without performing name resolution.
INS realizes routing without name resolution by introducing nodes called Intentional Name Resolvers (INRs) in a
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: Sending a name of service

TABLE I. Example of a routing table managed by each node.

: INR
Name of a destination node
Earth, host A
Earth, host B
Mars

: Service node
: Routing table
Service name

Name of a relay node

Service/Camera

host_A

Service/Camera

INR_B

Service/Camera

INR_A

Service name

Name of a relay node

Service/Camera

INR_A

host_A

Figure 1. Registration of service.

network. INRs manage a routing table in which the following
contents are kept.
•
•

The name of service (called service name)
The name of a relay node

In this manner, INS realizes suppression of traffic on a network
and reduction of delay before establishing communication.
This is because there is no need of resolving names by
communicating with name resolution nodes such as DNS.
INS is implemented in two processes called registration of
service and searching of service. The registration of service
means that INRs update their routing tables, and the searching
of service means that any nodes searches a node which
provides service.
Here we describe registration of service. The following
operation is repeatedly performed (Figure 1).
1)
2)
3)

Any node which provides service (called a service
node) sends a service name to a near INR.
Upon receiving the above message, the INR writes
the service name and a name of a relay node in its
routing table.
The INR transfers the name information to neighboring INRs.

In this manner, the INRs manage routing information for
reaching any node which provides service.
Next, we describe searching of service. Communicating
between a requesting node and a service node is realized by
the request node simply sending a service name to any INR.
Searching of service has a variety of features, as follows, that
are different from the ones for the Internet.
•
•

No node must convert a name of a destination node
to an IP address.
Relay nodes do not tell location information of the
service node to the requesting node.

In this manner, INS eliminates the use of IP addresses.
B. Routing scheme in IPN
IPN aimed at implementing reliable communication between a node on a planet and a node on another planet
through satellites. The issue was that it takes an enormous
amount of time to perform communication, and the destination
node often moves elsewhere during communication. Moreover,
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Name of a relay node
host A
host B
host C

delay before establishing communication causes communication failure. Therefore, a step-by-step routing scheme using
a hierarchical naming was introduced in order to address the
issue [8].
A hierarchical name is assigned to each node and the name
is a combination of two names as follows.
•

Region : the name of a range in which node exists.

•

Region-specific-part : the name which has been given
to a node from the beginning.

For example, the name “Earth, host A” is assigned to the node
if the node has the name “host A” and is placed on the Earth.
Now we describe the step-by-step routing scheme. Each
node has a routing table as shown in Table I. First, a node
sends a request packet toward a destination node. When a relay
node receives the packet, the node checks the region of the
destination node. On this step, there can be two scenarios: one
is the case in which the region of the destination node is the
same as the region where the requesting node is placed, and
the other is the case in which the region of the destination
node is different from the region where the requesting node is
placed.
1) The first case: The node checks the region-specific-part
of the destination node, and sends the packet to a relay node.
2) The second case: The node checks only the region of
the destination node and sends the packet to a relay node. If
the packet reaches the region where the destination node is
placed, the node that received the packet checks the regionspecific-part of the destination node, and sends the packet to
a relay node.
In this way, each node sends a packet to a relay node closer
to a destination node gradually. The routing scheme in IPN
overcomes failures in the communication in an ever-changing
and unreliable network.
III.

P ROPOSED M ETHOD

As described in Section I, this study introduces INS-based
name-based dynamic routing, and also IPN-based step-by-step
name-based routing to ad-hoc networks. More specifically, we
perform registration of service and searching of service similar
to INS, and step-by-step routing similar to IPN. This is to
handle dynamic changes of a network topology and to improve
communication availability.
However, it is difficult to apply the INS scheme to ad-hoc
networks as they are. Most nodes in ad-hoc networks have
mobility, so it is difficult to arrange stable nodes to behave as
INRs. Therefore, it is necessary to select nodes to manage a
routing table in place of INRs. Moreover, it is necessary to
configure regions on a network and each node must belong to
any region. Below is our proposal to address the above two
issues.
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1)

: SCH
SC
: CH

2)

: ON

3)
cluster

Figure 2. Example of a SC and a cluster.
TABLE II. Example of a routing table managed by each CH.
Name of a destination node
SC A/Cluster A/host A
SC A/Cluster A/host B
SC A/Cluster B
SC B

Name of a relay node
host A
host B
host C
host D

A. Selection of nodes which manage a routing table in place
of INRs
We configure clusters and super-clusters (SCs), which are
aggregations of some clusters shown in Figure 2. ClusterHeads (CHs) and SC-Heads (SCHs) manage routing tables
respectively: a CH is a representative of a cluster, and an SCH
is a representative of an SC. Routing information as below is
written in a routing table. Example of a routing table is shown
in Table II.
1)
2)

Information on a relay node to reach another cluster
or another SC
Information on a relay node to reach another node
belonging to the same cluster

A node sends a packet to neighboring nodes when
the node joins the network.
When a CH or an SCH receives the packet, it replies
with a packet to the request node and updates its
routing table.
The requesting node joins the region when the node
receives the reply packet, and the node is named
based on the name of the region where the node joins.

D. Searching a node
When a node communicates with a destination node, the
node sends a packet called query packet to its CH or SCH.
The CH or SCH which receives the query packet checks its
routing table and transfers the packet to a relay node.
Something to be investigated is that the difference of contents in the routing tables affects the searching cost. Therefore,
we consider four candidates based on the difference of contents
and compare the four. After the comparative experiments, we
will recommend one approach which achieves the best result.
E. Four candidates
We describe contents written in the routing table in detail,
and four method candidates searching a node.
1) First approach: This is the simplest approach which
does not consider congestion. This approach is designed so
that routing information in the table is minimal.
In particular, SCHs manage two pieces of routing information: one is information on a relay node to reach each cluster
in the same SC, and the other is information on a relay node to
reach other SCs. CHs manage routing information on a relay
node to reach a SCH of the SC it belongs. Nodes except for
the CHs and SCHs, which are called ordinary nodes (ONs,)
: Sending a packet

: Request node

: SCH

: Destination node

: CH

: ON

B. Setting of regions
The name of each region is the name of a cluster or an
SC. The name of each node is concatenation of “the name of
its SC, the name of its cluster, and the name of itself”.
C. Participation in a region
Participation of each node except for SCHs in any regions
is realized with the following procedure (Figure 3).
: Sending a packet
: CH

host_A
(1)

: ON

(3)
: Routing table

host_B
(2)
Cluster_A
Destination node

Relay node

Cluster_A, host_A

Cluster_A, host_B

Figure 3. Participation in a region and creation of a routing table.
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Figure 4. A communication path in the first approach.

Require: ON, CH, SCH, DEST
while DEST does not receive the packet do
if ON receives the packet then
ON sends the packet to CH or SCH
else if CH receives the packet then
if DEST belongs to the CH’s cluster then
CH sends the packet to DEST
else
CH sends the packet to the relay node to reach SCH
end if
else if SCH receives the packet then
SCH sends the packet to the relay node to reach DEST
end if
end while
Figure 5. Pseudo code of the first approach
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have routing information to reach the CH of the cluster they
belong.
In this approach, searching a node is performed as shown
in Figure 4 and 5. Communication between SCs or clusters is
realized via SCHs.
2) Second approach: This is an approach which aims at
suppressing congestion of the network, although it increases
load of the CHs. The amount of routing information in the table
is larger than the one in the first approach. In particular, the
CHs manage routing information on a relay node to reach each
cluster in its SC in addition to the CHs’ in the first approach.
In this approach, searching a node is performed as shown in
Figure 6 and 7. Communication between clusters in the same
SC is realized without the SCHs.
3) Third approach: This is an approach which aims an
suppressing congestion of the network by removing distinction
between SCHs and CHs. In particular, CHs manage routing
information on a relay node to reach each SC in addition to
: Sending a packet

: Request node

: SCH

: Destination node

: CH

: ON

Figure 6. A communication path in the second approach.

Require: ON, CH, SCH, DEST
while DEST does not receive the packet do
if ON receives the packet then
ON sends the packet to CH or SCH
else if CH receives the packet then
if DEST belongs to the CH’s cluster then
CH sends the packet to DEST
else if DEST and CH belong to same SC then
CH sends the packet to the relay node to reach DEST
else
CH sends the packet to the relay node to reach SCH
end if
else if SCH receives the packet then
SCH sends the packet to the relay node to reach DEST
end if
end while
Figure 7. Pseudo code of the second approach
: Sending a packet

: Request node

: SCH

: Destination node

: CH

: ON

Figure 8. A communication path in the third approach.
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Require: ON, CH, SCH, DEST
while DEST does not receive the packet do
if ON receives the packet then
ON sends the packet to CH or SCH
else if CH or SCH receives the packet then
if DEST and the CH (SCH) belong to the same cluster then
CH (SCH) sends the packet to DEST
else
CH (SCH) sends the packet to the relay node to reach
DEST
end if
end if
end while
Figure 9. Pseudo code of the third approach

CHs’ in the second approach. Therefore, routing information
managed by SCHs and CHs are the same.
In this approach, searching a node is performed as shown
in Figure 8 and 9. Communication between SCs is realized
without SCHs.
4) Fourth approach: This is an approach which aims at
suppressing congestion of the network by adding routing
information managed by ONs.
In ad-hoc networks, broadcast communication is performed
when a node communicates to any node. In short, each node
sends a packet to all nodes which exist in its wireless communication range and all nodes except for a relay node discard the
packet. Therefore, ONs can obtain routing information towards
neighboring ONs by these packets.
In this approach, searching a node is performed as shown
in Figure 10 and 11. Communication between a node and a
: Sending a packet

: Request node

: SCH

: Destination node

: CH

: ON

Figure 10. A communication path in the fourth approach.

Require: ON, CH, SCH, DEST
while DEST does not receive the packet do
if ON receives the packet then
if ON has a routing information to reach DEST then
ON sends the packet to DEST
else
ON sends the packet to CH or SCH
end if
else if CH or SCH receives the packet then
if DEST and the CH (SCH) belong to the same cluster then
CH (SCH) sends the packet to DEST
else
CH (SCH) sends the packet to the relay node to reach
DEST
end if
end if
end while
Figure 11. Pseudo code of the fourth approach
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destination node is realized without the CH.

IV. E VALUATION
We implemented a simulator in Java and built a virtual
ad-hoc network on a single computer. In simulation-based
experiments, we examined and compared the effectiveness of
the four method candidates and mDNS.
•
•
•

The average number of packets which each node
processes
The average number of hops
The success rate of searching

The environment of the simulation is shown in Table III.
In mDNS, the following operation is repeatedly performed.
When the simulator creates 300 query packets, the simulation
is completed.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

50 query packets are created, and each packet is given
to a node respectively.
Each node sends the query packet P 1 toward a
destination node.
When the destination node receives P 1, the node
replies the packet R1 to the request node.
When the request node receives R1, the node sends
a packet P 2 to the destination node again.
When the destination node receives P 2, the node
replies the packet R2 to the request node.
When all packets on the network are processed, each
node moves elsewhere.

In the proposed method, the following operation is repeatedly performed in a single simulation. When the simulator
creates 300 packets, the simulation is completed.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

CHs and SCHs are selected at random out of nodes,
and clusters and SCs are formed in the network. (This
operation is performed only once in one simulation.)
50 query packets are created, and each packet is given
to a node respectively.
Each node sends the query packet P 1 toward a
destination node.
When the destination node receives P 1, the node
replies the packet R1 to the request node.
When all packets on the network are processed, each
node moves elsewhere. (And CHs and SCHs send
control messages to update their routing tables.)
TABLE III. Environment of the simulation
Parameter
Number of nodes
Number of query packets
Time to live of a query packet
Communication range
Experimental area
Number of the simulation
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The number of packets

6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
mDNS

First
Second
Third
Fourth
approach approach approach approach

Figure 12. The the average number of packets which each node has
processed.

The number of hops

F. Loop elimination
Our routing scheme takes measures to loop of packets.
Each packet has a unique identifier (ID), and if a node receives
the packet with the same ID twice, the node discards the
second one.

7000

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
mDNS

First
Second
Third
Fourth
approach approach approach approach

Figure 13. The average number of hops.

A. The average number of packets which each node processes
The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 12. The
proposed approaches, except for the first approach, improved
the number of packets compared to mDNS. In the first
approach, each node must send a query packet to SCHs
many times. We consider that the number of packets increases
consequently. Therefore, the candidate approaches except for
the first one will realize suppression of traffic in the network
and power consumption.
B. The average of number of hops
The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 13. All
the proposed method improved the number of hops compared
to mDNS. In mDNS, each node must send a packet to a
destination node twice. However, in the proposed method, each
node must send a packet to a destination node only once.
We consider that the number of hops decreases consequently.
Therefore, all the proposed method will realize suppression of
delay before establishing communication.
C. The success rate of searching
The success rate of searching is expressed in the following
equation.
RP
The success rate of searching = NUM
NUMSP ∗ 100
NUMRP represents the number of nodes which receive a
packet from a destination node, and NUMSP represents the
number of nodes which sent a query packet. The result of
the experiment is shown in Figure 14. The success rate of
searching of the proposed methods is worse than mDNS. We
consider that some clusters may be isolated to each other in
the experiment.
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100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
mDNS

First
Second
Third
Fourth
approach approach approach approach

Figure 14. The success rate of searching.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
Ad-hoc networks can use the same routing scheme as
the Internet with such technologies as AutoIP and mDNS.
However, using these technologies will cause delay before
establishing communication and excessive power consumption.
In this study, we aimed at introducing name-based dynamic
routing based INS and IPN in order to address these issues.
The result of the experiment proves that name-based dynamic
routing can be realized on ad-hoc networks. It is also confirmed
that our routing scheme, especially the fourth approach, can
achieve the best result.
Issues to address in further studies are as follows.
1. Reselection of CHs and SCHs
CHs and SCHs consume more power than ONs
because these nodes often become a relay node.
Moreover, in a real world network, CHs or SCHs
may be disconnected from the network due to
movement or failure. Therefore, it is necessary to
add a mechanism to reselect them to the proposed
method.
2. Measures to duplication of a node name
In this study, we assume that each node is assigned a unique name. However, the name of any
node may conflicte to each other in a real network.
Therefore, it is necessary to take measures on
duplication of the node name.
3. Selection of the routing scheme
In this study, it is revealed that the fourth approach
is better than the other approaches. However, the
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size of a routing table managed by each node
in the fourth approach is larger than the other’s.
The fourth approach can not be realized if the
performance of each node on the network is poor.
Therefore, it is necessary to select one of the four
proposed approaches based on the performance of
each node.
4. Application to Content Centric Networking
Recently, a content-oriented architecture has attracted increased attentions for a next-generation
Internet [9]. Especially, Content Centric Networking (CCN) [10], which realizes routing using the
name of contents only, is expected to solve some
problems of the current Internet. We are now
investigating relevance and applicability of our
routing scheme to such architectures.
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Abstract— In this paper, an approach to the simulation of
peer-to-peer (P2P) live streaming network is presented. The
simulation model considers peers’ geolocation and their daily
activity, time lags between the video server and a peer, lags
between peers, collisions, and three types of selection
strategies: neighbor selection strategy, peer selection strategy
and chunk selection strategy. Geolocation is considered as
distribution of users by time zones and the users' daily activity
is defined as the distribution of the number of online users by
the hour of the day. Initial data for the geolocation of users and
their daily activity are taken from known Internet sources. The
aim of this study is to show how the parameters of the
geolocation and users’ daily activity affect the performance of
the network. To do this, we compare the download probability
obtained analytically without geolocation and daily activity
with the results of simulation. Preliminary numerical analysis
carried out for the case of the Rarest First chunk selection
strategy, shows difference in results of up to 30%.
Keywords—P2P live streaming network; P2P tecnology;
playback continuity; playback lags; positive analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-peer (P2P) technology is used by major service
providers in the market of online TV, such as BBC iPlayer,
Zattoo, PeerCast, Pulse, QQLive and many others [1][2]. A
fairly complete overview on P2P technical aspects with an
extensive list of references was done by Yue et al. [3]. One
of the main advantages of P2P is high performance-cost
ratio, that allows commercial companies to minimize the
costs for technical equipment. Furthermore, P2P technology
not only enables efficient use of network resources, but also
reduces the load on the server that is the source of the video
data. Thus, due to high load balancing, there is no need to
install additional servers, as well as in the growth of network
bandwidth to handle a large number of users. Other
advantages of P2P technology are scalability and high
network robustness: it gives an opportunity to have a troublefree operation of at least one video server to provide services
for all users at the acceptable level of Quality of Experience
(QoE).
However, P2P networks also have disadvantages. The
main shortcomings include insufficient level of security,
relatively long start-up latency and data transmission delay,
inter-peer playback lag, playback discontinuity. While
information security is not required, the goal is to minimize
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the transmission delay, and hence lack of data on the
network. To solve the optimization problem for these
performance measures, mathematical models and simulators
should be developed. Known mathematical and simulation
models for streaming P2P-network pay much attention to
investigation
of
the
buffering
mechanism
[11][12][13][14][15][16] and usually take into account lags
[7][10]. A lag means the delay of data transmission from the
server to the user, as well as the data transmission delays
between peers (inter-peer playback lag). These models allow
to carry out a qualitative analysis of the key performance
measures of video streaming P2P networks - the probability
of playback continuity, that is the probability of watching
video with no pauses, and the probability of chunk
availability. In previous works [8][9][10] these models
allowed to formulate and to obtain the solution of the
optimization problems in a choice of the selection strategies
[13][14] that are used in a network.
Each of the models in the aforementioned sources
reflects one or more features of the analyzed network and
enables to estimate and optimize the corresponding network
parameters and strategies. For example, the problem is to
estimate which chunk selection strategy is better: Rarest
First, where a peer downloads the rarest chunk in the
network, or Greedy, where a peer downloads the most
popular chunk in the network, or Mixed strategy that
combines these two strategies. Previously, [8][9][10] we
build a stand-alone analytical model to select the optimal
strategy. Having analyzed results, we have come to the
conclusion that the Rarest First strategy is better if we want
to increase probability of playback continuity, and the
Greedy chunk selection strategy will most likely be used if
we want to reduce the startup latency. Finally, it is better to
use Mixture strategy in real networks, where both quality
parameters, playback continuity and startup latency, are
important to the users. Using a particular model, one can
only examine how the behavior of peers in the network
influence its target characteristics, but cannot evaluate what
we get in real life when we measure these characteristics in a
commercial P2P network. In order to get closer to reality and
assess the adequacy of the individual models, to give at least
the recommendations against some of the problems before
they occur in a real P2P networks, we propose a new model
that can help to avoid troubleshooting. The presented model
takes into account the geographical location of each peer,
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remoteness of peers from the server and from each other and
their daily activity. In contrast to recent results (see, i.e.
[9][10]), in this paper, the problem is solved taking into
account the distribution of users across time zones.
Previously, we have studied various models of streaming
P2P networks that have focused on the study of the optimal
downloading strategy with the criterion of maximizing the
probability of playback continuity of the video stream
[9][10]. Then, the model was modified to take into account
the users' behavior by introducing the probability of arrival
of new users, as well as the probability of their leaving the
network. [10][12]. The negative effect of peers churns on
playback continuity was observed and investigated. The
analytical model [8][9] also gives the correct understanding
of lags' impact on the network performance. Usually, it is
believed that the lag affects only the shift of the data location
in the buffers of different users. We have shown that there is
at least one more important aspect of lags. It is that the
remote user is unable to receive a chunk within a number of
time slots and thus play the video stream continuously. Due
to the problem complexity, each main feature of the P2P
network was analyzed in the known models separately. In
this study, we present an approach to simulation that allows
to combine in a single model the basic aspects of functioning
of the streaming P2P-networks.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a
simulation model of video data distribution in a P2P live
streaming network with buffering mechanism, geolocation
and daily peers' activity is proposed. Also, the detailed
algorithm of chunk exchange between buffers of peers in
P2P live streaming network is determined and the main
performance measures are defined. In Section III, the
numerical analysis and case study is performed. The
conclusion of this paper is presented in Section IV.
II.

SIMULATION MODEL

In this section, a simulation model of video data
distribution in a P2P live streaming network with buffering
mechanism is proposed. A previously developed model [12]
was improved by taking in consideration buffer selection
strategies [13][14], peers' geolocation [15] and activity [16].
In contrast to the previous model, in this paper, besides
chunk selection strategy, two more strategies were
considered - neighbor selection strategy and peer selection
strategy. The choice of strategies has a significant effect on
the P2P-network performance measures, including the
probability of playback continuity; the probability of chunk
availability; the probability of chunk selection, and also the
probability of collision – a situation when a peer cannot
download a chunk because the target peer does not have
enough capacity for uploading. There are various definitions
of collision in the P2P network. In the present model, it is
considered that, in the case of collisions, the peer that
requested the chunk will not receive it in the current time
slot.
We consider the basic model of a P2P network
with N users and a single server, transmitting only one video
stream, which we developed in [12]. The process of video
stream playback is divided into time slots, the length of each
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time slot corresponding to the playback time of one chunk.
Each user has a buffer designed to accommodate M+1
chunks, where the buffer positions are numbered from 0 to
M: 0-position is to store the freshest chunk just received from
the server, the other m -positions, m  1,..., M 1 , are to
store chunks, already received during the past time slots or
that will be downloaded in the coming time slots. The buffer
M-position is to store the oldest chunk that will be moved out
from the buffer for playback during the next time slot. In
Figure 1, a model of peer’s buffer is illustrated. Thus, a state
of n-th user is represented in the form of a vector 𝒙(𝑛) =
(𝑥(𝑛, 0), 𝑥(𝑛, 1), . . , 𝑥(𝑛, 𝑀)) where 𝑥(𝑛, 𝑚) = 1 if the n-th
peer has a chunk at the buffer’s position 𝑚, and 𝑥(𝑛, 𝑚) = 0
otherwise.
М positions for data exchange
with other peers

0-position for
downloading data
from server

Playback
0

1

2

3

...

x(n,0) x(n,1) x(n, 2) x(n,3) x(n,...)

M-1

x(n, M  1)

M

x(n, M )

n-peer s buffer

Figure

1. Model of n-th peer’s buffer

Initially, a set of original parameters for each of N users
is determined. They are upload U and download D rates,
value of a lag LAG, and a set of neighbors B – the users from
whom downloading is acceptable. A lag is the number of
time slots between sending and receiving a chunk, thus, lag
reflects the quantitative characteristics of a chunk delay. The
algorithm works in such a way that, within a group, the user
selects a neighbor to download data from using the criterion
of minimum lag between the neighbors, regardless of their
time zones distribution. Here is a simple example. Suppose
that Peer 1 is in Poland and its neighbor, Peer 2, is located in
Moscow, i.e. they are from different time zones. Suppose
that Peer 3 is located in Angola, in the same time zone as
Peer 1, and they are also neighbors. In this example, Peer 1
selects Peer 2 because they have the smallest lag, although
Peer 2 is located in a different time zone. The set of
neighbors for each user is formed according to the neighbor
selection strategy depending on upload and download rates
and lags. The neighbor selection is one of the target function
parameters for optimization problems.
The algorithm of peers’ actions at each time slot is
described below according to the protocol of data
distribution in P2P live streaming networks.
1) At the beginning of each time slot, the chunk at the
M-position of the buffer is going to be played if it is
present. Video data in the buffers shifts one position
towards the end of the buffer. 0-position is nulled.
2) The server randomly chooses a peer and loads the
newest chunk to 0-position of its buffer.
3) Each peer that was not chosen by the server selects a
target peer from the set of neighbors to download a
chunk during the current time slot. Target peer’s
selection is carried out in accordance to the peer
selection strategy.
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4) If collision takes place, the peer gets nothing during
the current time slot. Otherwise, it selects a chunk to
download according to the chunk selection strategy.
If there is an available chunk to download, the
loading starts. Otherwise, the peer gets no chunks
during the current time slot.
It should be noticed that, in a real network, each peer is
able to join the video stream and to disjoin it at any time slot
of modelling and at any step of the algorithm, but we specify
it by saying that the peers join or disjoin immediately after
the first step of the algorithm.
The first difference from the previous model [12] is that
in the presented model three strategies were considered:
neighbor selection strategy, peer selection strategy, and
chunk selection strategy. The second difference is that the
presented model takes into account peers' geolocation [15]
and twenty-four hours peers' activity [16].
The number of peers in the network is not constant.
Every peer stays online a random amount of time each day,
with the average value of 0<HO<86 400=24h*60min*60s:
HoursOnline(n)~P(HO), n=1,…,N.
Here, 86 400 is the number of time slots when modelling one
astronomical day with one second as one time slot:
24h×60min×60s=86 400 time slots.
Let us introduce the parameter of users' activity, which
reflects the behavior of peers in the streaming network:
UserActivity(n)~RAND(1..UA), n=1,…,N; UA>1,
where UA is the maximal number of peers joining the
network within a day.
This parameter shows how often a peer joins the
network, disjoins from it and switches channels. Here
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑛) = 1 means that within a day 𝑛 -th peer
once came to a network and was online during the random
time 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛) without switching to other channels.
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑈𝐴, means that the 𝑛-th peer
joined the network 𝑖 times per day including switching
channels, and each session lasted exactly 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛)/
𝑖 time slots. Thus, e.g. if 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑛) = 100 and
𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛) = 15 000 the 𝑛 -th peer per day during
15 000 time slots (seconds) carries out 100 sessions of 150
time slots each.
Figure 2 presents the distribution of the number of online
peers versus the time of the day [15]. Here, the number of
users of the mobile applications is depicted by the solid line.
The dashed line represents the number of Internet users
while the dotted line shows the number of TV watchers. To
simplify the modeling process in this research, we
investigate the influence of TV watchers’ behavior only. The
graph shows that the peak of the online users is between 6
p.m. and 12 a.m. while the minimum number of TV watchers
is from 2 a.m. to 7 a.m.
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Figure 2. Distribution of users in the network

In accordance with the distribution in Figure 2,
parameters
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = (𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑛)), 𝑛 =
1, … , 𝑁, and 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = (𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛)), 𝑛 =
1, … , 𝑁, correspond to randomly generated intervals when
peers
are
online.
Let
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = (𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛, 𝑡)), 𝑛 = 1, … , 𝑁; 𝑡 =
1, … , 𝑇, be a binary matrix of the 𝑁 × 𝑇 size, where 𝑇 is the
number of time slots in the simulation. The matrix indicates
time slots when peers are online: 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛, 𝑡) = 1 if
the 𝑛 -th peer at the 𝑡 -th time slot is online, and
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛, 𝑡) = 0
otherwise.
Thus,
if
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛, 𝑡) = 1 and 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛, 𝑡 + 1) = 0 ,
then the 𝑛-th peer left the network at the (𝑡 + 1)-th time slot,
and 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛, 𝑡) = 0 and 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑛, 𝑡 + 1) = 1
say that the 𝑛-th peer joined the network at the (𝑡 + 1) − 𝑡ℎ
time slot.
Peers churns significantly influence the key performance
measures. So, when a new peer joins the network it still has
no data for exchange with other peers, but it uses other peers’
resources to download content. Similarly, when a peer
disjoins the network, it stops to participate in distribution of
already downloaded video chunks. For a proper peers churns
simulation, it is important to take into account the
distribution of users by time zones. In this paper, the total of
N peers in the network are divided in a random way across
time zones according to the distribution shown in Figure 3
[16]. One can see that the majority of the users is located in 5, +1, and +8 time zones, which include the USA, Canada,
Europe, and China - the most populated and technologically
developed regions. In the model, splitting peers across time
zones allows to reduce the probability of the global splashes
corresponding to mass connections and disconnections of
users.
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it is necessary to formulate the appropriate optimization
problems, to find ways to solve them, even if numerical, and
conduct computer experiments using the simulator described
above. It is already clear that it is necessary to modify the
strategies used in streaming P2P-network.

Figure 3. Distribution of users across the time zones

III.NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this paper, the aim of numerical analysis is to compare
results of the models that do not consider distribution of
users across time zones (we call it the basic model,
[8][9][10]) to the results which are obtained by means of the
model described above. We analyzed the network with
𝑁 = 300 users and the size of the users’ buffer 𝑀 = 40. The
time of modeling is 𝑇 = 1 000 000 time slots, which
corresponds to about 12 days. The basic model assumes
values of lags equal to 0, 10, 20 between groups of
neighbors. The Rarest First (RF) has been chosen as a chunk
selection strategy, and neighbors, as well as the target user,
were selected randomly.
As seen in Figures 4 and 5, the results of the simulation
with splitting users across time zones (dashed line)
qualitatively repeat the results of the basic model. The nature
of the behavior of curves, including flexes in points of
𝑚 = 10 and 𝑚 = 20 is described in [9][10]. The probability
of playback continuity for the model with time zones is
much lower because the delivery of chunks takes, on
average, more than one time slot. Note that, in Figure 4,
value p(40) corresponds to the probability of playback
continuity. Numerical analysis shows that the basic model
gives a very rough upper bound of the performance measures
compared to the model with splitting users across time
zones. On the other hand, the simulation model shows
unsatisfactory (less than 70%) value of the probability of
playback continuity. This means that it is necessary to use
some other combinations of selection strategies, which will
be the subject of further study. It is also necessary to explore
a new way of peer's communication to improve the playback
continuity, which is a key performance of the network.
IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Figure 4. Probability of chunk availability at the buffer’s positions.
Value p(40) corresponds to the probability of playback continuity.

Figure 5. Probability of chunk selection to download at the buffer positions.

We try to construct a model of a P2P streaming network,
which is the most approximate to the reality. Preliminary
numerical analysis showed that more research is necessary to
find the optimal strategies; buyout will improve the quality
of service parameters of streaming P2P-network. To do this,
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Abstract—Can we predict the outcome of future elections? Many
politicians wonder if they will be re-elected and often they rely
on polls conducted on a small sample of the population. In
this work, we propose a data-driven approach that, given the
past expenditure of city mayors, considers what are the most
important aspects that determine the re-election. Our empirical
results show the emergence of a particular expenditure threshold:
mayors who invest in current and capital expenditure over such
threshold during the mandate are more likely to be re-elected,
while those who invest differently are more likely not to be reelected. The impact of this research is to provide a new analytical
tool that objectively shows to a public administrator if his actions
will lead to the re-election.
Keywords–Open Data; eDemocracy; eGovernment; CitizenGovernment eModels, Data Mining, Administrative elections.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The evaluation of the performance of public administration
is a complex problem, for which the presence of Big Data
and Open Data opens new scenarios. There are several works
that, thanks to the digital traces left by all of us, studied the
preferences of citizens in different economic and social areas
[1] [2]. But, in the context of Public Administration, a new
element to take into consideration is Open Data, in particular
the data curated and made accessible by public administration.
New data sources, in the field of political science, open up
new scenarios for those who want to study the effectiveness
of public administration in a data-driven approach.
As an alternative to the traditional surveys, several researchers have recently begun the use of social media such
as Twitter to study the sentiment of voters before the election
[3] [4]. On this aspect, other experiences led conflicting
results, since users who use Twitter were not considered a
representative sample [5]. The main limitation of this approach
is that it is not applicable to small and medium realities. It is
relatively easy to collect information on the voters’ opinions
about a national politician by means of social networks, but
it is more difficult to do the same for all the mayors of each
municipality.
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In recent years, many governments began issuing the data
as Open Data in order to ensure greater transparency of
public administration. With this new data source, is possible
to have the detailed expenditure of any public institution, in
particular of Italian municipalities. In this paper, we propose
a methodology that, using Open Data, produces a score and
shows the trend of the expenditure managed by the re-elected
and the not re-elected majors. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no works that discuss this type of problem in a
data-driven perspective, for administrative realities of small
or medium size. This article is organized as follows: Section
II describes the data used for the experiment, Section III
introduces the analytical framework, Section IV is about the
results obtained, Section V shows the main limitations of the
approach and, Section VI details the impact of the research
and the future works.
II. M ATERIALS
The experimental dataset results from the processing of
three different sources. (1) The dataset regarding the number
of residents and size of Italian municipalities, that is provided
by Italian Statistics Bureau (ISTAT) and is updated to the
2011 census. (2) The dataset on the expenditure of Italian
local authorities that is provided by the Italian government
1
. Available expenditure of Italian municipalities for the years
2013, 2014 and 2015 (only first semester). (3) The dataset
containing the election results of about 600 municipalities
that voted in June 2015 plus the results of the previous
consultations held in March 2010. The dataset is provided by
the Ministry of Interior 2 .
About the second dataset, the expenditure items are organized in a hierarchical manner, with the lower level having
248 items of expenditure. There are levels of intermediate
aggregation respectively of 77, 34 and 4 families. In this phase
of the study, the maximum aggregation level was used; the
four families of expenditure (our endogenous variable) are (i)
current expenses, (ii) cost of services for third parties, (iii)
1 soldipubblici.gov.it
2 storico.elezioni.interno.it
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capital expenditures, (iv) expenses for loans repayment. (i)
Current expenditure covers all public expenditure necessary to
the ordinary activities of the state structure (eg. staff, purchase
of consumer goods). (ii) Expenses for services concerning
transactions carried out on behalf of third parties as the institution acts as withholding agent. (iii) The capital expenditures
are the ones in which the State aims to play an active policy
in the economy (eg. buying movable and immovable assets,
shareholdings). (iv) The costs of repayment loans consists of
repayments of loans and cash advances. In our model, all the
values of the costs are expressed on a monthly average basis,
and are scaled to the number of residents of each municipality.
For space reasons we only show the distribution of value for
the period before election (Figure 1). The distribution in the
other years shows a similar trend.
The third dataset allows to understand if a mayor or a coalition government was reconfirmed. For about 350 municipalities
only, it is possible to understand if the mayor (or party) is reelected and only 70 of these have more than 15,000 inhabitants.
There are two criteria for determining whether a mayor or a
party won the election, namely: (i) checking the name of the
former mayor and the new one or (ii) analyzing the political
area of the previous and new mayor, inferred from the name
of the political party that won the elections. As mentioned
above, only for 350 municipalities out of 600 it is possible to
infer if a mayor was re-elected as if (i) it was not valid, (ii)
had indicated a general civil list. In the municipal elections,
especially in small ones, it is common that all candidates use
civic lists without party symbols. For this reason, the mayor
of the municipality always belongs to a civil list, preventing
to understand whether this list belongs to a party of the left,
right or center wing. For these 350 municipalities, in 45% of
cases, the mayor or the coalition is reconfirmed, while in the
remaining 55%, it is substituted.
III. M ETHODS
The idea underlying our approach is that a single-factor
model, synthetizing a set of families of expenditure, could
facilitate the understanding of the expenses role to explain the
political success.
Firstly, we used exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to investigate the expenditure factor structure [8]. Then, we used
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to validate the factor structure provided by EFA. For each statistical unit (municipalities),
we computed a synthetic score of”political engagement of
spending” for each year using CFA [6].
Finally, were performed analysis of variance for repeated
measures (ANOVA-Rm) for a single factor (time) stratified for
the binary political success indicator, and t-tests to compare
the ”political engagement of spending” and the detached
families of expenditure with a binary political success indicator
(mayor re-elected or not) over time. At the end, for the year
preceding the elections, we validated the ”political engagement
of spending” using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve analysis. All statistical analyses were performed using
R software (version 3.0.2 for Windows) [7].
A. Confirmatory Factor Analysis
A Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) via Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was performed to confirm the presence
of a latent variable (factor) underlying the spending policies.
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The items (endogenous variables) are (v1) current expenses,
(v2) cost of services for third parties, (v3) capital expenditures,
(v4) expenses for loans repayment. The factor has been interpreted as ”political engagement of spending”. The coefficients
linking the factor with items by linear equations are called
”factor loadings”.
The goodness of fit was evaluated with two indexes: (i)
Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR); (ii) Root
Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). In general,
a model is considered to show good fit when the SRMR
and RMSEA are not higher than 0.10. In addition, further
CFA indexes as gamma for unidimensionality (acceptable if
> 0.2) and the general validity coefficient (acceptable if
> 0.8) verify the adequacy of single-factor measurement
model. Finally, the standardized factor loadings (item-factor
correlations) (acceptable if > 0.4) proved high-quality specific
factor validity for each item.
Hence, the score validation (only for score of 2015) was
performed by ROC analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of
the (factor) score in distinguishing if the mayor was re-elected
or not. Overall, the predictive performance was measured by
the area under the curve (AUC): ROC curves with AUC of 0.5
indicating no predictive diagnosis versus AUC of 1.0 indicating
perfect ones. Only the score of 2015 was validated because
2015 is the year before the elections, and expenses are directly
related to the election campaign.
B. Analysis of variance and independent t-tests
The analysis of variance for repeated measures (ANOVARm) is a useful multivariate method to evaluate changes of a
continuous variable in relation to a categorical one, over the
time. In this case, it was performed to assess the change of the
score (obtained via CFA-SEM) over time, i.e., from 2013 to
2015, in relation to binary political success indicator (mayor
confirmed or not).
Independent t-test is a useful statistical test to verify if
the means of continuous variable across 2 independent groups
are significantly different. It was performed to verify the
differences of the mean of the score for each year, i.e., the
differences of the families expenditure means between the 2
groups over the year.
IV. C ASE STUDY: I TALIAN A DMINISTRATIVE ELECTIONS
The starting assumption is that it is possible to synthesize
all expenditure in a single factor. The factor analysis (EFA)
confirming the one-dimensionality of the concept underlying
the costs taken into account, i.e. eigenvalue > 1 and Horn´’s
parallel analysis identified one factor.
We apply the CFA-SEM model on the dataset regarding the
administrative election held in Italy in June 2015. Our aim is
to shows that families of expenditure contribute with different
weights in the construction of the factor ”political engagement
of spending”. Although standardized factor loadings of all
the variables of the model are acceptable, the most important variable is the current expenditure, followed by capital
expenditure, expenses for services for third parties and refund
loans. This rank is the same for the three years.
Figure 2 shows the triples of the standardized factor loadings for the three years of analysis. The high-quality specific
factors are those higher than 0.4. For example, regarding
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Figure 1. : Distribution of families expenditure per month per capita (2015)

Figure 2. : Standardized factor loadings and goodness of fit indexes for 2013,
2014, 2015 models. The goodness of fit indexes (SMSR, RMSEA) of the
”political engagement of spending” are acceptable for each year because they
are less than 0.10

current expenditure (the most important variable), values are
respectively 0.97, 0.85, 0.64 for the years 2013, 2014, 2015.
The goodness of fit (SMSR, RMSEA) of the ”political engagement of spending” for each year is acceptable because
it is lower of 0.10. Finally, we compute CFA indexes to
measure internal validity of the model; gamma is higher than
0.2 (0.33) and general validity coefficient is higher than 0.8
(0.8). Thereby, we obtained a validated synthetic continuous
score of ”political engagement of spending” (centered factor
score) (cPE) that we analyzed.
Figure 3 shows the trend of the means of score stratified
for the binary political success indicator, divided into mayor
confirmed or not confirmed. With the aim of assessing the
trend of spending for mayors confirmed and unconfirmed,
the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures
was performed. ANOVA did not show significant differences
(p > 0.05) of cPE within the trend of the same group (2013
vs. 2014, 2014 vs. 2015). Comparing instead the cPE (in
each year) between the two groups with independent t-tests
(adjusted by Bonferroni method for multiple comparisons), the
differences are significant for each couple of years (2013 vs.
2013, 2014 vs. 2014, 2015 vs. 2015).
Finally, Figure 4 shows the evaluation of individual families
of expenditure during the three years with independent t-tests.
In the trend of three years, confirmed mayors spent more in
current expenditure (p < 0.05) and, in 2015, they also invest
more in capital expenditures (p < 0.05).
Thanks to parameter estimates extracted from the CFA-
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Figure 3. Plot of means of cPE score over 3 years. The relevance of this
plot is confirmed by the ANOVA test that observes that within each group
trends of the measure cPE are very similar. Instead comparing the cPE in
each year between the two groups (green vs. red) with independent t-student,
the differences are significantly different for each year (2013 p = 0.019; 2014
p = 0.012; 2015 p = 0.007).

SEM model 2015 (factor loadings and residual variance) an
equation was defined (1) to compute the (rescaled) ”political
engagement of spending” score (rPE) of each municipality:

rP E = 0.0276∗v1+0.0139∗v2+0.0078∗v3+0.0155∗v4 (1)
Then, to validate rPE and determine its cutoff to predict
the election result, ROC curve analysis was performed. The
optimal cutoff for rPE is 2.19, the AUC was 0.62 indicating an
acceptable predictive accuracy. The sensibility was 0.649 and
the specificity was 0.591. It is worth to remark this is just a
preliminary result and further validation steps are needed, such
as cross validation with one-leave-out methodologies and/or
stratifying the datasets over a different dimension/wealth of
Local Governments.
The remarkable result of our work is that city administration can use per capita expenditures sustained in the period
before the elections, in order to understand, using (1), if the
investment is similar of the mayors who were re-elected in the
past.
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Figure 4. : Evaluation of individual families of expenditure during the three
years with independent t-student. In the trend of three years, confirmed mayors
spent more in current expenditure (2013 p = 0.02; 2014 p = 0.010; 2015
p = 0.013) and in 2015 also invest more in capital expenditures (p = 0.025).

V. L IMITATIONS
The main limitation of this approach is the difficulty of
collecting the election results of the previous years. This
limitation is overcome by the fact that, starting from 2014
the Ministry of Interior has provided an open data service, so,
hopefully, in the future there will be more data available. In
addition, the model can be specialized considering the political
party affiliation of the mayor. At the moment, the Open Data
website 3 does not provide the income of the municipalities,
i.e., the taxes paid by citizens; with this information, the model
could be further enriched.
VI. L EARNED LESSON AND NEXT STEPS
Our work shows how Open Data of the public administration can be used to anticipate the judgment that citizens
will express in the next election. The contributions of this
study are: (i) provided different weights for the families of
expenditure through the CFA-SEM model, (ii) build a synthetic
measurement of expenditure called ”political engagement of
spending” score, validated using the election results, (iii)
estimate a score cutoff to predict if an administration will be,
more probably, confirmed or not.
The CFA-SEM model shows different weights (standardized factor loadings) among items of expenditure for the
administrations confirmed or not confirmed. In the six months
before the election the weight of current expenditure and
capital expenditure is higher in municipalities that will be
confirmed. This trend was detected in relation to binary
political success indicator both overall, considering the score
of ”political engagement of spending” (Figure 3), and by
comparing the detach averages of the municipal expenses in
the various years. In addition, our framework provides an
indication of the critical thresholds of individual cost items,

on which one needs to take action in order to improve the
overall score (Figure 4).
This result is of great impact, because a single administrator, by entering into a formula (1) expenditure per capita in
four families can measure the ”likelihood” of his reelection.
Thinking in monetary terms, the threshold values that indicate
a higher likelihood of re-election could be about 100Euro per
month per capita. This suggests that does not pay to invest only
in the last six months. The rank of expenditure, per capita per
month, is: current expense, i.e., the provision of main services
to citizens (45Euro), the second is cost of services for third
parties (27Euro), 12Euro for expenditures capital and 6Euro
for repayment loans. Details will be further investigated with
more complete data.
In the future, we plan to repeat the analysis by considering
a greater level of detail of spending that compose each of the
four families utilized. In addition, the experimental dataset will
be enriched with the morphological and productive datasets
(wealth, well-being, etc.) of the area, the seasonal trends of
expenditure and income, the political party and subjective
variables, such as the self-perception of the citizen on the
effectiveness and efficiency of their own mayor.
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Abstract—In deliberative consultations, the most important are
the opinions of residents that want to discuss an important issue.
In order to encourage them to participate in such consultations, besides the Internet platform that facilitates the whole
process of consultations, privacy preserving techniques should
be employed. In this paper, we propose a framework for privacy incorporation in deliberative consultation that will improve
eGovernment services provided for digital society. We present the
solution for reconstruction-based privacy preserving technique
and randomisation-based methods. The proposed framework
enables a scientist to prepare a list of candidates and calculate
statistics over privacy preserved survey data in deliberative
consultations.
Keywords–Privacy Preserving; Reconstruction-based techniques; Randomisation-based methods; deliberative consultations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In deliberative consultations [1], residents discuss issues
important for them. An example could be a deliberative
consultation run by a local government in order to find and
understand opinions of residents about the desired place of
building a new elementary school.
In the era of digital society, organizers provide Internet
portals that facilitate the process of gathering opinions of residents. As a starting point, residents provide their characteristics
in order to be invited to a deliberative consultation that is of
their interest. Moreover, one of the most important methods
of gathering data during consultations is providing electronic
surveys, especially Internet surveys. Residents may give their
opinions through the surveys.
In order to encourage candidates to provide their characteristics, participate in a survey and provide true opinions,
privacy should be preserved. To this end, several techniques
for incorporating privacy in data mining can be employed.
These methods are also helpful in statistical tasks, e.g., mean
calculation, that are often used in analysis of data collected
in surveys. In [2] we performed the analysis of applicability in deliberative consultations of the following privacy
preserving techniques: heuristic-based, reconstruction-based,
and cryptography-based [3]. We showed that reconstructionbased privacy preserving technique is useful for deliberative
consultations and can provide adequate level of privacy in
order to encourage residents to participate in surveys which
makes consultations valuable.
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In this paper, we propose how to use reconstructionbased techniques and randomisation-based methods for deliberative consultations; namely, for calculating statistics over
data colected by surveys and calculating a list of candidates
for a deliberative consultation. In our solution we assume that
data that was only distorted by means of randomistaion-based
methods is collected and stored as a centralised database. The
database describes candidates’ characteristics and results of
surveys.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section II, we discuss works related to our task. Section III
presents the privacy preserving data mining solutions important
in the context of deliberative consultations. In Section IV
we propose the solution for consultations with the usage of
reconstruction-based technique. Finally, Section V summarises
the conclusions of the study and outlines future avenues to
explore.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we present literature review of privacy
preserving classification as it is the field closest to our task
and we adopt some of the algorithms presented in literature in
order to create a solution for the task in question.
Privacy preserving classification has been extensively discussed in literature [4]–[9].
The pioneer work in privacy preserving classification for
centralised data was [10], where R. Agrawal and R. Srikant
proposed how to build a decision tree over centralised data
distorted with the randomisation-based method (except the
target/class attribute) and then classify not distorted data
with this decision tree. In this solution, they also presented
the algorithm called AS (Agrawal-Srikant) for a probability
distribution reconstruction for continuous attributes, which
estimates an original probability distribution based on distorted
samples (details about the algorithm AS can be found in
Section III-B2).
Paper [11] extends the AS (Agrawal Srikant) algorithm and
presents the EM (Expectation Maximisation) reconstruction
algorithm, which does not take into account nominal attributes
either (for details refer to Section III-B3).
Randomised Response technique for related-question
model was presented in [12]. It allows creating a decision
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tree but only for nominal attributes. Randomised Response
technique for unrelated-question model was discussed in [13],
[14] and applied in building naı̈ve Bayes classifier.
The solution we proposed in [15] differs from those above,
because it enables a miner to classify centralised perturbed data
containing simultaneously continuous and nominal attributes
by means of randomisation-based methods to preserve privacy on an individual level. This approach uses the EM/AS
(Expectation Maximisation/Agrawal Srikant) algorithm (described in details in Section III-B5) to reconstruct a probability distribution for nominal attributes and the ARVeSNA
(Algorithm for Assigning Reconstructed Values to Samples
for Nominal Attributes) algorithm (please refer to Section
III-B7) for assigning reconstructed values to samples for this
type of attributes to build a decision tree simultaneously with
continuous attributes.
In [16], we proposed the EQ (the abbreviation comes
from system of EQuations) algorithm (details can be found
in Section III-B6) for reconstructing a probability distribution
of nominal attributes. The algorithm achieves better results,
especially for high level of privacy, i.e., low probability of
retaining an original value of a nominal attribute.
Our work is different from the above mentioned proposals
as it focuses on calculation of statistics based on privacy
preserved centralised database and sampling participants for
deliberative consultations. To this end we adopt algorithms
developed for privacy preserving classification. We differ
from Randomised Response technique for related-question and
unrelated-question models because we assume that all surveys’
participants answer the same questions.
III.

2) AS Algorithm for Probability Distribution Reconstruction of Continuous Attributes: The algorithm AS for a probability density function reconstruction for continuous attributes
distorted with the randomisation-based method was proposed
in [10].
The algorithm solves the following problem:
Original values x1 , x2 , ..., xn of a one-dimensional distribution are the realisation of n independent random variables
X1 , X2 , ..., Xn with the same distribution as the variable
X. To hide information, n independent random variables
Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn with the same distribution as the random variable
Y have been used. Given x1 + y1 , x2 + y2 , ..., xn + yn (yi
is the realisation of the random variable Yi ) and cumulative
distribution function FY for the variable Y , a cumulative
distribution function FX for the random variable X is to be
estimated.
The solution to the given problem is as follows:
Let wi be the value of Xi + Yi , thus wi = xi + yi . The
individual values xi and yi are not known, only their sums
are revealed. Assuming that the probability density function
fX for variable X and fY for Y are known, Bayes rule [18]
can be used to estimate the posterior (cumulative) distribution
0
function FX
for the variable X1 . The posterior distribution
1
0
function FX
can be written as follows:
1
0
FX
(a)
1

a

Z
=

fX1 (z|X1 + Y1 = w1 )dz,

(1)

−∞

0
where FX
(a) is the estimator of the posterior (cumulative)
1
distribution function FX1 (a).
Using Bayes rule:

P RIVACY P RESERVING DATA M INING P RELIMINARIES

A. Randomisation-based Methods
For detailed description of randomisation-based methods
used in Privacy Preserving Data Mining please refer to [17].
B. Algorithms for Distribution Reconstruction and for Assigning Reconstructed Values to Samples
The algorithms for distribution reconstruction of both nominal and continuous attributes are described in this section.
Moreover, the algorithms for assigning reconstructed values to
samples for nominal and continuous attributes are presented.
The definition of information loss in reconstruction is introduced, as well.
1) Information Loss: The lack of precision in the reconstruction of a probability distribution is called information loss.
It is defined as follows [11]:
Definition Information loss I(fX , fˆX ) equals half of the
expected value of L1 norm between the original probability
distribution fX and its estimate fˆX .
R
I(fX , fˆX ) = 1 E[
| fX − fˆX |]
2

ΩX

Information loss I(fX , fˆX ) lies between 0 and 1.
I(fX , fˆX ) = 0 means the perfect reconstruction, and
I(fX , fˆX ) = 1 implies that there is no overlap between the
original distribution and its estimate.
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0
FX
(a)
1

Z

a

=
−∞

fX1 +Y1 (w1 |X1 = z)fX1 (z)
dz.
fX1 +Y1 (w1 )

(2)

After additional calculations [10] the posterior density function
0
0
:
is obtained by differentiating FX
fX
n

0
fX
(a) =

1X
f (w − a)fX (a)
R∞ Y i
.
n i=1 −∞
fY (wi − z)fX (z)dz

(3)

0
Having a large number of samples, fX
should correspond to
the original probability density function fX .
0
To estimate fX
, the knowledge of fY and fX is needed.
fY is known, because the distorting distribution function is
known for a miner. As the original probability density function
fX is unknown, a uniform distribution is assumed as an initial
estimate of density function and then refined in an iterative
way by applying (3). See Figure 1 for details.
Details about the calculation complexity reduction can be
found in [10].
To stop an iterate reconstruction, three possible stopping
criteria were proposed in [10].
The first criterion is met when the reconstructed distribution is statistically the same as the original distribution. To
check the similarity of distributions, for instance, χ2 measure
(details about χ2 can be found in [19]) can be used. This
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0
fX
:= uniform distribution
j := 0 // iteration number
repeat
j
Pn
f (w −a)fX
(a)
j+1
fX
(a) = n1 i=1 R ∞ Y i
j
−∞

fY (wi −z)fX (z)dz

j := j + 1
until(stopping criterion met)
Figure 1. The AS algorithm.

criterion could be used only for testing, because the original
distribution is not known in practice.
The second solution is to compare the randomised current
estimate of the original distribution with the distorted distribution used for the reconstruction and stop when these two
distributions are statistically the same. This criterion assumes
that the current estimate which is close enough to the original
distribution should be the same after the distortion as the
distorted distribution used for the reconstruction. As stated in
[10], the difference between two distorted distributions is not
a reliable indicator.
The last approach is to compare two consecutive estimates
of the original distribution. When the difference is small
enough, the process is completed. 1% of the threshold of χ2
test was used in [10].
As stated in [11], the AS algorithm may not always
converge and even it converges, there is no guarantee that it
gives a reasonable estimate of the original distribution. There
was no proof given for that statement and this issue was not
mentioned in [10].
3) Algorithm EM for Probability Distribution Reconstruction of Continuous Attributes: The algorithm for a probability
density function reconstruction for continuous attributes distorted by means of the the randomisation-based method was
proposed in [11], as well. The algorithm was called EM by
the authors. The problem to be solved is the same as for the
AS algorithm.
The details about the EM algorithm and the proof that
it converges can be found in [11]. The authors of the EM
algorithm stated that it is theoretically the best algorithm and
having a large set of distorted samples, the EM algorithm
can reconstruct the original distribution with little or without
information loss [11]. The definition of information loss can
be found in Section III-B1.
4) Assigning Reconstructed Values to Samples for Continuous Attributes: The algorithm for assigning reconstructed
values to samples for continuous attributes was presented in
[10]. We describe this algorithm in this section.
Let I1 , ..., Im denote m intervals and N (Ik ) be the number of samples in Ik interval. Samples should be sorted in
an ascending order and assigned to consecutive intervals as
follows: N (I1 ) first samples are assigned to the first interval
I1 , the next N (I2 ) samples to the second interval I2 , etc.
5) EM/AS Algorithm for Probability Distribution Reconstruction of Nominal Attributes: In [15], we proposed the
EM/AS algorithm for reconstructing a probability distribution
of a nominal attribute.
The EM/AS algorithm is based on two algorithms: AS
proposed in [10] and its extension EM presented in [11]. Both
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P r(X = vp )0 := k1 , p = 1, ..., k
j := 0 //iteration number
repeat
Pn
P r(v →X(s))P r j (X=vp )
P r(X = vp )j+1 = n1 s=1 Pk p
j
j := j + 1
until(stopping criterion met)

t=1

P r(vt →X(s))P r (X=vt )

Figure 2. The EM/AS nominal attribute probability distribution
reconstruction algorithm.

algorithms reconstruct a probability distribution of continuous
attributes.
To reconstruct probability distribution of a nominal attribute, both EM and AS algorithms were modified to obtain
the EM/AS (Figure 2). The modifications of both algorithms
(AS and EM) give the same result.
The algorithm solves the following problem: a nominal
attribute X has the possible values v1 , v2 , v3 , ..., vk and n
samples. Value for each sample is modified according to a
probability P r(vp → vr ) (a probability that a value vp will
be changed to a value vr ). X(s) means a value of an attribute
X for a sample s. An original probability distribution of an
attribute X should be reconstructed.
The algorithm starts with the uniform distribution and
calculates the estimate of the probability distribution in every
iteration.
Stopping criterion is the same as for the AS and EM algorithms (the algorithm is stopped when the difference between
successive estimates of the original probability distribution
becomes small, as little as 1% of the threshold of the χ2 test).
6) EQ Algorithm for Probability Distribution Reconstruction of Nominal Attributes: In [16], we proposed the EQ
algorithm, the name of the algorithm comes from the phrase
system of EQuations, that reconstructs the probability distribution of nominal attributes and can be used instead of the
EM/AS algorithm. The EQ algorithm outperforms the EM/AS,
especially for high levels of privacy [16].
The problem to be solved is the same as for the EM/AS
algorithm: there are a nominal attribute X with the possible
values v1 , v2 , v3 , ..., vk and n samples. A value for each sample
is modified according to a probability P r(vp → vr ) (a
probability that a value vp will be changed to a value vr )
and we want to reconstruct an original probability distribution
of an attribute X.
Let us assume that there is an attribute Colour with 3
values: v1 = green , v2 = blue, and v3 = black.
For the original value of the attribute, e.g., green, the
probability P r(v1 → v1 ) that the value will be the same
after the modification is known, as well as the probability
of changing the value from green to blue and from green
to black. Moreover, when the value of the attribute after the
distortion is, e.g., green, the original value was one of the
three possible values: green, blue, and black and all the
probabilities P r(v1 → v1 ), P r(v2 → v1 ), P r(v3 → v1 ) how
the value has become green are known.
Let Z be the attribute after the modification with the
possible values v1 , v2 , v3 , ..., vk . In the example, the attribute
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Z has 3 values: green, blue, and black and the following
equation can be written:
P (Z = green) = a1,1 P (X = green) + a1,2 P (X =
blue) + a1,3 P (X = black),
where as,p = P r(vp → vs ). For colours blue and black the
similar equations can be written:

In order to solve this problem, the number of distorted
samples (nZ (vi )) is counted separately for each value of
an attribute and the number of original samples (nX (vi ) =
P (X = vi )n) is estimated.
TABLE I. T HE EXAMPLE OF THE ORIGINAL DATABASE .
Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

P (Z = blue) = a2,1 P (X = green) + a2,2 P (X =
blue) + a2,3 P (X = black)
P (Z = black) = a3,1 P (X = green) + a3,2 P (X =
blue) + a3,3 P (X = black).
Now there are 3 equations and 3 unknown variables
(P (X = green), P (X = blue), P (X = black)), thus the
system of linear equations can be solved.
In general there is the following system of k equations:

with k unknown variables.
Let X be the column vector with elements x1 , ..., xk , where
xi = P (X = vi ) and Z be the column vector with elements
z1 , ..., zk , where zi = P (Z = vi ). Let P be the matrix
of retaining/changing values of a nominal attribute. We can
rewrite the system of equations in the matrix form as:
Z = PX

(4)

To find values of P (X = vi ), i = 1, . . . , k, we need to
solve (4). We can solve it by left multiplying both sides by
inverted P, i.e., P−1 (only if inverted P exists).
Nonexistence of the inverted matrix is not troublesome
because the number of values of a nominal attribute is known
before collecting data starts and a non-singular matrix P can
be chosen to guarantee the existence of inverted P matrix.
7) ARVeSNA Algorithm for Assigning Reconstructed Values
to Samples for Nominal Attributes: We proposed the algorithm
for assigning reconstructed values to samples for nominal
attributes in [20] and describe this algorithm in this section.
Having reconstructed a probability distribution of a nominal attribute, reconstructed values can be assigned to samples.
The algorithm solves the following problem:
Since modified values of a nominal attribute are given, the
probability distribution of a modified attribute (i.e., P (Z =
vi ), i = 1, . . . , k) and the number of all samples n are known.
The reconstructed probability distribution (P (X = vi ), i =
1, . . . , k) is estimated. The aim is to assign reconstructed
values to samples taking into account the reconstructed probability distribution.
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Age
35
37
41
44
50
28
30

Sex
M
F
M
M
F
F
M

Credits status
none
overdue
present
repaid
repaid
none
none

Children
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y

TABLE II. T HE EXAMPLE OF THE DISTORTED DATABASE WITH UNIFORM
DISTORTION DISTRIBUTION h−500, 500i FOR S ALARY, h−10, 10i FOR
AGE AND p = 0.6 FOR S EX AND C REDITS STATUS ATTRIBUTES .
Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

P (Z = v1 ) = a1,1 P (X = v1 ) + a1,2 P (X =
v2 ) + · · · + a1,k P (X = vk )
P (Z = v2 ) = a2,1 P (X = v1 ) + a2,2 P (X =
v2 ) + · · · + a2,k P (X = vk )
..
.
P (Z = vk ) = ak,1 P (X = v1 ) + ak,2 P (X =
v2 ) + · · · + ak,k P (X = vk )

Salary
1000
1500
5000
3000
4200
2000
1000

Salary
1353.32
1611.83
5428.27
2573.22
4145.89
2258.34
1054.03

Age
33.42
40.64
51.27
39.51
42.67
38.72
36.65

Sex
M
M
M
F
M
F
M

Credits status
repaid
overdue
present
none
repaid
none
overdue

Children
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y

Then the difference, called δ(vi ), between nZ (vi ) and
nX (vi ) is calculated. δ(vi ) > 0 means that there are too many
samples because there are more samples with distorted value
of vi than the reconstructed number of samples for the value
vi . A sample corresponding to a positive value of δ(vi ) is
found and assigned with a reconstructed value vj for which a
value of δ(vj ) is negative and the reconstructed value vj has
the highest probability to be distorted to the value vi . Values
of corresponding δ(vi ) and δ(vj ) are updated and the process
is continued until all values of δ(vi ), i = 1, . . . , k are zero.
Having completed the process, samples with the reconstructed values are assigned according to an original (reconstructed) probability distribution.
IV.

C ALCULATING S URVEYS ’ S TATISTICS AND
PARTICIPANTS S AMPLING
We define two tasks in deliberative consultations that
involve calculations on data with preserved privacy by means
of reconstruction-based techniques and randomisation-based
methods; namely, calculating surveys’ statistics and participants sampling.
A. Calculating Surveys’ Statistics
In the task of calculating statistics from survey’s data, we
assume that there is a centralised database that is collected by
means of electronic surveys. A participant provides an answer
to each question in the survey. The answer is an attribute value.
Thus, we can state that the database consists of: a definition
of attributes and its values.
Each attribute describes possible answer’s values for a
survey’s question. For example, an attribute that describes a
question ’Do you have a car?’ is a binary attribute with possible
values: yes or no. The possible types of attributes are: binary,
nominal, ordinal, and continuous.
Values of attributes are distorted answers provided by
participants. Thus, if we have n participants and k questions,
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we have n values for each of k attributes. According to
randomisation-based methods values of attributes are distorted
at a client side; that is, participant’s side, with one of the
possible methods. For binary attributes we may use basic
randomisation factor method or distortion with a matrix of
retaining/changing values of a nominal attribute (for more
details please refer to [2]). For ordinal attributes we may use
a modified matrix of retaining/changing values of an attribute
described in [21]. For continuous attributes the additive perturbation method [10], multiplicative perturbation [22], and the
retention replacement perturbation [23] may be employed.
Tables I and II show the example databases that could be
results of electronic survey after a deliberative consultation.
Table I presents the original, not distorted, database that
could be a real result of a survey if there is no privacy
preserving methods applied. The example database that could
be a result of a survey with privacy preserved by means of
the randomisation-based method is shown in Table II. If we
use the randomisation-based method in real applications, the
original database (Table I) does not exist, only distorted values
(Table II) are stored. Id attribute is not necessary and is shown
to ease the process of comparing both databases.
In the aforementioned task, there is a table with distorted
values, like in Table II and a scientist wants to calculate some
statistics about participants of a survey. The statistics could be
the number of participants that meet a specific condition which
is based on gathered data, e.g., the number of participants that
have children and are at least 30 years old. Another statistics
to calculate is mean of some attribute for all participants or
participants that meet a specific condition. For instance, mean
salary for participants that have children and are at least 30
years old. Last but not least a scientist may want to see a
distribution of an attribute for all participants or a group of
participants.
1) Calculating Number of Participants that Meet Specific
Condition: Fist we define a condition that a scientist may
create in order to choose a group of participants. Let C
be a condition that participants should meet. Let us assume
that c1 , c2 , ..., cm are subconditions and form condition C,
i.e., C = c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ... ∧ cm . ci condition is a condition
that is based on one attribute. The possible types of this
conditions are: vaj > t, vaj ≤ t, t1 ≤ vaj < t2 for
continuous attributes, vaj ∈ {v1 , v2 , ..., vl } for binary, ordinal,
and nominal attributes, where vaj is a value of attribute aj ,
t is a known threshold, v1 , v2 , ..., vl are possible values of an
attribute.
Let us consider that condition C = c1 and c1 is of a form
t1 ≤ vaj < t2 and is based on a continuous attribute. In this
case we can choose intervals in a way that their end/begin
in points t1 and t2 and apply AS or EM algorithm. Let us
assume that we choose the following intervals: i1 that starts
in −∞ and ends in t1 , i.e., i1 = (−∞; t1 ), i2 =< t1 ; t2 ),
i3 =< t2 ; ∞). The number of intervals need not to be limited
to 3, however, it is important that they should be intervals that
end/begin in t1 and t2 .
The AS or EM algorithms estimate a distribution of values
of attribute over intervals. The number of participants can be
obtained by multiplying a probability for an interval by the
number of participants. Thus the number of values that lie in
each interval N1 , N2 , N3 is known. If we assume that t1 < t2 ,
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then N2 is the number of participants that meet condition C.
Otherwise, N1 + N3 is the right number. For conditions of
form vaj > t, vaj ≤ t the solution is analogous.
If c1 is based on a nominal attribute with k possible values
and is of form vaj ∈ {v1 , v2 , ..., vl } EM/AS or EQ algorithm
can be employed. The output of the algorithm is the number of
participants for each possible value of an attribute. As shown
in the following equation, for condition vaj ∈ {v1 , v2 , ..., vl }
we need to sum all numbers for values that are present in the
condition; that is vaj ∈ {v1 , v2 , ..., vl }.
N{v1 ,v2 ,...,vl } =

X

Nv i

(5)

vi ∈{v1 ,v2 ,...,vl }

where:
•

•

N{v1 ,v2 ,...,vl } is the estimated number of samples for
which the original attribute has one of values in this
set {v1 , v2 , ..., vl },
Nv1 is the estimated number of samples for which the
original attribute has a value v1 .

In order to calculate the number of participants that meet
condition C with more than one subcondition, C = c1 ∧ c2 ∧
... ∧ cm , we need to calculate the number of participants in an
iterative manner (see Figure 3). For the first subcondition we
calculate the number of participants that meet subcondition
c1 as shown in this section. Then, we choose participants
that meet this subcondition. For binary, nominal and ordinal
attributes we can employ ARVeSNA algorithm (Section III-B7,
[20]). For continuous attributes we can apply the algorithm
described in Section III-B4 that sorts participants in the ascending order over a condition attribute. Then the algorithm
assigns the estimated number of sorted participants to each
interval. As a result, we obtain a set Pc1 of participants that
meet a subcondition c1 . In the next iteration we start with
Pc1 set of participants and apply a subcondition c2 . The result
of this iteration is a set Pc1 ∧c2 of participants that meet
condition c1 ∧ c2 . Then we proceed to the next iteration until
Pc1 ∧c2 ∧...∧cm is obtained and hence the number of participants
that meet condition C. In the last iteration ARVeSNA or the
algorithm for continuous attributes that chooses a subset of
participants according to calculated distribution need not to be
aplied because we need only the number of participants that
meet condition C and the list of participants is not necessary.
As an example, we will analyse the calculation of the
number of participants who meet the following conditions:
females at most 30 years old.
Let us assume that the Table II contains the distorted results
of a survey. We will use the algorithm presented in Figure 3.
The first condition is Sex = F. In order to find the estimated
number of objects that meet this condition we use EM/AS
or EQ algorithm. Let us assume that the result of EM/AS
or EQ algorithm is 3. Based on Table II without taking into
account the distortion we would obtain the number 2. Then,
by the means of ARVeSNA algorithm we assign participants
to values of the attribute Sex in this case. Let us assume that
the participants 2, 5 and 6 are assigned. The second condition
is Age ≤ 30. The considered attribute is continuous thus we
use EM or AS algorithm. It gives the number of participants
at most 30 years old within participants 2, 5 and 6. The result
is 1. If we used data from Table II directly without taking into
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INPUT: m // number of subconditions
INPUT: C = c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ... ∧ cm // condition to be met
INPUT: P // set of participants
OUTPUT: Pc1 ∧c2 ∧...∧cm // set of participants that meet
// c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ... ∧ cm condition
OUTPUT: Nc1 ∧c2 ∧...∧cm // number of participants that meet
// c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ... ∧ cm condition
for i = 1 to m do
if ci is based on continuous attribute then
prepare intervals:
i1 = (−∞; t1 ), i2 =< t1 ; t2 ), i3 =< t2 ; ∞)
calculate distribution with AS or EM algorithm
assign participants to intervals
choose Pc1 ∧...∧ci
calculate Nc1 ∧...∧ci
elseif // binary, nominal, ordinal attributes
calculate distribution with EM/AS or EQ algorithm
assign participants to attribute values (ARVeSNA)
choose Pc1 ∧...∧ci
calculate Nc1 ∧...∧ci
end
end
Figure 3. The list and the number of participants that meet a specific
condition calculation algorithm.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we proposed a framework for reconstructionbased techniques and randomisation-based methods application in deliberative consultations. The solution for calculating
statistics over privacy preserved survey data and candidates’
characteristics has been presented. The proposed framework
lets a scientist apply privacy preserving in real deliberative
consultations.
In future work, we plan to investigate the possibility of
k-anonymity application in a hybrid solution that combines
aggregation, reconstruction-based technique and k-anonymity
approach.
The incorporation of the presented framework in the system
for deliberative consultations that is being under development
is planned also.
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account that values are distorted, we would conclude that there
were no females at most 30 years old.
2) Mean Calculation: Considering the mean of continuous
attributes and the additive perturbation the calculations are the
same as for not distorted data if the distorting distribution
with mean equal to 0 is used. The type of a distribution,
e.g., uniform, normal, makes no difference. A distribution with
mean equal to 0 does not statistically change the mean of
attribute’s values. The mean can be calculated for an arbitrary
set of values of an attribute. Therefore, a scientist is able to
calculate a mean if a group of participants is chosen. To this
end, a scientist may use the algorithm presented in Figure 3 in
order to find a set of participants that meet a specific condition
and then calculate the mean.
B. Participants Sampling
In participants sampling, a scientist chooses a set of participants that take part in a deliberative consultation regarding
participants’ characteristics. Let us assume that all candidates
provide information about them and the randomised-based
method is applied, hence, only distorted data is stored. Table
II may represent such characteristics provided by candidates.
A scientist wants to find a condition that chooses a right group
of people to be involved in a deliberative consultation. Hence,
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task, since it provides a number and a list of candidates that
meet a specific condition.
If we assume that Table II represents characteristics of
participants and we want to find the list of candidates for
consultations that are females at most 30 years old, we may
use the example from Section IV-A1 to illustrate participants
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Age to participants.
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Abstract -- The world is experiencing a smart change of life style
as a result of a wide range of developments in the information
and communication technology (ICT) sector. The computation
and storage centers are vanishing in the cloud domain leaving
human communication interface as the only requirement for
using these resources. Evolving cyber communities (CC) are
groups of users having common interest areas. Information
sharing across such communities is easily possible which, leads
to more complexity and vulnerabilities. The platform
independent applications in service oriented architectures
(SOA) over the web offer a variety of opportunities for users of
all walks of life. They are able to create mashups integrating
different applications and services to suit their requirements.
Cloud service providers (CSP) extend the social network
applications for information collection and conducting surveys
for business and marketing strategies. Internet of things (IOT) is
a concept to converge data, process and people to extend
business applications in virtual domain. ICT applications over
cloud architecture are ubiquitous and pervasive; developers are
extending the concept to develop smart city and smart home
architectures for the future. In this paper, we address the
challenges offered by growing interest in social networking and
ease of information availability for applications in virtual
domain. Various new issues have to be carefully studied as the
component of human interaction has to be controlled besides the
information security to avoid miss use of information.
Keywords—Service Oriented Architecture (SOA); Information and
Communications Technology (ICT); Internet of Things (IOT);
Cloud Service Provider (CSP); Cyber Communities (CC)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile communications, networking and Internet based
solutions for virtualization and resource sharing have given
birth to a new life style through social networking. The
participation of humans of all ages, professions and interests
has given rise to formation of cyber communities. Community
is a group of users sharing common interest for example
content creators, users, developers and service providers, etc.
form communities spanning social networks [1]. Hence, a
community in the ICT domain may be seen as interlinked web
pages in the Internet cloud. Social networks like LinkedIn,
Facebook, Tweeter, WhatsApp, etc. have assumed importance
for sharing information in professional and social groups or
communities. These communities are usually able to interact
with each other hence, making bigger picture of social
networking. Whereas it is an interesting phenomenon, it is
often complicated and dangerous [2].
The cyber communities (CC) usually have no restriction on
membership and cross community information sharing.
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Hence, explicit and implicit communities may be formed. The
implicit communities are difficult to control and monitor for
content distribution, etc. Some methods are available to ensure
privacy of information between participants of the groups but
it is not effective when a group member may provide
information knowingly or unknowingly to others which, may
eventually be compromised. The social network users need to
be educated on the weaknesses of global phenomena of social
networking. The user must understand that all information
placed in a social network is vulnerable so it should be
carefully selected before sharing [3]. As the members present
them in virtual domain it is often difficult to differentiate
genuine or fake information. Hence, making judgment for
selecting a member in a community is usually difficult.
Cloud services virtualize the platform and infrastructure to
be used by clients through software. It offers infrastructure as
a service (Iaas), platform as a service (Paas) and software as a
service (Saas). Lately a new term IT as a service (ITaas) has
also been introduced. Cyber communities enlarge their scope
through a marriage of cloud computing and social networking
[4]. Social network users may access information available in
the cloud through service oriented architecture [5]. ICT tools
are often used to extract information from social networks and
cyber communities related to market trends, evaluation of
strategies to forecast and setting targets for future.
Human reliance on the information systems hosted on the
web has led to development of community based computing
infrastructure or Community Cyber Infrastructure (CCI) in
which, the information discovery and extraction is performed
through various ICT technologies. National Science
Foundation (NSF) defines Cyber Infrastructure (CI) as
integration of computing, data networks, digitally enabled
sensors,
observatories,
experimental
facilities
and
interoperable suit of software and middleware services [1][6].
Cyber enabled Discovery and Innovation (CDI) is an initiative
of NSF to develop a new generation of computationally based
discovery concepts and tools to deal with complex data rich
interacting systems. The discovery of information may be
from structured (conforming to a schema) or unstructured (not
conforming to a schema) data sets.
In Section II, we review related work. In Section III, social
networking, cyber community and supporting technologies are
discussed. In Section IV, the security issues in cyber
communities are highlighted. In Section V, research work
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initiated is presented. Finally, in Section VI, the paper is
concluded with discussion on challenges and future trends.
II.

RELATED WORK

Social networks are attacked in mainly of two ways. First,
manipulating executable code to gain access or be able to
install malicious software. Secondly, the human hackers
exploit personal information gathered by peeking and poking
the social network. Sometimes, a passive listener is installed
to gather information useful to attack a social network [7].
The data posted on the social media is not limited to
malicious software attacks; the cyber criminals may mine
networks to obtain persisting useful information, and use it to
steal intellectual property, highjack a website or compromise
company profile. Often data remains available in various
cache buffers even after a user has logged out; malicious
users may get access of this data intelligently [8]. Most
enterprises have adopted security and firewalling schemes to
control and filter malicious activities. Social networks open a
new window where employees of a company may unintentionally expose useful information in public domain
leading to exploitation or financial losses to the enterprise.
Social network users must bear in mind that information
posted on a social network is no longer private. However
secure the site may be yet the information can be easily
leaked either by a member or through a loop hole in the
security mechanism [9]. Some of the tactics used are as
under:
Click-jacking:

Concealing hyperlinks beneath a
visible link
Cross –Site Scripting: Injecting client side script into
web page
Doxing:
Publically
releasing
identity
information and pictures, etc.
Pharming:
Redirecting to fraudulent sites to
extract personal data
Phishing:
An email or other content often
sent on behalf a known user
containing a malicious link
Phreaking
Gaining unauthorized access to
telecommunication device also
call physical theft.
Spoofing:
A passive listener to gather
information to be used for
exploitation
Business communities are using social media to extract useful
information for marketing strategies and human resource
management. For example [10] Linked in is being used for
hiring
skilled
manpower.
Business
to
business
communications has strengthened collaboration for increase
in productivity of a company due to broader area of exposure.
The developers and service providers offer large storage
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spaces over the cloud e.g., S3 of Amazon. According to a
recent survey [11] the commercial enterprises are not
comfortable with the virtualization of storage for confidential
information; they would prefer to explicitly know the location
/ custody of confidential data. To build their confidence it is
important to implement proactive security strategies,
effective user policies and reinforcing methods to monitor
and protect enterprise resources [10]. The employees often
use social networks while at home or work place; it is
recommended that regular training on security issues and
company policies should form a part of the policy. The
network at home is usually not adequately protected hence,
important information may be compromised.
The social networks have a niche market in e-Healthcare,
and education sectors because of direct human involvement.
Developers are providing all time guidance and help to
patients through social media; often warning messages and
other useful information is provided to the community.
III.

SOCIAL NETWORKING AND CYBER COMMUNITY AND
SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES

Social networks virtualize the usage of resources through
applications used to interact with them. A typical social
network is based on layers of abstraction, shown in Figure 1
where the human interface for user registration is the highest
layer; followed by service registration and discovery
mechanisms setup by service provider. The services are
virtualized through tools for query, access control, data
management and visualization. Resource virtualization
presents the physical hardware and networks in a cloud
hiding all the complexities and offering a service oriented
architecture. The social networks allow users to form
communities which, may be overlapping in terms of interests
and users. Various controls over such groups are also
provided to share or present only the authorized information.
Some of the enabling technologies have been shown in
Figure 2.
Discovery
Software artifacts like Registry to process or redirect queries and
utilization of underlying layers
SOA
Inter-operable suit of software services to host applications on
heterogeneous platforms
Resource Virtualization
Middleware for abstract presentation for services through hypervisor
Physical Layer
Computer Hardware, Data Network, Sensors, Cell Phones and PDAs
Hardware Layer
Physical machines from various OEMs having different Architectures
Figure 1. Layered architecture of Social Network Services
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Figure 2. Enabling technologies for social networking

A. Social networks implementation
The growth of communities in social, healthacre, medicine
and hundreds of others, has been possible as a result of
developments of service oriented architecture (SOA) offered
through web engineering and data communication networks.
Service oriented architecture is used for abstration, low
cohesive concepts for data mangement and presentation [5].
The services offered are recorded in a registry which, is
looked up for selection. The discovery tools hosted by social
networks facilitate selection of desred services. Web
engineering is vital in abstracting the underlying network and
communication systems. Hence, social network users may
interact with virtual environments without being a computer
literate. Lately cloud storage and archiving services are being
offered by all the mobile commmuications companies used
for availability on anywhere anytine basis through smart
phones or PDAs.
B. Cloud computing offered to social networks
An emerging field in ICT domain is social networking
conceived to exploit the ubiquitous nature of social networks
and cloud services offered through various web sites. The
users are able to share resources and use cloud services for
creating mashups. A mashup application blends services for
data, presentation and functionality. It also allows integration
of different APIs in a single application. For example
Facebook users can make applications hosted by a CSP like
Amazon [12][13].
Volunteer computing is a distributed computing resource
like SETI@Home, Storage@Home and Folding@Home. The
experience of such sites can be used in social networks to
provide enormous computing power and storage space
through collaboration of IT communities [14]. Some
examples of potential applications are:
- Document sharing by Google Docs and Zoho
- Pictures and video sharing by Piccasa and Flicker
- Location based services like Google Maps and
Bingo Maps
- Context aware applications using mobile mashup
services using memory enabled sensors, touch
screen, cameras, GPS and accelerometer, etc.
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C. Social Networks and technology developments towards
smart homes and smart cities
The world is experiencing a fundamental change in social
setup and lifestyles. The popularity of smart phones and all
time Internet connectivity through wireless, Wi-Fi and
WiMAX technologies has motivated technology developers
to introduce a new concept of smart homes and smart cities.
Some examples are smartcities of IBM [15], sustainablecities of Siemens [16], citynext of Microsoft [17] and mycity
of atos [18].
Smart cities require development of tools to address cross
domain communication for information sharing and
distributed computing. Such solutions have to cater for a
variety of features and perspectives in modern society. The
developers are in pursuit of tangible services and solutions
for the social networks mostly ubiquitous and pervasive.
Innovative solutions and new ideas are being matured to meet
the requirements of smart homes especially for aging
population [20].
Internet of Things (IOT) is a concept to converge data,
processes, people, and business system providing an
opportunity to extend business scenarios [21][22]. Cloud
Service Providers are offering services to build and deploy
smart city projects in real world to evaluate the potentials /
weaknesses and devise methods to meet new challenges. For
example Microsoft Azure services may be used to monitor
assets for operational performance improvement and
provision of innovative solutions through data analysis and
business models [23]. Home care and e-Healthcare models
are being rapidly developed to provide better quality of life,
protection and health monitoring. The elder populations,
patients getting prolonged medical treatment or requiring
post-surgical monitoring are clients for smart homes and
smart cities [24] [25]. A cyber-home connected to a service
provider over the Cloud architecture is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Smart applications in a cyber-home
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their data or communication may be misused. Hence, it is
extremely important to educate social network users about the
risks and pitfalls that they have to watch out for fruitful
experience and avoid embarrassment [31].

Figure 4. IOT Smart city architecture

D. Web and open access to learning and role of social
networks
Web 2.0 technologies promote effective use of
collaborative network operation for information sharing and
interactive learning [26]. The open access learning
oportunities are available for integrated professional
education. Open access helps break the barrier between
instructor and student to promote academic learning.
Shulman [27] states, “learning is useful when it is private and
hidden; it is most powerful when it becomes public and
commercial”. Other scholars have emphacized the benifits of
public learning and are of the view that, “open source” and
“open access” software resources have been instrumental in
generating useful academic activities and promoting
innovative ideas [28].
ICT has experienced rapid development of open source
tools including bulletin boards, courseware, portals and
content mangement software for open access learning
environments [29]. A number of institutions and research
groups have used open sharing, mutual aid and knowledge
disseminstion concepts to promote establishment of free elearning resourses [30].
IV.

SECURITY ISSUES

A. Cyber Domain of Social Networks
The social networks are ubiquitous and pervasive; they
have wide acceptability in communities shaped by human
interest and social information interchange extending homes
and offices into virtual domains. It has been observed that
developers often use these networks for information
gathering for their business and marketing applications. The
information is live instead of old documented surveys so it is
good for dynamic market engagement.
Hence, social networks strengthen connectivity, attract
and engage customers to get inputs for devising strategies for
the company. However social networks are easy targets for
malicious activities. Often users expose themselves
unnecessarily in social communities without releasing that
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B. School communitity concerns regarding networking
Besides private, business and commercial organizations a
large community affected by social networking is the
students. Schools are integral part of society today; where
besides academic activities, meetings and counseling sessions
of teachers, parents and students are conducted to enhance
academic performance and reduce discipline problems. The
online environments are easily accessible to students of all
levels; hence they are causing new problems in society and
learning environments. While controlled online activities
within a school may ensure safe usage to some extent; the
students may use the networks from home or other places
leading to serious problems.
It is necessary that school and community policy makers
should realize the severity of problems associated with
learning communities; where the students need parenting and
guided use of information. It is necessary that comprehensive
school wide and community wide policies should be made for
collaborative management through training, sharing of
information and introducing guidelines for safe schools and
neighborhoods
C. Limitations and vulnerabilities
Social network users are inclined to have trust relationships
and informal communications instead of well thought of and
well-grounded business communication The sites encourage
users to share personal information, photos and videos,
opinions and comments or tagging which, is source of
enjoyment. They are usually unaware that in spite of careful
information sharing in restricted groups; the vulnerability of
host site may compromise their information leading to misuse
by cyber-criminal. Some of the scenarios are as under [32]:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

A friendly looking website may incite a user to
divulge his profile information and personal detail
which, can be used by malware [7].
The user may be fooled by a masquerading attack
where he might engage with a cyber-criminal
A community member may turn to be not
trustworthy; he may expose the information unsafely
The nonprofessional employees of a company are
often unaware of the importance of exercising
privacy in company details and secrets. If not
properly trained they may help malware to break in
the security barriers of the company. Some experts
emphasize that periodic training and briefing is
necessary for both professional and nonprofessional
users. A professional user may forget that he is using
the laptop of the company while at home; or visit a
social network through his official mobile, etc.
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v.

vi.

vii.

Email spams are used for marketing of products and
utilities; a user may be tempted to click a link,
leading to malicious activity besides going to the
website.
Human resource managers are often using social
networks to acquire profiles and professional detail
of applicants. The negligence in maintaining this
information may compromise the detail; for misuse
by cyber-criminal.
The website pages may have some security flaws
which, may be identified by a hacker for misuse.
Such incidents have been reported for Facebook and
Tweeter where suitable measures were taken by
them

D. Some of the concerns of using social networks:
The user experience with social networks has revealed
many weak areas which, need to be addressed by the
developers and managers of social networks. This is
especially important in the evolving scenario of social
network hosting in cloud domains. The iCloud, Google docs,
etc. are a few of the important ones. They may have an
overlap with social network activities.
A few weak areas to watch out are as under:
- No restriction on membership of social network
- No check on creating an official site hence, can be
misused to create fake institutions
- Judgment of friend or foe in cyber network is
difficult; users have to be educated on how to
ascertain that he is communicating with a genuine
member
- Cross community information sharing; either it
should be restricted or sufficient controls and
forensic data management should be enforced so
that information may not land into irresponsible
hands after legitimate usage
- Loss of control over information shared may lead to
wrong reporting or making it controversial; hence,
users in a community or an enterprise should be
educated to avoid putting all information on the
social site. An option to leave or migrate from the
host site gracefully should be kept in mind
- Information sources like email, blogs, Twitter,
Facebook and Myspace increase visibility in
communities and widens the scope but overloads the
educators and may be annoying in some cases.
E. Attack on host or computer network
Social networks weakness is not the only source of cyber
attack [33]. The host network or service provider in virtual
domain may also be hit by cyber-criminal compromising all
the information of the clients maintaind on it. In such cases,
the social services may suffer severely hence, the enterprises
using social networks should have proactive strategies in
place to handle such situations.
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F. Recommendations and guidelines for secure use of social
networks
Detailed study of social networking sites, discussion with
user communities, entrepreneurs, students, scientists,
researchers, medical professionals, etc. has revealed that the
awareness of security threats is not adequate. We recommend
that suitable measures should be adopted for their education
as under:
- Self awareness of suitability of sharing information
- Avoid third party usage of account
- Treat everything is public; the world not only your
closed community may be seeing the information
shared
- Protect yourself protect others or the community by
not allowing information to across to other
communities without suitable authorization
- Campagn to educate social network users and
administartors for rational usage and abiging by
security policies.
- A regulatory framawork maintaining forensic data
for social network is becoming important so that
suitable measures can be taken to fix responsibility
for unauthorized usage or informatin leak
- Stronger authentication and access control methods
have to adopted to discourage BOTs by using
captchas or other methods
- Provision of suitable tools to revoke user accounts as
well as edit or remove profiles from the posts should
be available
- The social networks should use filtering tools to
establish legitimacy of information and forbidden
content distribition
V.

RESEARCH WORK

We have chosen e-healthcare, e-learning and business
communities as domains of interest for research work. It is
understandable that collection of useful social interaction data
is instrumental for assessment and analysis. However, while
using popular social networking sites, there are two issues i.e.
i) Non availability of data from popular sites
ii) Non serious activities are more common
Since we intend to focus on three domains (e-healthcare, elearning and business), which require useful and extensive
data, we will develop social networking facilities of our own.
These sites will be available to the closed communities in the
above said domains
The first two domains are human centric where sharing
personal data and experiences securely is of prime
importance. The third has a wide perspective where the
market trends, user experiences etc., are used for making
strategies to market products and human resource
management etc.
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In healthcare and patient handling / rehabilitation, the data
collected from the patient history and interactive sessions will
be used for treatment, rehabilitation, nutrition plans, etc.
Learning communities have a wide perspective; however, we
will focus on schools first. We aim to bring parents, teachers,
students and policy makers together, through social network
for learning, parenting, teaching and socialization. They may
evolve strategies to be adopted for upbringing of children in
highly volatile ICT induced information overload. Our forum
will promote shared vision, communication without barriers
and collaboration towards achieving common goals of
education and integrated society.
For business community product marketing and human
resource management have been identified. We intend to
perform behavior analysis of social network users with
respect to thoughts, daily routine, likes, dislikes etc. The data
collected about market requirements, human consumption
alongwith end user comments on social sites will be used to
predict future trends and plan product marketing. Intelligent
use of data available on other competitors / manufactures
sites regarding their products and end user feedbacks will be
used to derive competitive advantage.
For human resource management, the data will be
collected through social networks and processed to help
entrepreneurs in making strategies for carrier planning, hiring
and granting relief or bonus for employees / shareholders.
Managers may use the new applicant’s data to prepare
suitable probing questions before formally interviewing
individuals.

The employees of a business enterprise are the weakest
link which, is usually exploited by the cyber criminals. For
example a careless download by an individual on his personal
computer or mobile may be used to compromise important
resources of an enterprise. Similarly an employee may
innocently post information following a link helping malware
to break the cyber defense of a company. It is recommended
that companies using social networks should evolve a
continuous training program for employees demonstrating
threats and their impact. Furthermore, these sessions should
include all the IT employees not just those who matter.
Social networking has significantly changed human life
cycle, business models and the level of awareness /
dependency in digital world today. It must be realized that
opportunities offered by social networks should be tapped
cautiously realizing risks and devising suitable strategies /
counter measures for smooth running of an enterprise.
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Abstract—Over the last two decades, the use of technologies to
promulgate information at the click of a mouse has given rise
to unprecedented access to information but has also facilitated
the infringement of rights. There have been a number of
responses by legislative bodies attempting to recover ground
lost by rightsholders in this new environment. Some are
reviewed in this paper. The problem facing legislators is that
they wish to protect rightsholders without stifling the benefits
of easy access to knowledge, information and data, hopefully
maximising the advantages and societal benefits of improved
accessibility. Content hosts, such as YouTube, suffer under a
similar dichotomy but also face the prospect of litigation. Tools
such as “Content ID” provide rightsholders with a means of
combating potential infringements without litigation. However,
as with legislation, it is not a panacea for reaching the balance
between facilitating access and protecting rights. This paper
illustrates these issues and underlines the importance of an
approach that safeguards fundamental rights and freedoms
and strikes a fair balance among the different rights involved.
Technology can play a crucial role in this attempt.

terms of look and feel, and content that complies with the
web-site’s technical requirements, for instance those
regarding usability, file formats and meta-tags. In particular,
hosting providers often offer services that allow the host and
users to generate revenue from advertising. This is a very
important aspect, as advertising is one of the main sources of
income for hosting providers.
An issue arises with services that exceed the mere offer
of hosting capacity. In particular, advertising services can be
seen by Courts as non-neutral activities that have the
potential to disqualify hosting providers from the “safe
harbour” provisions created to exempt them from secondary
liability. In this paper, the term secondary liability is used to
refer to the possible liability of intermediaries, such as online
service providers, for infringements committed by users of
the service. This kind of liability is not harmonised at the
international or European Union level. The result is a
complex and often confusing landscape of different
terminologies and rules [2].
This paper begins by exploring legislation that provides a
limited “safe harbour” for service providers. It then examines
the problems facing hosting services such as YouTube, and
the Content ID system YouTube implemented in response to
problems of potential liability.

Keywords-web hosting services; rightsholders; safe harbour;
comparative legislation; online intermediary liability.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the Internet ecosystem, hosting providers play a
pivotal role: they supply the services and servers that users
need to upload and hold the content that they have generated
(User Generated Content, or UGC). There are many other
kinds of hosting services, for example data warehousing, but
herein we consider information sharing sites. UGC can take
disparate forms, such as video, image, text, audio, and
animation. Platforms that offer to store and make UGC
available to the public have become the backbone of what is
nowadays known as Web 2.0. Web 2.0 describes websites
which employ technologies that “allow users to interact and
collaborate with each other in a social media dialogue as
creators of user-generated content in a virtual community, in
contrast to Web sites where people are limited to the passive
viewing of content. Examples of Web 2.0 include social
networking sites, blogs, wikis, folksonomies, video sharing
sites, hosted services, Web applications, and mashups [1].
Usually, hosting providers offer a comprehensive package of
services to users. In addition to the possibility of uploading
content to their servers, they may offer assistance in making
content more accessible, appealing, and easier to consult and
search. They may also help users develop better interfaces, in
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II.

LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND

Hosting providers create the technical systems for users
to upload content on the Internet. When a user uploads
content that does not infringe another person’s copyright, nor
defames anyone, nor violates privacy or any other third party
right, they perform a perfectly legitimate activity and should
not, generally speaking, fear an injunction or claim for
restitution. The same holds true for the intermediary, the
hosting provider, which created the conditions for the upload
of content. However, when a user uploads content that does
infringe the copyright of a third party, or defames someone,
or violates their privacy or another legal right, liability
claims may not necessarily be limited to the person or entity
that directly performed the uploading action. In many cases,
under doctrines that vary significantly from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction [3], the person or entity that has helped make the
illegitimate act possible may be jointly liable for the
wrongdoing.
Many countries have introduced specific safe harbour
laws to exempt hosting providers from this secondary
liability. The declared policy objective of this type of
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legislative provision is to favour the technological, economic
and social function of digital intermediaries as long as they
fulfil certain conditions. Early examples of these types of
provision are in the EU E-Commerce Directive [8], US
Digital Millennium Copyright Act [9], and Canadian
Copyright Act [10].
A. The European approach
In Europe, Article 14 of Directive 2000/31/EC provides
[emphasis added] [8]:
1. Where an information society service is provided that
consists of the storage of information provided by a recipient
of the service, Member States shall ensure that the service
provider is not liable for the information stored at the request
of a recipient of the service, on condition that:
(a) the provider does not have actual knowledge of illegal
activity or information and, as regards claims for damages, is
not aware of facts or circumstances from which the illegal
activity or information is apparent; or
(b) the provider, upon obtaining such knowledge or
awareness, acts expeditiously to remove or to disable access
to the information.
2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply when the recipient of the
service is acting under the authority or the control of the
provider.
3. This Article shall not affect the possibility for a court or
administrative authority, in accordance with Member States'
legal systems, of requiring the service provider to terminate or
prevent an infringement, nor does it affect the possibility for
Member States of establishing procedures governing the
removal or disabling of access to information.

Similar provisions are present in 17 USC 512 (created by
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act Pub. L. 105-304 in
1998) and Sec. 31.1 of the Canadian Copyright Act 1985, as
amended. It is important to note that while the E-Commerce
Directive applies to all illegal content, the North American
provisions are limited to copyright cases.
Unlike the aforementioned jurisdictions, Australia’s legal
framework has trended towards more control of Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) (the legislation in Australia refers to
“Carriage Service Providers”) on many fronts [21].
However, rather than a direct set of provisions comparable to
the “safe harbour” approach, there has been a blended
legislative approach that allows ISPs to intervene when they
wish.
B. The Australian approach
The Australian Copyright Act [20], which has been much
amended to comply with the Word Trade Organization
Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property, United States–Australia Free Trade Agreement and
subsequent international agreements, follows most copyright
legislation worldwide. Nevertheless, much of the current
legal and policy debate is a result of the findings of the High
Court of Australia in Roadshow Films PTY Ltd & others v
iiNet Ltd (2012) [22]. The action was brought with the
assistance of the Australian Federation Against Copyright
Theft (AFACT), along with a number of major studios and
rights holders, including Roadshow Films. AFACT alleged
that a large amount of copyright material had been
downloaded by users of iiNet, and that iiNet authorised these
infringements. AFACT employed an anti-piracy company,
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DtecNet Software (DtecNet software company was bought
by MarkMonitor in 2010, and MarkMonitor itself was
bought by Thompson Reuters in 2012). iiNet is a major
player in the Australian internet provision market, with
annual revenue exceeding one billion Australian dollars [25].
Upon appeal to the High Court of Australia, the question
addressed was whether the term “authorise” could be applied
to the activities of iiNet. That is, did iiNet’s inaction with
regard to putting users on notice of possible infringement
amount to authorisation of infringement [23], that would
then make the company liable. The court held that it did not,
saying: “[An] ISP is not to be taken to have authorised
primary infringement of a cinematograph film "merely
because" it has provided facilities for making it available
online to a user who is the primary infringer”, and that an
ISP is under no duty to continually monitor the activities of
users. However, this case has been diluted by the current
trends in Australian courts and legislation.
Recent amendments to the Copyright Act in Australia
bring into light again the competing interests of users, hosts,
rightsholders and policy makers. The new Section 115A is
interesting in that it allows rightsholders, “on application by
the owner of a copyright”, [25] to seek an injunction to have
a foreign website blocked from access, but allows the service
provider, the intermediary, to not take part in the proceedings
if they do not wish to (and in that case avoid costs). The
injunction, if granted, requires the ISP (carriage service
provider) to take reasonable steps to disable access to the
online location [25]. This kind of legislation, and perhaps the
whittling away of safe harbour protection, makes it more
attractive for content hosts and service providers to make use
of voluntary technologies to protect themselves. Whether
this approach is respectful of users’ fundamental rights, i.e.
of their right to freely express themselves, is yet to be
confirmed.
C. Evaluation of the current legislative trends
It is vital for hosting providers to meet the conditions
required within their jurisdiction in order to enjoy the
liability exemptions provided under so-called “safe harbour”
provisions (or similar). In all cases, liability exemptions do
not apply when the host provider partakes in activities that
give them actual knowledge and control of the infringement
[11]. Other conditions vary. For example, national courts in
the EU have shown a tendency to exclude the applicability of
Art. 14 E-Commerce Directive and apply their own
traditional liability categories [3]. Therefore, it is of
paramount importance for hosting providers to take the
necessary steps to clearly remain within the boundaries
established by the safe harbour or equivalent legislation to
enjoy the relative immunity. At the same time, however, they
have to maintain the services which, by making the hosting
site more appealing, will attract more users and consequently
more advertisement related revenue. All this needs to be
done without displeasing rightsholders, which may, and
usually do, threaten hosting providers and users with legal
actions based on the infringement of their rights, most
notably copyright [14].
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For intermediaries, an option to ensure that their activity
will not conduce to liability claims is to voluntarily enter in
private agreements with rightsholders and users. Such
agreements are a form of private enforcement that do not
suffer the common problems of traditional, State-dominated
regulatory interventions: slow, rigid, and lacking insights or
participation by key stakeholders [11]. Accordingly,
privatised enforcement measures can become particularly
appealing to those operators that seek quick, flexible and
reliable forms of enforcement. When these privatised
measures prove of particular success and become employed
by an entire sector they are usually referred to as forms of
self-regulation [11]. However, privatised enforcement is not
always quick, flexible, reliable or especially balanced
towards all the subjects involved. From the below discussion
it emerges that of the three categories of players involved in
the typical scenario – rightsholders, intermediaries and
consumers – the latter is the weakest party and often left in
an even weaker position after negotiations.
III.

CASE SCENARIO: YOUTUBE

YouTube, the video sharing website created in 2005 by
three PayPal employees and owned by Google since 2006,
provides a good illustration of the issues involved. Almost all
the videos uploaded on YouTube are provided by users, even
though some content is provided directly by rightsholders,
such as CBS and the BBC. Any Internet user can watch the
videos without authentication but only registered users can
upload them. The maximum length of videos is 15 minutes.
However, users with a good track record of compliance with
the web-site rules and with an account verified by a mobile
phone number may be allowed to upload longer videos. This
limitation is not related to technical issues and at the
beginning of YouTube's operations there was no time limit.
It was noted, though, that most videos exceeding 15 minutes
were infringements of copyright specific to TV shows and
movies [13].
Videos can be watched on the YouTube website or
embedded in different websites in such a way that users of an
embedding website can watch the video without having to be
redirected to the YouTube website. The video, nonetheless,
is physically stored on YouTube servers and not on those of
the embedding website. Downloads of videos are not usually
offered as an option by YouTube but there are exceptions.
There are also a number of third party applications that allow
users to download videos from YouTube. It has been
reported that in the past YouTube sent “cease and desist”
letters to websites offering the possibility to download and
separate the audio or video components, as this was in
violation of YouTube's Terms of Service [13]. YouTube also
implements a number of localised websites, that is to say
websites that are exactly the same as the main one but
translated into the local language and, frequently, adapted to
meet the requirements of the local legal framework.
YouTube usually redirects users to the localised version of
the website on the basis of the IP address: this explains why,
for instance, users from a given country trying to watch a
video sometimes see the message “Video not available in
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your country” while users from a different country can still
watch that same video.
IV.

VOLUNTARY MEASURES: THE CONTENT ID TOOL

In spite of all the described efforts to limit the upload of
videos infringing third parties' copyright, YouTube, together
with its parent company Google, has increasingly been the
object of rightsholders' claims. Rightsholders tend to
perceive YouTube's business model as not completely fair,
since most of the content, they claim, is uploaded by users
without the authorisation of copyright owners. On different
occasions, rightsholders have reported that the number of
infringing videos available is in the order of hundreds of
thousands, which have led to claims for billions of dollars in
damages [14]. In addition to the delicate liability issue,
Google’s 'deep pockets' constitute a strong incentive for this
type of litigation, an aspect that increases both the number of
cases filed and the amount of damages sought [15].
Individual prosecutions take a lot of time and resources and,
particularly in copyright infringement cases, the amount of
damages that courts award does not always justify the
investment. This is also true in countries where courts can
award statutory damages, such as the United States, which in
cases of wilful acts can reach the sum of US$150000 per
infringement [16]. In Australia, the annual economic cost of
piracy is around AUD$551 million [17]. While the punitive
nature intrinsic in the award of particularly high damages is
certainly perceived by convicted infringers, it does not
represent a real restoration for rightsholders when compared
to industry claims that attribute 'piracy' losses at billions of
US dollars [14]. Additionally, many content and media
corporations have gained awareness of the counterproductive
consequences that a strategy of suing your own customers
(actual or potential) triggers in public opinion. Whereas, on
the other hand, to prosecute a big corporation allows
copyright holders to try to recover damages in the claimed
amounts of billions and to have a realistic expectation that
the defendant, if convicted, is solvent for the entire amount.
Furthermore, the public perception of lawsuits against and
between corporations is much more neutral, compared to the
case of a corporation suing an individual user.
In 2007, in order to further limit the amount of uploaded
infringing content and consequently reduce its exposure to
copyright infringement lawsuits, YouTube implemented the
Content ID tool, a voluntary system that in the intention of
the promoters could seriously limit – or even eliminate – the
possibility to upload content previously identified as
infringing.
At this point, a brief description of the tool is necessary.
Rightsholders that meet certain criteria are eligible to take
advantage of the tool and can file a request to YouTube to be
admitted to the program. Once accepted into the program,
rightsholders can submit their copyrighted material (any sort
of audio visual material) to YouTube, which in turn will
“scan” it and store the resulting ID into a database. YouTube
quantifies over 25 million IDs stored in its database [19].
When a user uploads a new video on YouTube, the video is
automatically checked against the ID content in the database
and if a match is found, YouTube contacts the rightsholder.
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At this point, YouTube (more properly Google) shows its
deep understanding of Web 2.0 social and economic
dynamics by offering rightsholders the possibility to take any
of the following actions:
• Mute the audio that matches their music;
• Block a whole video from being viewed;
• Monetise the video by running ads against it;
• Track the video viewership statistics.
Interestingly, any of these actions can be countryspecific, in light of the IP address identification mentioned
before. Accordingly, rightsholders are able to determine in
which countries they want the content to be blocked, or
monetised, and in which the statistics of the video need to be
analysed. The actions can also be device-specific, meaning
that rightsholders can determine which action should apply
depending on the type of device used (desktop, mobile, ereader, embedding system) [11].
Nevertheless, not every rightsholder can participate in
this scheme. To be approved, users “must own exclusive
rights to a substantial body of original material that is
frequently uploaded by the YouTube user community”, a
status currently recognised for about five thousand 'partners'.
Under this condition, it seems clear that the Content ID
scheme's main function is to accommodate the needs of big
audio visual and media groups, and not those of small or
individual rightsholders. The latter can – except in very
special cases – rarely demonstrate ownership of rights “to a
substantial body of original material that is frequently
uploaded”. After all, the Content ID tool has been in action
since 2007, which is the year Viacom filed its multibillion
dollar lawsuit [14].
V.

ENFORCEMENT

Another critical element that emerged in the aftermath
of the new tool is connected with the accuracy of the ID
matching system. As Fred von Lohmann – at the time an
attorney with the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) –
noted, the tool has been used by some of the groups
admitted to the program to remove extremely large amounts
of audio-visual content. Many of these removals were clear
fair use cases, which led von Lohmann to describe the
practice as “wholesale censorship” [27]. Other observers
called this a “fair use massacre” and substantiated the
accusation with a number of real cases [28]. The problem is
recognized by a large cross-section of civil and academic
society, and projects aimed to monitor the evolution of
removal claims have blossomed. Indeed, fair use claims,
together with other uses related to freedom of expression,
cannot be properly evaluated by an automated process that
merely identifies similarities in the object uploaded on the
basis of a fingerprinting mechanism.
As a matter of fact, the hardship of determining when a
use is legitimate is recognised by the law, which has created
systems intended to balance conflicting claims and to give
the party whose content was removed for alleged copyright
infringement the possibility to reply. One such legal
mechanism is the United States Digital Millennium
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Copyright Act notice and take-down procedure (‘DMCA
procedure’). Other jurisdictions offer similar solutions in
their provisions regarding the removal and replacement of
content, although often they do not reach the level of detail
present in the US case [4]. The DMCA procedure is based
on a highly regulated enumeration of the steps that a takedown procedure should follow offering alleged infringers
the possibility to respond and establishing specific sanctions
for rightsholders who file ilicit claims [5]. On the contrary,
YouTube’s Content ID system automatically scans in real
time all content that is uploaded by usersr against the
database of works owned by quaflifying rightsholders. No
evaluation of possible fair use cases is at this point present
or possible. If a match is found, the rightsholder is informed
and can decide what to do with the content: block it in a
variety of ways, monetize it or analyse viewership. Only at
this point, the rightsholder has the possibility of determining
whether the identified material could constitute a case of
fair use. However, it seems quite apparent that a
rightsholder is not the most neutral judge when he has to
determine whether the unauthorised use of his own material
by a third party (use that often criticise or mock the original
work, such as in the case of parodies) constitutes fair use.
The user who uploaded the blocked content is left with
two choices. The first is to take no action, in which case the
content remains under the condition chosen by the
rightsholder. Alternatively, the uploader of the blocked
content can decide to take action and dispute the claim,
alleging the reasons why he or she believes that the content
was uploaded lawfully. If this happens, the rightsholder can
release the claim or confirm it. In the latter case, the
uploader can “appeal” a Content ID claim but only if they
possess a pristine and verified account. At this point, the
rightsholder may release the claim or take down the audio or
video. The latter option, also known as a “copyright strike”,
leads to an immediate halt to the audio-visual content and
causes the account of the uploading user to enter a state of
“bad standing”, with limited features. If three copyright
strikes are received, the user’s account is terminated. On the
basis of the information available on the YouTube website,
and of the data required to submit (or counter-notify) a
copyright strike, it seems that the latter integrates a DMCA
notification to all legal effects.
A last critical element is related to “contractual
agreements” concluded by YouTube and rightsholders.
These agreements eliminate the possibility for users to
oppose a claim of copyright infringement filed through the
Content ID scheme, or even through a formal notification
scheme such as the DMCA notice and take-down procedure.
YouTube informs users about “Videos removed or blocked
due to YouTube's contractual obligations” and explains that:
“YouTube enters into agreements with
certain music copyright owners to allow use
of their sound recordings and musical
compositions.
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In exchange for this, some of these music
copyright owners require us to handle videos
containing their sound recordings and/or
musical works in ways that differ from the
usual processes on YouTube. Under these
contracts, we may be required to remove
specific videos from the site, block specific
videos in certain territories, or prevent
specific videos from being reinstated after
a counter notification. In some instances,
this may mean the Content ID appeals
and/or counter notification processes will
not be available. Your account will not be
penalized at this time” [29].
In other words, users will be denied the possibility to have
their content reinstated on YouTube if they file a Content ID
claim or a DMCA counter-notification under the conditions
established by 17 USC Sec. 512(g) [16].
The consequence of failing to comply with Sec. 512(g)
is that the intermediary is not eligible for the liability
exemption granted under the first part of the same provision.
Therefore, YouTube, at least under US law, by refusing to
reinstate the content under the aforementioned conditions,
exposes itself to potential liability claims from all those
users that have properly filed a counter-notification which
did not cause the rightsholder to start a court action. This is
the type of balance that the DMCA puts, at least apparently,
in place. Intermediaries can be exempted from liability for
the actions of their subscribers, however they need to follow
certain procedures. One of these, meant to counter-balance
the power attributed to rightsholders to take-down content,
is the obligation to replace such content when certain
conditions are met under the penalty of becoming liable
towards users.
Nevertheless, YouTube limits the ability of its users to
file such claims by establishing that the reinstatement of
content is at the sole discretion of YouTube. In fact, the US
version of YouTube's Terms of Service states:
“If a counter-notice is received by the
Copyright Agent, YouTube may send a copy
of the counter-notice to the original
complaining party informing that person that
it may replace the removed Content or cease
disabling it in 10 business days. Unless the
copyright owner files an action seeking a
court order against the Content provider,
member or user, the removed Content may
be replaced, or access to it restored, in 10 to
14 business days or more after receipt of the
counter-notice,
at
YouTube's
sole
discretion” [29].

balance the position of rightsholders and users in the quest
for either fast removal or fast reinstatement, then YouTube's
agreements with rightsholders clearly removes only one arm
of this important balance, namely the one leading to the
protection of users. This voluntary and contractual based
approach allows YouTube and rightsholders to circumvent
the legislative safeguards created to rebalance the positions
of the parties involved in UGC activities and to help users –
the traditionally weaker party – to express themselves freely
through the content they upload.
Concluding, the voluntarily implemented Content ID
scheme is clearly a way to meet the needs of the content
industry which is interested in faster and automated
procedures for the removal of copyright infringing content
on YouTube. However, YouTube also hosts extremely large
amounts of perfectly legitimate content, including items that
copy or reproduce parts of protected works but which are
nonetheless lawful (e.g. fair use). In all these caes, the
Content ID scheme not only fails to improve an already
critical situation but worsens the position of users who
upload legitimate content.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In the various dimensions of the intellectual property
spectrum there has been a ‘normalisation’ of intellectual
property rights through the adoption of international
agreements that establish ever growing protections for
rightsholders. There are also a growing number of instances
that point away from this harmonisation of intellectual
property rights. Indeed, there is a great number of changes
facing technology mediated information sharing [26].
The hosts of information sharing servers around the
world are coming under pressure to take greater control of
their content, or at least responsibility for it. This trend is
driven by rightsholders. Despite some international and
jurisdictional efforts to mitigate liability through safe
harbour provisions, it seems likely that the coming years
will see the greater adoption of ‘voluntary’ controls, such as
those seen in Content ID.
Future legislative interventions in this field should aim to
strike a fair balance between fundamental rights, such as
freedom of expression, the proprietary rights of
rightsholders and the economic and technology interests of
intermediaries. In order to reach this delicate balance, basic
consumer protections cannot be contractually overridden.
Additionally, the application of better technologies for
rights management, such as notices regarding where and
how information can be used, would allow users to be better
informed as to the provenance and uses to which they can
put such materials.

From this brief analysis it is possible to conclude that if
the DMCA notice and take-down procedure is intended to
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Abstract—This research aims to investigate motivations of
social media crowdsourcing, potential risks, as well as the
determinants of continuity of participating in online
crowdsourcing communities via social media during civil
wars. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs has been used for
understanding motivations of social media crowdsourcing.
The present research also investigates three major potential
risks associated with social media crowdsourcing in civil
war-torn societies, including direct personal threats, the
penetration of terrorism ideology, and advocacy of hatred.
The present study revealed that social media is not just a
platform for social interaction or other traditional purposes
that have been mentioned in the related literature. In the
current Syrian crisis, social media crowdsourcing has been
employed effectively in exchanging, disseminating, and
sharing information, solutions, and advices to meet the basic
Syrians' needs and how to deal with the different and
complex features of the crisis.

Keywords-social media crowdsourcing; motivation; risk;
moral continuity of participation.
I. INTRODUCTION
st

The beginning of the 21 century has been marked by
the repetitive occurrence of large-scale natural disasters
and human-provoked emergencies, events commonly
known as crises [1]. Civil wars and the spread of terrorism
in different parts of the world are the most tragic humanprovoked disasters causing catastrophic humanitarian
crises, where civilians are paying the highest price.
According to Global Peace Index (2015), Syria has been
named as the most dangerous country in the world on
international levels of peace and violence for the year
2015. An estimated hundreds of thousands of Syrian
civilians were killed. The conflict has also contributed to
expulsion and flight of millions of civilians from their
homes into refugee camps.
With the absence of governmental institutions, millions
of people are still steadfast in their country and struggling
to survive using all means available. In such cases,
citizens have only themselves to rely on, coping with
unpredictable events, and encouraging each other to stay
in their homes in spite of the risks. In such situations, the
collaboration of citizens is becoming more and more
indispensable, where citizens are moving from a reactive
behavior to a proactive outlook characterized by free
involvement and self-responsibility [2][3]. In such largescale and long-term crises, one of the greatest challenges
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to those involved in crisis management efforts, including
citizens, is to have efficient, stable, and accessible telecommunication platforms for reaching a large number of
people on a limited amount of time and resources [2]-[4].
The effectiveness of social media tools, including
Social Networking Sites (SNSs), image and video hosting
sites, Wikis, and blogs, has been increasing in every area
of human life in recent years [5]. In the past few years, the
initial role of social media as a means to keep in touch
with friends, family and colleagues has evolved and they
are becoming a more important means of communication
and collaboration during emergencies, disasters, and
crises [6]. Events of the current civil wars are showing a
new kind of powerful crisis community, which is made
possible by new social media that supports crowdsourcing
approaches.
More than five years ago, social media has represented
the artery for feeding the peaceful revolutions aiming to
change regimes that protested many Arab countries. Later
on,
it
has
played
a
role
in civil
war
ignition as mobilizing tools on the basis of ethnic and
religious identity behind one of the parties to the conflict.
The most important good role that a social computing
plays is enabling Syrian civilians to participate in the
large-scale humanitarian crisis management that is
sweeping across the country. Nowadays, Syrians are
employing social media crowdsourcing effectively in
exchanging, disseminating, and sharing information,
solutions, and advices on how to deal with the different
and complex features of the crisis.
The current Middle East crises constitute historical
events for Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) researchers to study the social media crowdsourcing
in war-torn societies. Although there is an extensive
interest in the role of social media in harassing
crowdsourcing, little research exists on the role, uses and
potential risks of social media crowdsourcing in war-torn
societies. Therefore, the purpose of the present research is
to investigate motivations of social media crowdsourcing,
potential risks, and the determinants of continuity
participating in the online crowdsourcing communities via
social media during civil wars. The present study sheds
light on the critical role of social media in providing the
opportunity for society's members to participate in the
crises management alleviating the hardship, miseries, and
tribulations of civilians in War-torn Societies.
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II. AN OVERVIEW OF SOCIAL MEDIA
CROWDSOURCING
Crowdsourcing is basically used to describe the act of
taking a task traditionally performed by a designated
agent and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large
group of people in the form of an open call [7]. The real
power and uniqueness of crowdsourcing lies in the active
participation of intelligent humans in a task assigned to
them changing the way of solving problems, producing
knowledge, generating ideas, and making them actionable
[8]. The philosophy of crowdsourcing is grounded in the
concept that every member of crowd has knowledge that
some other person will find to be valuable, where unique
and different perspectives derived from a diverse
community represents a very powerful machine for
collaborative problem solving [7]. The literature (e.g. [7]
- [10]) has emphasized the role of social computing in
empowering the concept of crowdsourcing.
The effectiveness of social media tools, including
SNSs, image and video hosting sites, Wikis, and blogs,
has been increasing in every area of human life in recent
years [5]. They have provided a fertile ground for
collaborating, accessing and disseminating information,
and sharing knowledge. There is a rapid growth of online
social networks and an explosion in user-generated
content published on the social platforms. Image and
video hosting sites, such as YouTube and Flicker enable
anyone to upload content such as videos or pictures to be
shared with everyone or with a restrictive community of
users. Blogging and micro-blogging media also represents
a free platform to share facts, values, emotions, ideas,
opinions, and expectations. Actually, social media is
providing unprecedented levels of citizen engagement and
participation in their local and wider communities,
revolutionizing the way problems are addressed, and
allowing all actors to monitor and act upon almost
anything, anywhere, in real-time [11]. These tools have
provided unprecedented opportunities to bring individuals
and groups of people together constituting the
crowdsourcing communities seeing beyond the self.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
The review of literature indicates that crowdsourcing,
as a new model to harnesses the creative solutions from
the crowds, is receiving a growing attention. With the
rapid development of social computing, and the increasing
importance of social media in people life, social media
crowdsourcing is gaining more and more attention from
researchers in many fields. The unexpected flow and
evolving nature of crises accompanied the revolutions that
protested many countries did not provide the opportunity
to study any aspect of the extensive adoption and
contribution in social media crowdsourcing as a platform
to participate in the crises management.
Crowdsourcing is an emerging field of study and still
in its early stages. The adoption and use of social media
crowdsourcing in crises management has not yet received
much research attention. However, much of the previous
research (e.g., [10][12]) has focused on developing
different applications to involve the crowds in the crises
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management. Another line of research (e.g. [9][13]) has
been dedicated to describe the usage patterns of social media
crowdsourcing in the crises and disasters.
A considerable body of researches (e.g., [2][14]) were
conducted to investigate the role of social media in the
efforts of search, rescue, and emergency response. At a
time that some crises, especially those arising out of civil
wars, necessitate civilians' self-protection and resilience, it
is worth mentioning that the majority of previous studies
(e.g., [2][3][15]) have revolved around the existence of a
wide range of authorities, such as police, fire, emergency
medical and governmental authorities that can be relied
upon to coordinate the efforts of crisis management.
The previous research (e.g., [12][15]) agreed that
appraising the contribution of social media to crisis
management depends on the nature of the crisis and risks
that people face, as there is no one-size-fits-all approach.
This agreement confirms the need to study the harnessing
of social media crowdsourcing for long term crises;
especially those accompany with armed conflicts in civil
war-torn societies, where very little efforts have been
made in this area.
Based on the previous literature review and following
up on the Syrian crisis via social media, the present study
has derived the constructs of research framework as
shown in Table I.
TABLE I. THE CONSTRACTS OF THE FRAMEWORK
Constructs

Motivations

Potential Risks

Dimensions

References/
Evidences

Survival

[17]-[20]

Safety

[15] [21]

Sense of Community

[22]-[26]

Cognitive Motivation

[28]-[30]

Self-actualization

[1] [4] [28]

Direct Personal Threats

[4] [24] [32]

The Penetration of
Terrorism Ideology

[33]-[35]

Advocacy of Hatred

[31] [34] [36]

IV. RESEARCH MODEL
In civil war-torn societies that witness blind deadliest
terrorist attacks threatening the life and survival of
civilians, it is axiomatic that people are suffering and
struggling to secure their basic humanitarian needs and
avoiding risks. However, one of the prominent ways to
explain motives for using social media crowdsourcing in
civil war-torn societies is through Maslow’s need
hierarchy theory. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs has
enjoyed widespread acceptance in the area of human
motivation. According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, all
human beings endeavor to fulfil a hierarchy of five
motivational needs consisting of physiological, safety,
belongingness and love, esteem, and self-actualization.
Following Maslow's logic, lower physiological and safety
needs can come back into focus when facing complex
crises, such as those arising out of civil wars, where the
people can drop to a lower level that reflects needs of
what was lost. Therefore, Maslow’s hierarchy of
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motivational needs is an appropriate choice to explain
motivations of creating and participating in social media
crowdsourcing during the crises in war-torn societies. The
research model (Fig. 1) proposes that, during large- scale
and long-term crises, such as those arising out of civil
wars, social media crowdsourcing are motivated by five
humanitarian needs consisting of survival, safety, sense of
community, cognitive motivations, and self-actualization.

by self-awareness of the individual’s own needs and his
expectation of satisfying them by particular types of
media that give a certain advantage above other already
known alternatives. Therefore, for the purpose of the
present research, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory was
adopted to clarify the needs that motivate people to
engage in social media crowdsourcing in crises situations.
Below, we discuss in more detail each dimension of these
motivations.
Survival

Figure 1. Motivations and risks of social media crowdsourcing in wartorn societies

On the other hand, the present research proposes three
major risks associated with social media crowdsourcing in
civil war-torn societies that could threaten the participants
and society as a whole. Furthermore, the research model
suggests that participants continually negotiate and direct
the tension between motivational needs and perceived
risks to determine the continuity of participation value in
social media crowdsourcing.
A. Motivations
Theories of motivation posit that an individual's
behavior is driven by his needs that transformed into goaldirected actions to fulfill these needs through available
means [16]. There are different motivational theories that
have been used to investigate the motivational issues of
crowdsourcing. Each motivational theory has its unique
ways of motivating factors. For example, Selfdetermination theory (SDT) that has been developed by
Deci and Ryan [16] distinguishes between intrinsic and
extrinsic motivations. This theory represents a broad
framework for the study of human motivations and
explaining the reasons for online crowdsourcing.
However, one of the lessons of the literatures is that there
are no standard sets of motivations for adopting and using
social media, where motivations vary across social media
services, environments, situations, and cultures. In civil
war-torn societies, people are forced to return to
backwardness, disintegration, racism, absolutism eras, and
early human communities' needs. On the other hand, using
social media in general is mostly selective and motivated
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Maslow considered survival needs as being the first and
foremost of all needs through obtaining air, food, drinking
water, shelter, warmth, sleep, clothing and others. It is
ironic that people who are forced to return to
backwardness, disintegration, racism, absolutism eras, and
early human communities' needs are thankful for most
advanced technologies in securing their basic needs to
stay alive and continue their resilience. In Syria,
conflicting parties are using siege and starvation as a
weapon of civil war. Inhabitants of the besieged cities
have inquired about Fatwas (religious edicts) allowing
them to eat cats, dogs and donkeys to stave off hunger.
The tools of social media that are used by Syrians
include countless examples of disseminating and
exchanging information regarding food, drinking water,
medical assistance, pharmaceuticals for chronic diseases
sources, fuel sources, transportation services to areas
where needed, and temporary shelters for Syrians who had
lost their homes. The international humanitarian aid
organizations mainly depend on the interaction with the
crowd through social media in addressing the shortage of
human needs and utilities and launching humanitarian aid
appeals to help the affected areas. The best examples of
these organizations are International Committee of the
Red Cross in Syria [17]; and Syrian Arab Red Crescent
[18]. Furthermore, SNSs have been employed effectively
to help find and collect information about missing and
abducted persons. For example, a lot of groups and pages
have been initiated on Facebook by volunteers, such as
community Organization in Damascus [19] and Missing
and Martyrs [20].
Safety
Safety represents the second level of Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs. This motivation represents the needs
for security and protection from harm which is
psychologically perceived to threaten life and survival. In
the context of civil wars, such needs include freedom
from danger, absence of threat, and stability. Many
emergencies require an early warning which reaches
people as quickly as possible. More and more evidence
shows that citizen-driven emergency response is a critical
part of an effective response to major disasters and
emergencies [15]. In war-torn societies, civilians are
looking forward to having guidelines on how to act and
what kind of actions are expected from them [21].
Experiences from the current Syrian crisis show that
social media plays an important role in providing to the
general public up-to-the-minute information about
emergencies, risks, and how to respond. It represents a
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valuable channel for emergency services to send an alert
and warning in real time and even to initiate actions. They
are using it to raise awareness of the risks related to the
geographical areas where the follower is located and
provide recommendations if needed. Social media also
used by crowd to send cautions, conduct situational
wakefulness instantly, and to provide advice by posting
information such as emergency phone numbers, location
of hospitals requiring blood donations, evacuation routes.

messages, and information, thus contributing to the
enhancement of the general public’ situational awareness.
In fact, in the Syrian case, it has been of great value for
Syrians and the world to satisfy the need to have the latest
and unique information available during crises raising the
situation awareness at real-time.
Self-actualization

The sense of community concept refers to individuals’
subjective feeling of attachment and belongingness to a
bigger and stable structure which can be relied upon for a
variety of purposes [22]. It meets the third level of
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which is fulfilling the need
for belonging and love, including friends, a family, and a
community. Social media and, more specifically, SNSs
can help create a sense of community that gives
individuals the feeling that they are not alone in the crisis
and that there are others experiencing similar hardships
and difficulties [6]. The tools of social media have
provided unprecedented opportunities to bring Syrian
individuals and groups together constituting a new kind of
societies seeing beyond the self. They have provided a
fertile ground for sharing the pain of victims.
Social media has provided an open arena to these
communities to target specific groups and the wider
public to deliver messages about conflict prevention and
reduction, disarmament, and reconciliation. It has allowed
the voices of ordinary citizens to be amplified
communicating and submitting human rights abuses and
war crimes committed by all parties in conflict, and
calling to neutralize civilians and populated residential
areas. Examples of these groups are Syrian Network for
Human Rights [23] and Raqqa is Being Slaughtered
Silently campaign [24]. Innovative initiatives have been
taken place on SNSs to support dialogue for conflict
reduction and peace efforts, such as pray for Syria [25]
and the Permanent Campaign for Peace in Syria [26], and
Peoples Commission for National Reconciliation [27].

Maslow [28] believes that in the highest level of needs
are self-actualization that leads to creativity and openness
to experience. According to Maslow [28], selfactualization refers to individual's aspirations to achieve
self-fulfillment, namely, to the tendency for him to
become actualized in what he is potentially. This tendency
describes a desire that could lead to realizing one's
capabilities potential to the fullest [28]. The increased use
of social media during a crisis can often involves the
recording of the self and others at the scene of a crisis [4].
The great advantage of social media as a driver of creative
innovations is that anyone can create a platform to voice
their thoughts and set up his own online initiatives.
According to Manso and Manso [1], citizens prove to
be highly proficuous in launching and contributing to
online innovative initiatives during crises, such as
websites, Facebook pages and groups, Wikis, hashtags
and tweets created by volunteers to place them at the
services of society. These initiatives are highlighting the
importance of social media in catalyzing people to be
ideal citizens, accept and express of their inner core or
self, provide aid and information to others, support
dialogue for conflict reduction and peace efforts satisfying
their self-actualization needs. The most striking example
of self-actualizing efforts in the Syrian civil war is the
growing phenomenon of citizens’ journalism through
social media to communicate, track, and share factual
information and hard facts in real time. Furthermore,
millions of Syrians fled their country seeking beyond
covering their basic humanitarian needs. Social media has
driven the awareness to those outside the affected areas,
generating volunteers and donors to enhance a
community's resilience on the long run.

Cognitive Motivation

B. Potential Risks

According to Maslow [28], cognitive needs that include
perceptual, intellectual, and learning capacities represent
a set of adjustive tools, which have, among other
functions, that of satisfaction of basic needs. These
cognitive needs explain the motivational role of desire to
know and understand, curiosity, learning, philosophizing,
experimenting or, in other word, to see rather than to be
blind [28]. Actually, the cognitive needs have been
considered as a major motivation to use social media
[29]-[30].
The platforms of social media have contributed widely
to build, raise, and share Syrians' awareness about the
essence of the crisis, threats and risk, and gaining a
broader understanding of the situation as a whole.
Furthermore, the growing phenomenon of citizens’
journalism through social media has been a great value in
providing the first-hand account of Syrian crisis events as
they occur in the forms of images, video and audio

When dealing with any form of outsourcing of tasks,
including crowdsourcing, the risks are non-trivial
especially for groups that are more distant geographically,
culturally, and intellectually where many situations arise
that cannot be foreseen [8]. According to Buecheler et al.
[8], crowdsourcing is an extreme case of dealing with the
unknown, where the individuals of the crowd are a priori
unknown and contingency plans for unexpected behavior
of this interacting mass cannot be fully prepared
beforehand. The literature on crowdsourcing has raised
different risk factors and sources. However, following up
on the Syrian crisis, the present research identified three
major potential risks that threaten social media
crowdsourcing in civil war-torn societies. These are:

Sense of Community
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Direct Personal Threats
Social media aggregates vast volumes of personal and
social information, such as information about the family,
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relationships, political views, social activities, and
religion. Photos, video footage, message or status updates
may contain a visual evidence of an individual being
present and help identify his identity and disclosing of
private and confidential personal details [4]. In civil wartorn societies, user's anonymity is important if content is
to be generated and disseminated without fear of
recrimination [31]. Being able to locate individuals in
particular places can associate them with certain activities
that can put citizen journalists and other individuals at
risk [4][32]. For example, the use of social media during
the Arab revolutions met with resistance whereby some
government authorities used citizens’ social media trails
to identify, locate, and target online protestors [32]. In the
periods of political unrest or civil wars, activists on social
media are encountering a wide range of risks and threats,
including, but not limited to, exposing the private
information, online attacks, imprisonment, harassment,
threats to relatives, torture, kidnapping, and death.
In the Syrian civil war, unfortunately, social media are
used to identify and target the online antagonists and, in a
lot of cases, anti-war activists. According to the website
of "Raqqa is being slaughtered silently" (2015), the
terrorist Daash (Arabic acronym for ISIS) has launched
electronic cells to tail the online anti-activists and gather
information leading to arrest and prosecute them. These
cells launch fake websites and depictive pages and groups
on SNSs opposed to ISIS, attracting and hunting the antiactivists within the city of Raqqa to reveal their true
identities. Usually, such people are sentenced to death by
beheading. In 30 October 2015, Raqqa is Being
Slaughtered Silently campaign has announced that two
activists of the group were found beheaded in the Turkish
town of Urfa, in what is believed to be the terror group’s
first assassination out. The Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights (2015) reported that Daash elements have
executed a girl in Deir al-Zour because they found a
conversation against via the application “WhatsApp” on
her mobile phone with her brother and another relative. In
many instances, the use of social media by members of
the public can result in harm to specific individuals who
were erroneously identified through vigilante justice and
potential harm to responders, including members of the
public, who may be operating in a crisis [4].
The Penetration of Terrorism Ideology
The spread of terrorist ideology and the ability
of terrorists to penetrate the most fortified segments of
societies represent one of the most complex risks facing
not only the Middle East but also the entire world.
Terrorism ideology can be thought of as the virus that is
looking for hardware to settle in. Unfortunately, social
media has provided a unique opportunity to disseminate
the terrorist ideology across borders and recruit hundreds
of thousands of fighters and sympathizers from around the
world under cover of religion. It became one of the
strategic factors driving the efforts of terrorist
organizations for a wide range of purposes, including
recruitment, radicalization, indoctrination, and incitement
to terrorism [33]-[35].
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One of the primary uses of the social media by terrorists
is for the dissemination of propaganda to validate the
terrorist cause in religious, political and ideological terms
in the context of conspiracy theories [33]. For example,
According to the Atlantic Website (2015), one of Daash's
more successful ventures is an Arabic-language Twitter
app called The Dawn of Glad Tidings, or just Dawn as a
way to keep up on the latest news about the jihadi groups.
The tweets include links, hashtags, and images, and the
same content is also tweeted by the accounts of everyone
else who has signed up for the app. Propaganda generally
takes the form of multimedia communications providing
ideological or practical instruction, explanations,
justifications or promotion of terrorist activities. The
visitors' number of Daash official Website has reached by
October, 20015 to more than 3,425,032. Propaganda
videos for Daash are disseminated on the Youtube, where
users can view over 144,000 videos ranging from
messages, interviews by prominent leaders and fighters to
videos of beheadings and other terrorist operations using
advanced cinematic techniques.
Social media represents an effective platform for the
recruitment of minors, who comprise a high proportion of
users in the Middle East. According to UN [34], terrorist
organizations and their affiliates have employed social
media effectively to target minors using a variety of
tactics, such as mixing cartoons and children’s stories,
mixing blaring religious songs and terrorist operations,
computer games with messages promoting the terrorism
ideology. Moreover, several studies [33]-[35] have
described the influential role of the social media in
enhancing the likelihood of self-radicalization. Behr et al.
[35] clarified the impact that watching terrorists' videos on
a daily basis and having constant access to terrorists'
online platforms have on the speed of self-radicalization
without even socializing with radical groups.
Advocacy of Hatred
While hatred is found in almost all societies, including
those where the risk of violence is limited, the concept of
hate speech aims at isolating acts that have a significant
probability of catalyzing violence by one group against
another [36]. In this context, the purpose of hate speech is
to intimidate, create a fear denigrate the dignity,
humiliate, harass, and put antagonists under psychological
and social pressures. Many of international civilian
institutions as well as researchers have expressed their
concern over the spread of hate speech in the social media
[31][34][36]. Hatred represents the spirit of Middle East
conflicts, especially the current civil wars. It is the
dominant motivation for the continuation of destructive
Syria's civil war. In the Syrian civil war, social media has
become a platform for organized hate groups to recruit
and organize attacks against their antagonists.
Syrian religious population is made up of many faiths
and sects, including Sunni, Alawites, Shia, and Ismaili, as
well
as
Christians.
The Syrian population also
has traditionally been composed of a rich diversity of
ethnic communities, such as Arabs, Kurds, Armenians,
Chaldeans, Assyrians, Turkmen, and Circassians.
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Actually, many of Syrian antagonists are using social
media to disseminate, incite, and justify all forms of
hatred including aggressive nationalism, discrimination,
ethnocentrism, and hostility. The online ruthless
campaigns are targeting, particularly, families of minority
communities to force them to leave their cities and towns
in an attempt to change the demographic map of the
Syrian society structure, carrying out widespread ethnoreligious cleansing. Terrorist organizations are depending
to a large extent on social media to stir up panic and
hatred of other members' branches and religions to keep
and maintain the sectarian clashes. The terrorist social
media platforms have exploited, in the most horrendous
manner imaginable, hatred against followers of other
branches and religious communities to attract fighters
and a popular incubator among the Syrians.
C. The Continuity of participation in Social Media
Crowdsourcing
Many of previous studies (e.g., [37] [38]) confirmed
that satisfaction of users' needs is the major driver to
continue using social media through perceived usefulness
and conformation of expectations. At the same time, prior
studies (e.g. [37] [39]) revealed that perceived risks are a
critical determinant to the decision of continue adopting
and using social media. In essence, by engaging in social
media crowdsourcing, the members decide to deal with
various degrees of risk of the free actions of others.
The literature (e.g. [32][40]) reveals that participants
continually negotiate and direct the tension between
perceived risks and expected outcomes of using social
media. A number of researchers (e.g. [39] [40]), agreed
that because of the perceived risks, users may change their
evaluation of participating in social media crowdsourcing
over time. Therefore, the present research suggests that, in
war-torn societies, civilians and activists are constantly
evaluating the value of using social media and building
their own perceptions towards the benefits and risks of
participating in social media crowdsourcing. The
consequences may affect their inner thoughts concerning
the value of continuity of participation in such crowds.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Although there is an extensive and evolving interest in
the social media crowdsourcing in the normal stable
conditions, comparatively little research exists on
harnessing social media crowdsourcing to participate in
crises management in war-torn societies. The purpose of
the present research was to investigate motivations of
social media crowdsourcing in war-torn societies and
potential risks as the determinants of continuity of
participating in online crowdsourcing communities via
social media during civil wars. The present study revealed
that social media is not just a platform for social
interaction or other traditional purposes that have been
mentioned in the related literature. Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs has been used for understanding motivations of
social media crowdsourcing. The present research also
investigates three major potential risks associated with
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social media crowdsourcing in civil war-torn societies,
including direct personal threats, the penetration of
terrorism ideology, and advocacy of hatred.
There are some limitations which can serve as
directions for future research. The research framework
needs to be tested empirically. Furthermore, the present
research did not address all possible motivations and risks
that have been discussed in previous studies.
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Abstract— The number of foreigners who visit Japan is
increasing and it is important to build mutual understanding
with people of different cultural backgrounds. In order to
enhance foreigner’s visits to Japan, we propose a place
oriented Internet radio called Cross-Cultural Radio (CCR).
Subsequently, a Cross-Cultural Understanding Scale (CCUS)
was proposed and an evaluation experiment was conducted in
Tokyo to measure the effectiveness of CCR. Our experimental
results illustrate that CCR can be effective in certain aspects of
cross-cultural understanding. This paper intends to explore the
acculturation process amongst foreign visitors to Japan by
analyzing the behavior of participants in the experiment.

Another example of a keyword is “Omotenashi”, a word
that became slightly famous after the presentation to host
the Olympics in 2020. “Omotenashi” means to treat anyone
sincerely and warmheartedly, whether or not that person is a
customer, a guest, a family member, or an acquaintance.
The core of this concept is to express consideration and
respect to others. This act would also require the person to
understand the atmosphere, feel the mood and the invisible
energy, which is wrapped around the occasion or person.
Ultimately, it does not mean to entertain the person and
achieve any kind of self-satisfaction, but to quickly perceive
the person’s needs, desires, overall mood, and entertain the
person accordingly with a warm heart.
As the mobility of people has been rapidly improved and
the number of foreigners who visit Japan is increasing [2],
recognizing diversity to build cross-cultural understanding
is becoming a crucial interest in the country. We have to be
aware that all foreigners are unique individuals, and we
should not generalize them by nationality, ethnic groups,
and religion. Foreigners are visiting Japan for several
purposes such as sightseeing, studying abroad or working.
Likewise, depending on the length of time in Japan or their
cultural background, the problem they encounter greatly
varies, and there will never be a solution applicable for
everyone. Especially, the problems which foreign visitors
face are derived from not knowing Japanese cultural
keywords exemplified previously (and there are countless of
other words, not only “Kodawari” or “Omotenashi”), or it
occurs when the meaning of keywords conflict with their
cultural beliefs in various communicative settings. To
propose a way to solve their problems individually, thus
creating new media to provide foreigners opportunities to
know Japanese culture at a deeper level is meaningful from
a cross-cultural viewpoint. In other words, foreign visitors
further understanding of Japanese culture will be achieved
when they listen to local people’s story in a particular place,
or other foreigners opinion about the place they are visiting.
In terms of tourists revisiting places, previous literature
has shown the effect of motivation and satisfaction is
prominent according to Yoon [3] and Bramwell [4]. Alegre
[5] and Ekinci et al. [6] also pointed out, the eagerness of
tourists’ visiting in relation to the characteristics of places.

Keywords— place orientation; Internet radio; cross-cultural
understanding; measurement; evaluation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the great diversity in the modern world and its
continuous change, defining the term “culture” is an
extremely tough activity. However, like Damasio [1], who
claimed that “culture is a regulator of human life and
identity”, many scholars have attempted to conceptualize
their understanding of culture. Nonetheless, several aspects
of culture such as goods, feelings, actions and words can be
very specific to a particular region. They are difficult to
grasp from guidebooks or from just browsing the Internet,
because, in many cases, these contents are provided based
on visible (and generally superficial) information. It is quite
easy to gain stereotypical ideas about Japan in front of the
laptop but there will never be a better experience than direct
interaction with local people. This is because they give
foreigners real cultural ideas, and thus having a channel to
boost this kind of communication is highly important.
For instance, a keyword which seems to be distinctive for
the culture of Japan is “Kodawari”, which is difficult to
translate literally in English; yet “to be particular about a
manner” would be the closest. Its meaning is not just to be
particular, but to have a strong belief, or an excessive target
on the action. Many craftsmen in Japan have “Kodawari” in
what they create or how they are getting involved in the
industry, and having strong pride in what they do and would
never compromise their work is regarded as a virtue.
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In terms of information system, Masuda [7] and Takagi [8]
suggested a recommender system for tourists, which
provides customized tour information, depending on user’s
needs, including using smartphone applications. However,
there is almost no research on using Internet radio
specifically as a tool for building cross-cultural
understanding in Japan.
In this paper, we propose a place-oriented Internet radio
called CCR, which helps foreigners to recognize Japan from
a cross-cultural perspective by providing place oriented
content. In addition, we created an original criteria CCUS
and conducted an evaluation experiment in Tokyo to
measure the actual effectiveness of content and CCR itself.
The paper structure is explained as follows: first, Section
II describes the design phase of CCR including its concept
and system configuration. Secondly, detailed explanation of
measurement CCUS is offered in Section III, including
background research. Section IV gives a complete set of
evaluation experiments conducted in Tokyo, and Section V
digs the result into a further behavioral analysis. Lastly, the
conclusion and future works are mentioned in Section VI.
II.

DESIGN OF CROSS-CULTURAL RADIO

A. Concept
Previously referred related research, especially Masuda
and Takagi’s recommender system for tourists, are designed
for the usage in a specific place. However, the information
they provide to listeners only focuses on tourist’s preference
and does not include cultural perspectives of the host
country, which promotes cross-cultural understandings
amongst international listeners.
As for the type of information available, visual material
such as detailed information on smartphone contributes to
get a general idea about a place to a certain extent.
Nevertheless, sound information is far superior to visual
information in giving listeners flexibility, by allowing them
to stretch their imagination about what they have heard.
Furthermore, sound information can provide direct
interaction connected to the place including local people’s
story or comments from other tourists. This also might be a
trigger for international listeners to understand Japanese
culture more.
For these reasons, this paper intends to propose a place
oriented Internet radio called CCR as a new sound-focused
media, by providing international listeners several types of
content. The detailed concept is shown in Figure 1.
CCR works in three steps. First is content design for
personalities. Second is listening process by various
listeners such as international tourists, studying abroad
students and multinational corporations employees who are
not familiar with Japanese culture. Third is getting feedback
plus revision of the content. To maximize the influence of
contents, the preferred target of CCR is international visitors
who are staying in Japan for a relatively long period of time,
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from a few months to years rather than just a couple of days,
because, in general, understanding a certain culture often
takes time and the experience they have in the host country
is enriched in daily life settings.

Figure 1. Concept of Cross-Cultural Radio “CCR”

Three types of content are available for international
visitors: the guidebook (audio clips from the famous Lonely
Planet guidebook), the locals (stories or tips from local
people), and tourists (feedback from the listener to be shared
with other tourists). As a first step of the cycle, this paper
explicitly deals with the content Guidebook and Locals.
B. System
Previous research [9]~[12] shows that the acceptable
duration of content should be around 1 minute to 1 and half
minutes. Several companies deal with the production of
audio guide players supporting the delivery of content as
described above.
1) Selecting Location
As CCR is designed for international visitors for Japan.
The selection of a place where the content is mapped is also
important. In this research, Asakusa, one of the most famous
and popular tourist spots in Tokyo, was chosen. The reason
is that Asakusa has a rich cultural heritage such as Japanese
traditional temples or shrines, as well as dining venues and
souvenir shops that attract many international tourists.
Besides, Asakusa is located in the heart of Tokyo and has
great accessibility, which enables us to conduct fieldwork
effortlessly.
2) Content “Guidebook”
For guidebook content, several tips of accommodation,
introduction of restaurants and explanation of famous
architecture were picked from Lonely Planet Tokyo [13]
and recorded using voice synthesis software (Figure 2).
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III.
“Asakusa Engei-hall”
Have you ever seen standup comedy in your country? If
you want to experience Japanese traditional comedy
performance, here is the place. This is called Asakusa
Engei-hall, provides humorous talking by classic rakugo
speakers. The audience also enjoys stage arts unique to
the theater, including the paper cutout and funny music
played by carpenters tool.
Figure 2. Example of content Guidebook

3) Content “Locals”
For locals content, a couple of interviews with locals
were conducted in Japanese and stories related to their daily
lives in Asakusa were selected. Each story was translated
into English and supplementary explanation about cultural
activity was added if needed (Figure 3).
“Future of Asakusa”
(After the local’s interview in Japanese) Before World
War 2, Asakusa has been one of the most energetic,
cutting edge cities in Japan. But unfortunately nowadays
it’s taken over by other big cities like Roppongi or
Shinjuku. She feels to revitalize Asakusa as a vivid city,
collaboration with local community is important, not
only bringing lots of tourists from outside. Using social
networking service can be one of them; so young
generation helps older shop owners to introduce these
up-to-date technologies into traditional Japanese shops.
Figure 3. Example of content Locals

4) Mapping content into CCR

MEASUREMENT CCUS

To validate the credibility of CCR, an evaluation process
with appropriate criteria is essential. Since CCR has a
unique concept, inventing a new and suitable measurement
tool is more realistic rather than using conventional criteria
without localization. Related literature about measurement
design and cross-cultural adjustment are demonstrated by
Benson [15], Cui & Awa [16] and Yellen [17]. Ten
dimensions of cross-cultural understandings have been
determined, which are:
A. Mobility
An individual’s ability to find his/her way around in the
foreign place is one of the most important dimensions of
cross-cultural understandings. Knowing local geography and
usage of public transportation systems are two potential
items for this dimension. Ability to ask staff around in the
face of uncertainty for directions, or usage of appropriate
tools such as map application on smartphone is included.
B. Food/Diet
Although food allergy is not the case, this dimension
involves being open-minded to try new food, and how he/she
can be adaptable for the change of diet. Accepting foreign
food and culinary manners cannot be omitted when
understanding certain culture, and for many people eating
food is a big aspect of cultural exchange.
C. Flexibility
As Hofstede defined “uncertainty avoidance” in his
prominent work [18], more or less people from any cultural
background may face culture shock and attempt to escape
from that anxiety. Being flexible, patient, and tolerant for
such uncertain activity or unexpected cultural norm is one
dimension.
D. Knowledge
Whether he/she accepts it or not, acknowledgment of
host culture is an essential aspect of cross-cultural
understandings. In terms of socially appropriate behaviors,
host country nationals have certain expectations as to how
foreigners in their country should behave includes avoiding
offensive actions. Webb et al.’s unobtrusive measure [19]
could be useful in this regard.

Figure 4. CCR can be accessed through a QR code

The audio clips are stored in the website, and linked to
icons using JavaScript code. When the user clicks on an icon,
the associated audio clip is played. The website can be
accessed here [14] or by using the QR code shown in Figure
4.
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E. Language Skills
This dimension appears consistently as a core criterion
of mutual understanding as former literatures are reviewed.
However, we should be aware that when cultural adaptation
or acculturation occurs, an adapted individual will learn the
language, but individual who learn the language may or may
not adapt.
F. Interaction
The nature and frequency of interactions with host
country individuals is an indication of individual’s level of
cross-cultural understandings. This involves one’s ability to
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initiate interaction, as well as the extent of his/her eagerness
to communicate with Japanese people, regardless of
language ability.
G. Awareness of Cultural Differnce
A question such as “to what extent are you aware of
Japanese culture/society is different from yours?” is asked
in this dimension. Recognition of cultural difference
between their own is a starting point to build mutual
understanding in any circumstances.
H. Nonverbal Communication
In addition to language, there are a variety of ways to
communicate nonverbally. Understanding visible gestures
and appreciating personal space are some of them. Also
having a reasonable repertoire of “communicative currency”
may be useful as a criterion dimension.
I. Respect
Being interested in the host country citizens and casual
friendliness towards them should be relevant as crosscultural understandings. For instance, willingness to
participate in activities distinctive to the host country will
raise a fundamental respect for others and might lead to an
appreciation of his/her current state.
J. Relationship
Inclination to establish and maintain relationships
regardless of the skills is one crucial dimension. Even
though this can be influenced by an individual’s personal
character such as being extroverted or introverted, we
should be aware that every individual has his/her own pace
for building it. For instance, not all introverts are weak in
relationship building than extroverts; they will establish
deeper and more stable relationship with others.
After the relevant literature was reviewed and dimensions
mentioned above were rationalized, these new criteria were
named CCUS. In the evaluation phase, measurement users
score each dimensions from 1 to 10 (Figure 5), using the
self-evaluation method.
|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Low ----------------------------------------------- High

Figure 5. Scoring system of CCUS

This evaluation is conducted twice, before and after any
related experiments such as fieldwork or interview.
Afterwards, two score results are compared and discussed.
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IV.

EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

A. Method
Fieldwork was conducted for twelve international tourists
as CCR listeners, using the same scheme to explore how the
cycle of CCR works as an evaluation experiment. In order to
observe various cultural exchanges, we tried to select
tourists who have diverse cultural backgrounds, as well as
their length of stay in Japan. Fieldwork details and
participants’ attributes are below (Table 1).
TABLE I.
Nationality /
Code (xx)
China
(CH1)
Malaysia
(ML)
Taiwan
(TW)
Japan/Korea
(JP)
England
(UK)
Korea
(KR)
India
(IN)
Uzbekistan
(UZ)
China
(CH2)
China
(CH3)
Vietnam
(VN)
Russia
(RU)

FIELDWORK DETAILS AND PARTICIPANTS’ ATTRIBUTES
Participants’ Attributes
Age

Sex

Date / Time
st

28

F

October 31 , 2015 / 11:00 – 13:00

23

F

October 31st, 2015 / 14:00 – 16:00

20

F

November 1st, 2015 / 11:00 – 13:00

22

F

November 1st, 2015 / 14:00 – 16:00

22

M

November 1st, 2015 / 14:00 – 16:00

18

F

November 7th, 2015 / 11:15 – 13:00

19

M

November 7th, 2015 / 15:00 – 16:30

22

M

November 16th, 2015 / 11:00 – 13:00

24

F

November 18th, 2015 / 10:00 – 12:00

25

F

November 18th, 2015 / 10:00 – 12:00

24

F

November 18th, 2015 / 15:30 – 17:30

28

M

November 28th, 2015 / 15:00 – 16:30

B. Instruction
First, a sheet of paper was distributed to the participants
as an experiment instruction. Route of fieldwork is printed
and they were asked to walk and listen to the content
mapped into the route in the numeric order. Before they
started walking, they filled in the CCUS form. We observed
and took pictures of participants while they are walking
(Figure 11), and asked questions to participants for each
content such as “what did you think about the place or
object, which is explained in the content?” or “do you have
any implication or comments compared to your home
culture?”
Fieldwork was done either in English or Japanese,
depending on participant’s language ability. Conversation
was recorded and after they listened to all content, they
answered the CCUS form again.
C. Result
Figure 6 shows the average score for each dimension, the
blue line shows the results prior to the test, the red line
shows the results after the test was finished.
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Relationship

Mobility
10.0
8.0
6.0

Respect

4.0
2.0
0.0

Nonverbal
communication
Awareness of
cultural
difference

Interaction

had a conversation with CH3 in Chinese and invited CH3 to
go into the museum. Later on, CH2 told us they were
talking about the Japanese craftsmen’s elaborate work and
Food/Diet
made a comparison with Chinese merchandise including
price. They recalled handicrafts sold in museum were very
expensive and unfortunately they were not able to purchase
Flexibility
any, nevertheless they were surprised of their good quality.
Talking with a peer participant in home language raised
satisfaction to enhance “Flexibility” and “Nonverbal
Knowledge
communication”, which represents acculturation process
Before [20]~[22] including elimination of uncertainty towards
Japanese culture. It is assumed that CH2 has faced Japanese
Language skills
After
craftsmen’s “Kodawari” to their works at the museum as her
tangible experience, and the content worked as the trigger of
cultural encounter.

Figure 6. 12 participants’ average CCUS score

Most of the dimensions are slightly improved after the
fieldwork. Specifically, according to Figure 6, “Flexibility”
(+1.4pt), “Knowledge” (+1.0pt) and “Interaction” (+1.0pt)
have improved more than other dimensions, and “Language
skills” has declined a bit (-0.2pt).
V.

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPANTS

As shown in the result, CCR has enriched most aspects
of dimensions. We will have a closer look at specific
participant’s score based on arbitrary choices, which
recorded notable difference for “Flexibility”, “Knowledge”,
“Interaction” and “Language skills”, as well as who formed
distinct shape of ten dimensions.
A. Participant CH2 (Figure 7)
CH2 is a close friend of CH3 and they took part in the
evaluation experiment together. As she has never been in
Asakusa before, she was a beginner tourist in a way.

Relationship

Mobility
8
6

Food/Diet

B. Participant UZ (Figure 8)
UZ is a university student who has been studying
Japanese for two years, and shows a great enthusiasm
towards understanding local cultures. He was particularly
interested in the concept of CCR and was cooperative for
taking part in the evaluation experiment. He was walking
the main street of Asakusa called Nakamise-dori, and after
he listened to the content where a local person discussed the
future of Asakusa (Fig. 3), he mentioned his hometown
Samarkand. He told he genuinely would love but because of
financial reasons lots of residents are leaving the city and
flowing into Toshkent, the capital of Uzbekistan and he
feels sad about it. He wishes people in Samarkand will love
their city just like as Asakusa locals do. Obviously he felt
something in common with Japanese people and cultivated
affinity toward Japanese culture. In other words, he got an
idea of Asakusa locals’ “Omotenashi” mind to the
foreigners, as his own mindset in himself when he would
feel in Uzbekistan.

Relationship

2

Flexibility

Respect

0
Nonverbal
communication

Food/Diet

4
2

Flexibility

0
Knowledge

Awareness of
cultural…

8
6

4
Respect

Mobility
10

Language
skills
Interaction

Nonverbal
communicat…

Knowledge

Awareness of
cultural…

Language
skills
Interaction

Figure 7. Participant CH2’s CCUS score

Especially after listening to content “Guidebook” about
small museum shows and offering of Japanese traditional
handicrafts, she seemed to be interested in the place
mentioned and took a couple of pictures in front of it. She
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Figure 8. Participant UZ’s CCUS score

He commented, “it was fun and I learned some
internal/external factors of Japan, especially Asakusa city’s
culture and society.” What he implies as internal and
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external factors are about the context of both content.
Internal factors are invisible cultural aspects such as
Asakusa locals’ attitude or value to the place, in relation to
his radical improvement of “Awareness of cultural
difference”. On the contrary, external factors are attainable
by information input, corresponds to “Knowledge”. The
synthesis of these noticeable two dimensions has appeared
as the improvement of “Flexibility”.
C. Participant JP (Figure 9)
JP is a friend of UK and they took part in the experiment
together. Although born in Japan and being a Japanese
citizen, she has international background. She is half Korean
and was raised in Hawaii.

Relationship

Mobility
10
8
4
2

Food/Diet

Flexibility

0
Nonverbal
communicat…

Knowledge

Awareness of
cultural…

8

Food/Diet

6
4

Respect

2

Flexibility

0
Nonverbal
communicat…

Knowledge

Awareness of
cultural…

Language
skills
Interaction

Figure 10. Participant UK’s CCUS score

6
Respect

Relationship

Mobility
10

Language
skills
Interaction

Figure 9. Participant JP’s CCUS score

According to his feedback, “Locals” content was more
enjoyable than “Guidebook” although he had never visited
Asakusa before. JP and UK take the same courses in their
studying abroad and had established a good rapport already.
UK is researching theories of traditional Japanese music for
his master degree, so it is reasonable to assume that he is
more interested in Japanese culture than most of
international tourists. He may have felt sympathy to the
local people talking and that influenced his improvement of
“Relationship”, “Awareness of cultural difference” and
“Interaction”.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDIES

After she listened to “Locals” content about the
founding story of Nakamise-dori and a kindergarten nearby,
she remembered when she learned phonetics in her
childhood in Hawaii. As she has an Asian look some peers
automatically assumed that she does not understand any
English, hence she had a hard time to build close friendship
with them. Now English is her native language and similar
circumstance occurs when she encounters Japanese people
who guess she would understand Japanese perfectly whilst
she actually does not. JP admits “that awkward and
annoying moment” frequently happens whenever she
recognizes disappointment on their faces. JP’s the biggest
decline “Language skills” is not irrelevant with her story.
On the other hand, she improved “Mobility”, explained in
her comment “now I feel more confident walking in
Asakusa without GoogleMaps”.

In this paper, place oriented Internet radio called CCR
was proposed by providing two types of content,
“Guidebook” and “Locals” which gives an idea about real
cultural aspects of Japan, represented as “cultural
keywords”. To validate the effectiveness of this unique
media, we also suggested CCUS as new criteria set to
measure the level of cross-cultural understanding.
According to the overall result of evaluation experiment
conducted in Tokyo for 12 participants, it is reasonable to
assume CCR has contributed to the enhancement of several
aspects such as “Flexibility” and “Interaction” which are
cultivated by listening to local’s stories, and “Knowledge”
in relation to the information provided by the guidebook.
Besides, through advanced behavioral analysis for
individual participants, some cultural aspects were found
such as;

D. Participant UK (Figure 10)
The fieldwork for JP and UK was conducted in English
since we wanted to encourage the casual conversation
between two peers, which enabled us to observe frequent
cultural exchange. UK arrived in Japan about 2 months
before the fieldwork, and had just started learning Japanese
language and culture.

1) Uncertainty Avoidance
Participants CH2 and CH3 both improved “Flexibility”
through their conversation about Japanese culture in home
language. CCR content will be more understandable when
cultural uncertainty is reduced, and participants’ verbal and
nonverbal interaction greatly contributes to them.
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2) Affinity towards Culture
For some participants, CCR content functioned as a
sympathy builder. For instance, UZ listened to the “Locals”
content illustrates local people’s values and felt something
in common with his own culture. In his specific case, his
cultural appreciation enhanced “Awareness of cultural
difference” and “Nonverbal communication”.
3) Awareness of Language Skills
We observed the drop of “Language skills” in certain
participant such as JP. Possibly this is because after the
experiment she was more aware of her level of Japanese
proficiency by listening to the “Locals” content, spoken
partially in Japanese native speed. In addition, it is quite
reasonable to say that just listening to a sequence of short
audio clips will not enrich one’s language skill hugely. In
fact, sometimes it even causes a small decline of confidence.
For the future work, we will develop the variety of placeoriented content and add more participant of the evaluation
experiment so CCUS will be more reliable. Additionally, the
introduction of content “Tourists” to encourage listener’s
self/mutual reflection between other listeners is needed, to
compare with conventional “Locals” and “Guidebook”
content.
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Abstract—Developed economies face severe challenges from
demographic change. A popular measure to counter this
development is to empower the aging society for longer
independent living. Digital services offered through the Internet
are discussed as major enabling factor. However, although this
seems the natural way to help this clientele, our knowledge on
Internet usage habits of the elderly is still limited. Therefore, we
conducted a quantitative study targeting the 50+ population to
assess the effect previous Internet usage at work has on current
private Internet use. Our findings underline the high
importance which Internet self-efficacy and anxiety have on the
actual use of Internet services.
Keywords: Internet Use; Mature Adults; Computer SelfEfficacy; Computer Anxiety.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Literally all developed economies face the problem of an
adverse demographic structure [2]. Especially Europe has
been struck by the challenge that the general population
rapidly grows older and in the near future old people will have
outnumbered the young ones [3]. The demographic change
affects society in many ways. One of the most pressuring
being a severe shortage of people working in the service
industry to care for the aging generation. This applies
specifically to health professionals [4] as older people tend to
increasingly request health related services. But not only
healthcare, also other service areas suffer from a lack of
qualified personnel.
As widely propagated answer to counter this challenge is
to provide digital services for the elderly to enable them to
longer live autonomously. eHealth and telemedicine offerings
are booming these days [5]. However, despite the numerous
offerings the proof that these mechanisms are effective is still
outstanding. Several studies point out that adoption rates for
eHealth and telemedicine are low [2].
To a certain extent, this mismatch between supply and
demand may arise from a lack of knowledge about the level
of comfort elderly people have interacting with the Internet.
This poses a severe challenge for current research, as there is
certain ignorance about old people’s attitude towards the
Internet and the offerings presented via this channel. In fact,
even the few IS studies that used the concept of age as a
substantive variable have mostly relied on stereotypical
accounts alone to justify their age-related hypotheses [6].
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In order to provide digitalization to the aging society, we
first need to understand more about the behavioral intention
and attitudes of the elderly. This research aims to provide
insights into these matters. As pointed out before, the elderly
are not a homogenous group but in fact as heterogeneous as
all other segments of the population. With respect to Internet
use we see different shades of grey ranging from frantic users
to total rejection. Reason for rejection could be that the person
had no prior contact to the Internet during younger times.
Therefore, we hypothesize that there is a positive relation
between previous Internet experience and current use. To
investigate this question we put forward the research question:
What is the relationship between previous Internet usage at
work and current Internet use in private life?
Our findings are assumed to help developing more suitable
digitalization services for the aging society.
To shed light on this question we developed a theoryguided questionnaire that was tested with 148 participants 50
and above. As we were targeting the general population
(including those who only make very limited use of the
Internet) the research needed to be conducted as physical
interviews to avoid bias towards those who use the Internet
more frequently.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
outline important individual differences found in prior
literature on mature adults’ technology use. In Section 3 we
develop our research model and derive according hypotheses
how mature adults’ private Internet usage is influenced by
prior workplace Internet usage. Thereafter, in Section 4, the
research method is described in detail and participants'
demographics, as well as results are discussed. Following that,
the findings are presented and limitations explicated in
Section 5. The paper closes with an outlook to further research
and the conclusion in Section 6.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Research identified several sources of individual
differences in IT related behavior. These are demographic
factors (age, gender, income, level of education, etc.),
situational variables (knowledge, expertise, etc.) or ITspecific individual characteristics [7][8]. Naturally, the latter
are regarded as prime candidates in explaining and predicting
individual differences in IT-related behavior [8][9].
Specifically Computer Self-Efficacy and Computer Anxiety
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have previously shown to assert a severe impact towards
human behavior on IT-related matters, both, in general [8][9]
and in the context of mature adults [10][11]. Within this
section, we briefly outline these two distinct individual
characteristics – Computer Self-Efficacy and Computer
Anxiety– and their importance for mature adults.
A.

Computer Self-Efficacy

Computer Self-Efficacy (CSE) is defined as the “judgment
of one's capability to use a computer” [12, p. 192]. The
concept originated from Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory
[13][14] where general self-efficacy reflects “the belief in
one's capability to organize and execute the courses of action
required to manage prospective situations” [14, p. 2]. Selfefficacy thereby acts as a key determinant of behavioral
control [14][15]. It has been consequently incorporated into
the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) by reflecting internal
control beliefs [16].
IS researching utilizing CSE consequently theorized about
the role of CSE as determinant of IT-related behavior from
different perspectives [17][18][19]. Consequently, CSE has
been found to play an important role in individual's
technology-directed behavior by influencing adoption
decisions and actual use both directly and indirectly
[20][21][22]. For instance, CSE significantly influences ease
of use and usefulness perceptions and thereby indirectly
influences behavioral outcomes such as intention or actual use
of a given technology [23]. Likewise, several direct effects of
CSE have been reported in the literature, whereby CSE
significantly individuals’ intention to use or to continue using
a technology [15][22][24][25].
With respect to Internet usage, Davis and Mun [26]
revealed that CSE highly predicts the extent to which
individuals utilize the web by means of how frequently certain
functions such as online-shopping or social networks are used.
Wang, Li and Hsieh [27] show that CSE acts as a strong
contingent effect on how individuals found innovative uses of
IT. In contrast to these findings Mcelroy, Hendrickson,
Townsend and Demarie [28] found that general self-efficacy
does not predict how often users surf the Internet or visit chatrooms, but that it predicts whether users are willing to shop
online or not, thereby reflecting an absolute measure of an
extended use case.
In the realm of mature adults, research likewise
emphasized the important role of CSE on elderly individuals’
technology behavior. By drawing on Social Cognitive Theory,
Lam and Lee [11] have shown how CSE among with outcome
expectations predicts Internet use intentions. In a recent study
investigating the predictive power of major technology
acceptance models, Niehaves and Plattfaut [29] reported that
CSE constitutes the strongest predictor by outperforming
other important factors.
Given these insights about the importance of CSE in
explaining general and mature adults’ Internet behavior, it
becomes important to understand how CSE is actually
determined. Hereunto, Marakas, Yi and Johnson [30]
identified in their literature review a broad variety of
environmental, cognitive and behavioral influences on CSE,
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such as training, experience, social persuasion, but likewise
individual factors, such as age, gender, emotional states, or
personality.
B.

Computer Anxiety

Computer Anxiety (CA) reflects the tendency of
individuals to be uneasy, apprehensive or fearful when
confronted with using computers. Typical fear comprises data
loss or irrevocable mistakes by the user (e.g., deleting a file or
formatting a hard drive) [31][32]. Individuals with computer
anxiety often possess feelings of helplessness [33].
In a review of two decades of research on CA, Powell [34]
found a variety of antecedents for CA. For instance, the broad
trait of neuroticism and other emotional forms of anxiety have
been found to predict one's CA while computer training and
experience have been found to be countermeasures in
decreasing –especially older– individuals’ anxiety
[11][35][36]. CA is an established, important anchor how
individuals form ease of use perceptions and thereby
indirectly influences technology-directed behavior [17][37].
The relationship between CA and CSE has been
consistently reported to be negatively associated
[8][10][12][30] indicating that individuals with higher anxiety
tend to pose decreased self-beliefs in their ability to use a
computer. Considering CA’s relevance for mature adults’
computer behavior, CA was commonly found to increase with
higher age [34].
III.

RESEARCH MODEL

Our study seeks to investigate the sources and effects of
individual differences in mature adults’ use of computer
technology and in our specific case: the use of the Internet in
private settings. Based on the aforementioned reflections on
prior literature, we pose that CSE and CA as factors
accounting for individual differences directly influence
mature adults’ Internet usage. Although these two factors have
been found to be of importance for adults’ technology use
behavior, less is known how these factors are determined.
Most of todays’ available studies observed the impact of
explicit training interventions [11][35][36] that are likewise
generically applicable to other populations.
Consequently, existing studies fall short in explaining
these differences with factors distinct to mature adults, leading
researchers frequently to call for further unique studies how
CSE and CA are determined for mature adults [6][29].
Therefore, our research seeks to investigate the effect of prior
working environments on mature adults’ current Internet use
behavior. Our research model in Fig. 1 depicts our research
model graphically. We elaborate on the constructs and
hypothesized relationships between them in the following
paragraphs.
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CA: Computer
Anxiety
H4 (-)
PWIU: Previous
Work Internet Use
H5 (+)

H3 (-)

CSE: Computer
Self-Efficacy

H1 (-)
PIU: Private
Internet Use
H2 (+)

Figure 1. Research Model.

Private Internet Use (PIU) acts as the dependent variable
in our research model and is hereunto defined as an
individuals’ utilization of the Internet in the last period (i.e.,
six months) in a private setting. Our PIU measure considers
important dimensions of actual technology behavior [38] by
incorporating the dimensions of duration (i.e., how much time
spent), frequency (i.e., how often), and intensity (i.e., extent
of Internet-related activities) [39][40].
The Internet has become an ubiquitous tool with the
potential to support nearly all mature adults’ life aspects. It
serves not only as a knowledge base, but likewise as a handy
tool for communication purposes, commerce activities or
banking. Many mature adults only partially take advantage of
the broad spectrum of features the Internet offers and remain
at lower level uses, such as information retrievals. As such,
we expect that especially the dimension of intensity is
heterogeneously distributed among mature adults. To
understand these differences in Internet usage, we draw on
above outlined factors accounting for individual differences in
technology behavior: CA and CSE.
As outlined, CA reflects the tendency of individuals to be
uneasy, apprehensive or fearful when confronted with using
computers, such as data losses and other mistakes by the user
[31][32]. Individuals with computer anxiety often possess
feelings of helplessness [33]. CA is a IT-specific derivate of
the broad the broad trait of neuroticism and other emotional
forms of anxiety [34]. Our review of prior literature in Section
2 indicated that CA both, in general and especially in cases of
mature adults, directly and indirectly influences individuals’
technology usage. It has been shown that mature adults
generally possess higher anxieties towards technologies
compared to younger counterparts [34]. Since our study is
concerned with Internet usage, we adapt CA to this context
and denote CA as the fear or apprehension that individuals
experience when using the Internet [41][42]. Based on prior
evidence, we expect that mature adults with high computer
anxiety feel insecure and try to avoid using the Internet and
vice versa. We consequently position CA as a direct
determinant of PIU by hypothesizing:
H1: Computer Anxiety negatively influences Private
Internet Use.
CSE generally reflects an individual’s judgment about
her/his capabilities to use a computer [12, p. 192].
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As outlined above, CSE reflects an important individual
differentiator of mature adults’ technology use. For our study
purpose we adapt CSE similar to CA to the Internet context
by defining it as one’s ability to make use of Internet websites.
We assume that people with high degrees of CSE are more
actively engaged in their Internet usage. Given the high
importance and prior evidence for CSE’s general role, we
hypothesize that:
H2: Computer Self-Efficacy positively influences Private
Internet Use.
According to Social Cognitive Theory [13][14], emotional
arousal and self-efficacy are reciprocally determined;
depending on which variable acts as a stimulus, an effect in
the other variable can be observed [17]. Prior research on CSE
and CA provides evidence that both effects also occur in the
context of technologies [8][22][43]. CSE thereby might act as
an important coping mechanism in dealing with negative
emotions in technology use [37]. In our study context, we
assume that mature adults with a higher degree of CSE have a
lower degree of CA as they are more confident in working
with computers and the Internet. Users who reached that status
are usually not afraid of computers or the Internet as they
know what to do and which actions to avoid. This level of
security is assumed to decrease feelings of anxiety. Therefore,
we hypothesize:
H3: Computer Self-Efficacy
Computer Anxiety.

negatively

influences

Despite the reported important role CA and CSE play in
mature adults’ technology usage, little is known how these
factors specifically for mature adults are determined leading
researchers frequently to call for dedicated research [6][29].
Both factors –CA and CSE– are argued to be dynamic in
nature, as that they be altered by dispositional and
environmental factors [8][33]. As outlined in Section 2,
especially computer training and experience have been
frequently found to be of importance as that these factors are
able to increase CSE and decrease CA of mature adults
[11][34][36].
In a different, yet related research context of the digital
divide among pupils, Wei, Teo, Chan and Tan [44] revealed
that school IT access and usage “had a significantly stronger
impact on CSE for students without home computers than
students with home computers” (p. 179). The study indicates
that IT-related behavior can be in part determined through
distinct types of experience gained in dedicated environments
giving greater insights into the causal, underlying mechanisms
of individual differences in IT use.
Adults in general or ‘digital immigrants’ today often
receive dedicated computer training and gain thorough
experiences in handling digital media at their working places,
where working with computer technologies and the Internet
has become a natural routine. In contrast to that, however, a
lot of mature adults are naturally already in retirement. As
Tams, Grover and Thatcher [6] state, most of those mature
adults, received their, if any, computer education in times
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where information technologies were far less multifaceted
than today.
Following the rationale that CA and CSE can be altered
through environmental factors, the preliminary evidence of
the effects from dedicated environments, and given that many
workplaces increasingly relied computer and Internet use for
the last two decades [10], some mature adults might have
gained their computer and Internet experience during their last
years of work affecting their CA and CSE.
Consequently, we propose the factor of Previous Work
Internet Use (PWIU), defined as an individuals’ utilization of
the Internet in the last period at her/his workplace (time frame
of six months) that encompasses the dimensions of duration
and frequency of Internet use [adapted from 45]. For those
being retired, this definition denotes the last six months before
retirement. Based on the above outlined discussion, we
hypothesize that:
H4: Previous Work Internet Use negatively influences
Computer Anxiety.
H5: Previous Work Internet Use positively influences
Computer Self-Efficacy.
Based on these theoretical considerations and hypotheses,
we conducted our empirical research as described in the
following Section 4.
IV.
A.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Questionnaire Development

In order to test our research model, we conducted a
quantitative survey-based research approach. We developed a
questionnaire with measurement items drawn from previously
published information systems research. The measurement
instrument for our core constructs is depicted in Table 4 at the
end of the paper. For CSE and CA, available items were
carefully transferred from the context of general computer
interactions, to the Internet use context.
CSE was measured with a 5-item version [21][46] based
on the original CSE scale of Compeau and Higgins [12] and
adapted to the context of using a new Internet service.
Measures for CA were taken from Compeau and Higgins [12]
and adapted to using the Internet. PWIU was assessed with
two items along the dimensions of duration and frequency
[45]. Duration of PWIU measures the average amount of time
a person spent using the Internet (i.e., how long) in a typical
week in her/his last period at work [adapted from 45].
Frequency, in contrast, asks respondents how often one used
the Internet at work in a typical week in her/his last period at
work. PIU asked respondents about their Internet use in a
private context and was assessed along three dimensions of
duration, frequency and intensity. While duration and
frequency are assessed similar as to those of PWIU, we
additionally measured intensity by asking respondents typical
Internet offerings they use, such as (e.g. information search,
communication, online shopping, etc.). Based on binary
values (yes/no) of features used, we calculated intensity with
values ranging from 1 to 7.
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As most items were originally published in English they
have been translated in to German first. In several iterations,
we validated the instrument with a total of 18 respondents
from the target group to ensure readability, clarity and proper
wording. The questionnaire was modified until the pre-tests
did not bring up any new suggestions for improvement.
B.

Data Collection

Access to the target group has been frequently shown to
be difficult [e.g. 2] and using an online-survey might attract
rather technology-savvy adults causing potentially biased
results. Therefore, we employed a convenience sampling
method using a paper-and-pen based field survey approach
that has been shown to be successfully in gathering data from
the target group [e.g. 47]. Like other studies before [e.g. 36],
we collected data at public places such as pedestrian zones,
libraries, gyms, adult schools, and senior citizen centers.
Three independent researchers conducted the field study
from May to October 2015 in southern Germany by randomly
asking people (who appeared to be 50+) to participate in the
survey. The researchers ensured the participants for
anonymity and that there are no ‘wrong’ or ‘right’ answers for
the survey questions asked while collecting data [48]. We only
addressed participants that actually used the Internet at least
once in their lifetime. The reason for this was that only people
who had seen the Internet before are able to answer the
questions correctly.
To motivate participation, a tablet computer was raffled
amongst all participants who provided contact details. The
latter data were kept on a separate sheet and destroyed after
the winner received the price.
C.

Participants’ Demographics

In total, we collected 165 surveys, whereby 19 surveys
were incomplete and needed to be dropped from the dataset.
The remaining 146 surveys constitute the dataset of our
analysis. Table 1 outlines the demographics of our dataset.
V.

RESULTS

To validate our research model, the data was analyzed as
structural equation model using the partial least squares (PLS)
PARTICIPANTS’ DEMOGRAPHICS (N=146)

TABLE I.
Age
40’s
50’s
60’s
70’s
80’s
n.a.

Gender
4%
22%
42%
26%
6%
1%

Male
Female

33%
67%

TABLE II.
Construct
1 CA
2 CSE
3 PWIU
4 PIU

Mean
1.84
5.07
3.13
3.50

S.D.
1.29
2.46
2.65
1.66

Retired
Yes
No
n.a.

65%
34%
1%

Marital status
Single
Married
Divorced
Widowed
n.a.

12%
65%
8%
13%
1%

Household's (net)
income p.m.
< 1 k Euro
1%
1–2 k Euro
20%
2–3 k Euro
23%
3–4 k Euro
23%
4–5 k Euro
7%
> 5 k Euro
10%
n.a.
16%

MEASUREMENT MODEL VALIDATION
AVE
0.613
0.689
0.918
0.637

CR
0.888
0.917
0.957
0.840

CRA
0.842
0.887
0.912
0.715

1
0.783
-0.307
-0.075
-0.536

2

3

4

0.830
0.159
0.321

0.958
0.134

0.798
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method with the software package SmartPLS 3.0 [49].
Although the dataset with 146 responses seems to be small, it
is sufficiently large to analyze the model according to the rule
of ten [50]. Following the two-step procedure as proposed by
Chin [1], we first analyzed the measurement model, followed
by an assessment of the structural model.
The measurement model represents the relationships between
the observed data and the latent variables. Table 2 reports the
results of the measurement model that can be interpreted as
follows.
All item loadings are above 0.70 and each item loaded on
its construct significantly (p < 0.001); items with insufficient
loading have been dropped [51]. To ensure further construct
quality, we assessed whether values for composite reliability
(CR) and Cronbach’s Alpha (CRA) are above 0.70 [52],
values for average variance extracted (AVE) are at least 0.50
[53]. Sufficient discriminant validity is given since construct
correlations are smaller than the square root of the AVE
[53][54]. In sum, the results demonstrate adequate
psychometric properties of the measurement model allowing
us to proceed and test the structural model.
The structural model represents the relationships between
the latent variables. To evaluate the structural model we
assessed the coefficients of determination (R2) and the
significance levels of the path coefficients [1]. For our
dependent variable the model explains 31.5% of the variance
in private Internet use. The results on all hypothesized
relationships are illustrated in Table 3 and Fig. 2 below.
Finally, we checked typical control variables. We
controlled for effects of gender and age on Internet use. No
effects of age (-0.118; p=0.140) or gender (-0.104; p=0.187)
were observed.

TABLE III.
Path
PWIU à CA
PWIU à CSE
CSE à CA
CA à PIU
CSE à PIU

STRUCTURAL MODEL RESULTS

Path
Coefficient
-0.026
0.159*
-0.303***
-0.483***
0.172*

t-value

Effect Sizea

Result

0.303
2.015
3.922
7.244
2.417

–
0.026 (small)
0.099 (small)
0.309 (medium)
0.039 (small)

Not supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05
a. Effect size interpretations according to Chin [1]

H4 -0.026

n.s.

PWIU: Previous
Work Internet Use
H5 0.159*

CA: Computer
Anxiety

H3 -0.303***

H1 -0.483***
PIU: Private
Internet Use
(R2 = 31.5%)

CSE: Computer
Self-Efficacy

H2 0.172*

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; n.s. not significant

Figure 2. Research Model Results.
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VI.
A.

DISCUSSION

Findings

Our research model is able to explain about 30% of the
variance in mature adults’ private Internet usage. Although
these values might seem to small, the results correspond with
research that relied on such factors related to individual
differences in explaining technology use with reported R2
values of 20% [11], 25% [26], or 34% [22].
We see that CA has a highly significant negative effect on
private Internet use, thereby supporting our hypothesis (H1).
This forges the obvious explanation that mature adults who
are more anxious of the Internet do not like to use it. In the
same vain, we see a significant positive effect going from selfefficacy towards private Internet use as hypothesized (H2).
Although we would have expected this relationship to be
stronger and higher in significance, the hypothesized
relationship still finds good support: mature adults with a
higher level of self-confidence towards an action are likely to
perform it. Moreover, we found a highly significant negative
path from self-efficacy towards anxiety giving support for the
hypothesized negative effect of CSE on CA (H3). Hence,
mature adults with higher confidence in their own abilities
significantly decrease their fears towards the Internet.
We further sought to unravel the distinct influence of prior
exposure to IT from a workplace (i.e., PWIU). Our underlying
hypothesis is that the influence is positive, i.e., people who
used the Internet as part of their (previous) work routines have
a higher CSE and lower CA.
In this study, we did not find a significant relationship
between PWIU and CA leading us to reject our hypothesis
(H4), yet we found solid support for the effect of PWIU on
CSE supporting our hypothesis (H5). Given the strong effect
of CSE on CA, in turn, our results indicate that CSE acts as a
mediator between PWIU and CA as that PWIU poses indirect
effects on CA.
B.

Implications

In this study, we sought to unravel the effects of individual
differences on mature adult’s Internet usage. In our research
model, we incorporated CA and CSE as direct antecedents of
Internet usage and positioned PWIU as a novel and distinct
determinant for these differences in mature adults. We
empirically tested our model with 146 adults aged 50 and
above. Drawing on these results, we can derive the following
contributions and implications.
First, prior research highlighted the role of self-efficacy
beliefs and emotional fears as predictors for mature adults’
technology behavior. Our results indicate, that CA and CSE
solely account for 30% of the variance in mature adults’
Internet usage. Our study thereby supports prior research and
highlights again that these two factors must be taken into
account to understand mature adults’ technology behavior.
Prior research that likewise solely on individual differences as
predictors of Internet usage frequently observed younger
adults. Comparing our results with those studies, we observe
that CA is indeed of higher relevance for mature adults than
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for younger adults. In sum, our study supports prior research
about the importance of CSE and CA for mature adults.
Second, given the importance of CSE and CA for mature
adults, less is known about the sources for these individual
differences of mature adults. Although training interventions
and general experience have been found to be of predictive
relevance, researchers frequently urged for further research on
distinct sources as outlined in above. Given this gap in
research, we conceptualized PWIU as a distinct source of
mature adults’ CA and CSE. In contrast to explicit training
interventions, PWIU reflects a rather salient source of
‘mastery experience’, an important source of one’s selfefficacy. Our results demonstrate that PWIU indeed
determines CSE meaning that people who used the Internet on
the job are likely to have a higher self-confidence towards
using the Internet. In contrast, we did not found support for
PWIU’s impact on CA. The absence of the direct effects of
PWIU on CA is, however surprising and contrary to our
hypotheses. A potential explanation is that PWIU poses rather
indirect effects of CA with CSE serving as a mediating factor;
PWIU increases mature adults’ CSE, which, in turn, decreases
their anxieties towards the Internet.
Another potential explanation for the insignificant
relationship between PWIU and CA might be the frequent
media coverage on the dangers of using the Internet could play
a role. Especially in the last years, several threats in the
dynamic Internet environment emerged, such as fraud, scams,
and phishing. Given that most of our study’s participants are
already retired, we suggest that they gained their experiences
in interacting with the Internet in times were such dangers
were less wide spread or of less great concern than today. As
such, our results suggest that mature adults’ anxieties towards
the Internet are frequently adapted to novel and emerging
threats of the Internet and that their prior experiences are not
supportive in dealing with such endangering situations of the
Internet. This issue might further amplify the longer
individuals have left the working environment respectively
the longer they are retired.
Based on our findings and discussion, the derived
implications of our research are manifold. We were able to
show that the ageing generation is by far not Internet-adverse.
On the contrary, the behavioral mechanisms are very similar
to those of other age clusters. We see that people need a certain
level of self-efficacy in order to use the Internet and when they
possess this confidence then they are more actively using it.
Practice needs to be aware that although the Internet became
widespread already 15 years ago, most individuals of higher
ages started using the Internet at a far later time. While some
of those ‘senior surfers’ got in touch with the Internet already
during their working time that resulted in higher selfconfidence in their abilities to navigate through the Web,
others did not have the chance to gain earlier experience.
Thus, practice needs to be aware of these differences and
should either provide Internet-based solutions that do not
require sophisticated Internet skills or policy makers that are
in charge to foster Internet education for the elderly. Prior
research has shown that even rather simple computer and
Internet training interventions are highly effective for mature
adults in increasing their CSE and significantly decreasing
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their CA [11][36]. However, given that not all mature adults
are necessarily willing or have the chance to take part in
dedicated training interventions, we further suggest that media
should not only cover the threats of the Internet but should
likewise offer educational material on countermeasures in
dealing with those issues in a format that is easily
understandable and applicable for older individuals.
From a theory perspective we were able to increase our
knowledge on Internet-related behavior of the aging society.
Our results first of all underline the general applicability of
individual differences in explaining technology-related
behavior and highlight the importance these factors play for
the aging segment of the population. Second, as outlined, we
offered a novel source accounting for these individual factors
that is distinct to mature adults: previous work Internet use.
We thereby enriched our understanding on the important
behavioral factors of mature adults’ Internet usage and a
novel, yet salient, source accounting to the digital divide.
C.

Limitations

Our research is not without its limitations and these must
be taken into account when interpreting the results. First, we
had to rely on a convenience sampling approach given the
difficulties in access to the target group. Therefore, we
surveyed mature adults at public places and institutions
thereby potentially mitigating those individuals, which are
less outgoing or have severe issues forcing them to stay at
home. Although our sample size of 146 responses is
sufficiently large to calculate our research model, these can be
no means be regarded as representative for the general
population. Consequently, our results and contributions are
limited in their generalizability. Moreover, we measured all
independent and dependent factors at one time, which might
have primed the participants about the purpose of our study
[48]. We further employed self-reported usage measure that
involve subjective judgments and individuals often tend to
over- and underestimate their actual usage behavior [38]. This
poses a problem specifically in previous work Internet use as
in some cases (the older population) the work experience
dated back several years (sometimes decades).
Second, although our explained variance of about 30% for
mature adults’ correspond with those of related studies
drawing primarily on factors accounting for individual
differences [11][22][26], we acknowledge that there are
obviously further influential factors causing for mature adults’
Internet usage. We only relied on two important individual
factors accounting for variance and left out technology-related
beliefs about usefulness or ease of use.
Third, given that –to the best of our knowledge– our
research is one of the first that sought to understand the effects
prior Internet exposure at the workplace, our study is best
positioned as exploratory in nature. We only observed the
direct effects of PWIU on CA and CSE and left out potential
moderating effects such as the length of retirement.
Fourth, since our technology under investigation was the
Internet, we adapted the measurements to the Internet context,
which consequently limit our results to the specific Internet
context.
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To address these shortcomings of our study, we outline our
further steps and additional potential avenues for further
research next.
VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This research elaborated on the influence of previous work
Internet usage on current private Internet usage. We selected
computer anxiety and computer self-efficacy as mediating
constructs. In a quantitative research with 146 valid responses,
we targeted an audience of 50+, i.e., people who did not grow
up with widespread Internet experience.
Our findings underline the strong influence of the chosen
constructs, CA and CSE. We were able to show that “the
elderly” are not a homogenous group of people not using the
Internet. However, digital services need to be presented in a
way that mature adults feel they possess the right skillset to
use it and do not fall for anxiety. This calls for easy solutions
and creative training mechanisms.
However, taking the stated limitations into account, our
future goal is to enlarge the interview base and recruit
informants on a global basis. We expect novel insights when
comparing national differences in elderly’s Internet use.
Furthermore, we suggest that more research is needed to
elaborate on the mechanisms accounting for mature adults’
technology behavior. In a recent review on mature adults’
technology usage, Chen and Chan [55] outlined literature on
studies of that draw on the well-known Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) [56][57] and reflect that usefulness
and ease of use perceptions constitute important factors for
older adults’ technology use as they often consider novel
technologies as irrelevant and unnecessary for their daily life
leading them to reject technologies. The authors echo that
these usefulness beliefs are likewise derived from their
perceptions about the efforts with which the technologies can
be used (i.e., perceived ease of use) [55]. Given that, as
outlined in Section 2, CA and CSE both act as important
anchors of these traditional TAM factors, incorporating CA
and CSE among TAM factors should consequently lead to
greater explanations in terms of explained variance (i.e.,
higher R2 values). However, TAM-based models are likewise
generically applicable in other research contexts and for other
target groups. We suggest that other, rival theories are needed
to derive distinct insights into mature adults’ technology
behavior. We suggest that age-related theories, such as from
the domain gerontology, could be worth of further research to
observe in the domain of adults’ technology acceptance and
use.
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TABLE IV.

MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT (TRANSLATED FROM GERMAN)
Items

Source

Computer Self-Efficacy (CSE)

CSE.1
CSE2
CSE.3
CSE.4
CSE.5

I could use a heretofore unknown website…
if I had previously used similar websites for the same purpose.
if someone showed me how to do it first.
if I had just the built-in help facility for assistance.
if I had never used a website like it before.
if there was no one around to tell me what to do while using it.

CA.1
CA.2
CA.3
CA.4
CA.5

I feel apprehensive about using the Internet.
It scares me to think that I could lose data by mistake by using the Internet.
It scares me to think that I could inadvertently reveal sensitive information on the Internet.
I hesitate to use the Internet for fear of making mistakes that I cannot correct.
The Internet is somewhat intimidating to me.

PWIU.FRQ

If you think (back) about your job, how often did you use the Internet on average in the last 6 months of your career in
your job?
If you think (back) about that period, how many hours did you spend using the Internet on average in a typical week at
your job?

Adapted from
[12][21][46]

Computer Anxiety (CA)

Adapted from
[12]

Past Work Internet Use (PWIU)

PWIU.DUR

Adapted from
[45][58]

Private Internet Use

PIU.FREQ
PIU.DUR
PIU.INT

On average how often did you use the Internet in your private life in the last 6 months?
If you think about the last 6 months, how many hours did you spend using the Internet on average in a typical week in
your private life?
For what do you use the Internet in your private life? Check all that apply: (1) Information searching, (2) Reading news,
(3) Online shopping, (4) Communication (e.g., e-mail, chat, telephony), (5) Entertainment (e.g., videos or games), (6)
Online banking, (7) Browsing/Surfing

Adapted from
[45][58]

Scale for Duration (DUR): (8) Several times a day, (7) Approx. once a day, (6) Several times a week, (5) Approx. once a week, (4) Several times a month, (3) Approx. once a month, (2) Less, (1) Not at all
Scale for Frequency (FRQ): (7) More than 30 hours, (6) 20-30 hours, (5) 10-20 hours, (4) 5-10 hours, (3) 1-5 hours, (2) Less than 1 hour, (1) Not at all
Scale for Computer Self-Efficacy (CSE): 10-point ranging from ‘Not at all confident’ to ‘Totally confident’
Scale for Computer Anxiety (CA): 7-point ranging from ‘Strongly disagree to ‘Strongly agree’
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Abstract—According to The Image of the City, which is one of
the most representative works of Kevin Lynch, paths, edges,
districts, nodes, and landmarks are important elements that
constitute the image of a city. Actually, these elements are very
strong and seem to influence not only the image of the city but
also our actions. Therefore, we propose to add sounds to a city
experience as new elements could make a great impact that can
change the existing strong image of the city. We call this
“change” the city. We developed a Web service called Play
Place Sound (PPS). By using this service, users can hear the
sounds plotted for an arbitrary spot on the website
automatically when they approach that spot in the real world.
Then, we performed an experiment to define the differences in
the cognitive map between walking in the city while using the
PPS or without it. A cognitive map is the collection of beliefs,
experiences, and information that a person uses to orient
himself or herself within an environment such as a social
setting. As a result, when people use the PPS, the cognitive map
is more detailed. Furthermore, when the content increases
significantly, edges tend to appear in the cognitive map.

there are many studies about the association of sound and
image, and their point of interest is also different [2]-[5]. In
addition, studies about harmonization of the image and
music have done [6][7]. However, there are few studies that
consider changing the existing cognitive map by adding new
elements to the city.
Therefore, using a new form of art that redesigns the city
by sounds, we propose a Play Place Sound (PPS) service for
individuals to enjoy the experience of the city. Instead of
simply enjoying music, the PPS is a service for enjoying the
sounds that can be heard only at a particular location. So, the
user can listen to the sounds attached to a certain location
only by going to the place. Information services that display
a message according to the location have already been used
in art museums, but there are few studies that add a sound to
a particular place.
This way, by adding sounds as a new fascination of the
city, we examine how this novel factor can affect the existing
image of the city and what are the changes as represented by
the cognitive map.
This paper describes the concept of PPS and service
design. Then, we pick the peripheral port of Yokohama as
the sample spot and consider the relationship of the pasted
sound content and location through some samples. Section 2
describes the concept of the PPS, and in Sections 3 and 4, we
describe our experiments. Finally, we present the conclusion
and future work in Section 5.

Keywords-sound scape; cognitive map; urban design.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In Japan, there are several places where we can see
people who walk, jog, or run alone while listening to music
on their portable music players or mobile phones. However,
it is a fact that jogging in the same way while listening to the
same music becomes boring as time passes, and there is no
novelty. We feel it is regrettable that the act becomes usual
and boring though we come in touch with the real city.
In The Image of the City [1], which is one of the most
representative works of Kevin Lynch, he proposed that the
role of the scenery of the city is to be seen, memorized, and
please people. With that in mind, to consider the
configuration of the image of the city, he performed an
experiment with a cognitive map in three cities of the United
States of America—Boston, Jersey City, and Los Angeles.
Then, he stated that the following are important elements to
configure the image of the city: paths, districts, nodes, edges,
and landmarks, and these make for a study about whether he
can change the appearance of the city and its importance.
After this, in Japan, there have been several studies to
consider spatial awareness through the cognitive map, and
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II.

THE CONCEPT OF “PLAY PLACE SOUND (PPS)”

Like The Image of the City, when we undertake city
planning or investigate the existing city, especially in the
architectural field, paths, buildings, and open spaces like
parks are emphasized as elements of the city. The same may
be said when we consider what kind of impression of the city
people have. Actually, these elements are very strong, and
our actions and impressions regarding the city are strongly
influenced by them. As a result, our actions and images tend
to be limited or patterned. Therefore, by adding sounds as a
new element, we want to change the city and its rules that
have been made by the existing physical environment such
as paths and buildings.
A. Usage of the PPS
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PPS is intended to be used with smartphone. When the
user approaches a spot, he or she can hear the installed sound
through the earphone connected to his or her smartphone.
Figure 1 shows an example of the use of PPS. In this
sample, users who are jogging on the same route every day
follow this routine with PPS. With regard to the relation
between the area and sound, four sounds are assigned to each
area, from area 1 to area 4, and the user can hear sounds in
each area. This way, we expect that the user will feel like
going on a different street from his or her usual routine or
spend more time jogging.

JavaScript, and plays these sounds in HTML5. The flow
chart of this system is shown in Figure 2.

▪Flow Chart

Start
Get All Locations
of Content[i] (i=1...n)
Sence User Location

Calculate Distance[i]
Distance[i] = User Location - Content[i] Location
Play
Place
Sound

①Start the PPS when you start jogging.
area 1

Jogging Route

No

Distance[i] < 10

i=i+1

Finish?

Yes
Play Content[i]

No

Yes
End

music1

START

area2

music2

area3

music3

area4

music4

②When users are jogging on the
route showed in the figure, they can
hear the sound assigned to each area
they pass through.
③The sound of a fun atmosphere
is played in area 2 where there is
a lot of pedestrian traffic and it is
lively. The sound of a refreshing
song is played in area 3 where there
is a park with green vegetation.
Users can enjoy the sound assigned
to each area.

area2

area4

(1)

(2)

Figure 2. Flow Chart of PPS

This system sends the present location of a user, as
detected by the Global Positioning System (GPS) function of
the cellphone, to the Web server. When the user approaches
the place where the sound has been plotted, it is played
automatically.
III.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

In proposing the PPS, it is necessary to consider what
kind of sound is suitable for what kind of place. We
performed a pre-experiment as the first step. In this
experiment, we prepared sounds used in a movie as content
and posted these sounds along two plot patterns. Then, we
investigated how the PPS affects our behavior and what kind
of impression was provided when we walk in these areas.
Three people were the subjects of the first pattern and five of
the second pattern. Both areas were near the port of
Yokohama. This area is called Minato Mirai and is being
continuously developed since 1965. We show the famous
view of Minato Mirai in Figure 3.

④User will feel like going on a different
street from his or her usual routine(1) or taking
a detour(2) or spend more time jogging(3).

(3)

Figure 1.

How to Use the PPS
Figure 3. Image of Minato Mirai

B. System Configuration
The mechanism that should be prepared in advance is a
system to plot sound files on the map. This system acquires
the positional information of a place, plots sounds using
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There are not only offices of various companies, but also
amusement facilities such as an amusement park, concert
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hall, hotels, and a large shopping mall. Hence, this area is
one of the most famous sights of Japan.
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Figure 4. Plotting Map of Pattern 1
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B. Plot Pattern
As a sample of the change in Minato Mirai area by
sounds, we proposed two plot patterns of content. We show
the map plotted with sound along pattern 1 in Figure 4.

FORCE

Sa

A. Sound Content
Before conducting this experiment, we considered the
sound content. In this experiment, we took up three kinds of
sound— music, sound effect, and dialog—used in the movie
Star Wars. Michel Chion carefully considered what sound to
be used in a movie, and we refer to his consideration [8][9].
Generally, a movie is being edited a lot, even if it is a liveaction movie. Thereby, the producer can convey something
that cannot be represented only through pictures, such as the
atmosphere of scenes, feelings of characters, or clues. This
research is intended for an experience in real space. We
consider that the way of sound arranging in a movie is
similar to the way of sound arranging in this study. A movie
director removes unnecessary noise and adds various sounds.
First, the music we used as content included not only
famous theme songs such as “Main Title” or “Imperial
March” but also various music used in the movie as
Background Music (BGM). Then, for sound effects, for
example, the subjects could hear the sounds of warriors
wielding their weapons, ray guns, robots waking up, and so
on. Each of these sounds had a characteristic feature, and we
could understand the sound source just by hearing the sound.
Finally, dialog could be heard through the voices of
characters. Humans and many other characters, including
robots and aliens, appear in Star Wars. In many cases voices
are edited, and they resemble a sound effect. However, the
primary difference between dialog and sound effects is that
there are meanings to the former. For example, in this
experiment, we used a line of one of the main characters, C3PO: “Help!!!”. In this case, it was not only an electronic
sound but also meant that someone is asking for help.

In pattern 1, we plotted sounds along the street in the
order of their use in the movie and kept the story arbitrary for
the user. In this sample, the user started from Sakuragicho
Station and walked to the Yamashita Park via the Canal Park,
Nippon Boulevard, and Osanbashi (international passenger
terminal).
For the second pattern, we plotted sounds, in particular
sound effects and dialog that were not limited by existing
ways. In this design example, we designated two areas, a
good area with a focus on the hero and a bad area with a
focus on the old enemy. For example, sounds that are used in
the hero's hometown scene were plotted near the center of
the good area, the theme music of the evil side was plotted
near the center of bad area, and the sounds used in the battle
scene were plotted along the contact surface of each area.
We expected that the user will feel, “What kind of sound will
I hear if I go to that place?” We show the map plotted with
sound content along pattern 2 in Figure 5.

DEATH STAR
DARTH VADER

FORCE

Figure 5. Plotting Map of Pattern 2

C. Result of the Preliminary Experiment
In pattern 1, although we supposed that users will walk
down the street with plotted sounds, we wanted to give
arbitrary instructions using only automatic sounds. Then, we
started the experiment without notifying users which street
has the plotted sounds. As a result, three users who
completed this experiment could not find the street to go to
and had lost their way. Obviously, since six users were
scheduled to participate in this experiment, we were stopped
unavoidably. This experiment underlined that it is too
difficult to guide a person to the intended way only by
sounds. Of course, to prevent users from getting lost, we
plotted sounds at about 10m intervals in a straight line and at
about 20m intervals at the corner of the street. Yet, there
were many spots where we could not hear anything, and
hence, the user became anxious each time. As a result of
walking here and there, users got lost. In addition, in this
case, PPS became a tool to find a specific way desperately
rather than making town walking fun.
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Similarly, in the second pattern, users walked around the
area with plotted sounds. In this pattern, we informed where
the sounds were plotted in advance, and it took about 15
minutes per person. The following is a list of opinions about
this experiment.
Postive Opinions
• A sound of the breathing of Darth Vader is similar to
that of snorkeling. I associated it with a snorkeling
partly because the area was close to the sea.
• When I heard the voice say, “Run Luke, run,” I was
on the lawn, and I wanted to run unintentionally.
• As for me, it was interesting because I didn’t know
what kind of sound I would hear next.
Negative Opinions
• There is not much association with this place. It may
be because the sphere of Star Wars is space.
• I felt uneasy when I heard nothing.
• I didn’t know what kind of rule the sounds were
plotted along.
• These sounds were boring for me because I am not
very knowledgeable about Star Wars.
With this result in mind, we considered a new plot
pattern for the next experiment. Specifically, we thought that
we would inform subjects of the way to walk in advance and
use content of a longer duration.
IV.

MAIN EXPERIMENT

3

The Phantom of the Opera Theme
Pocket Monster Medley
Christmas Medley

Cosmo Clock
Yokohama
Red Brick Warehouse

START

2

1

GOAL
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o
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A. Experimental Method
The area of this experiment was Minato Mirai (refer to
Figure 3.), as in the case of the pre-experiment. We chose the
route beforehand and plotted three pieces of content along it.
The subjects of this experiment were eight people with ages
between 20 and 50 years old, and we divided them into two
groups, A and B. The subjects of group A only followed the
guide and walked the route. The subjects of group B
followed the guide while using the PPS and listening to the

B. Sound Content and Place
The first piece of content was “The Phantom of the
Opera Theme Song” from The Phantom of the Opera. This
content started at the half-way mark of Kishamichi
Promenade where we can view Minato Mirai at night and
ended at Navios Yokohama Hotel, which is a hotel in the
shape of an arch. This content is in a minor key and is made
magnificent by the powerful operatic singing voice. It shows
an upsurge steadily towards the climax. We wanted to
research how the strangeness of this content fitted the
existing atmosphere and influenced the impression of the
town.
The second piece of content was the BGM of Pocket
Monster, which is a handheld video game developed and
manufactured by Nintendo Co., Ltd. This content is heard
when users walk through the area where there is nothing but
lawn. This BGM is electronic music, which reminds us of an
8-bit game. We wanted to investigate the change of
impression that resulted from plotting funny BGM at a dull
place.
The third piece of content was a medley of Christmas
songs that included “Santa Claus is Coming to Town” and
“We Wish You a Merry Christmas”. Both these are basic
Christmas songs in Japan and almost all Japanese people
know them. The place we plotted was the open space
between two warehouses. It was Christmas season when we
carried out this experiment, and a Christmas market and a
skating rink reproduced a European setting. We wanted to
define the change of the impression of the place that already
had a Christmas atmosphere by adding festive songs. The
map plotted with the sound content in Figure 6.

ku
Sa

In keeping with the result of the pre-experiment, we
performed the main experiment. The aim of this experiment
was to define the difference between walking the city as
usual and while using the PPS. In this experiment, we used a
cognitive map as a method, because it was used by Lynch, as
well to investigate the spatial perception of the city.
The plot pattern of this experiment was designed to
address the negative opinions of the pre-experiment. First,
about the relation between sounds and the place, the user had
obtained information from both eyes and ears. When the
hearing information deviated from the sight information, this
system might have become boring. Next, in order to remove
uneasiness, we plotted sounds along a predetermined street,
similar to the first pattern of the pre-experiment, and
informed users of this street. About the content, when we
used film music, the impressions of the system varied
depending on whether the user knew the movie or not. Hence,
we used music that everyone knows or can enjoy even
though they do not know it.

music content. The subjects of both groups drew a cognitive
map on A3 paper just after the walk. This experiment was
conducted from the beginning to the middle of December,
2015. In Japan, sunset occurs at about 16:30 during this time,
and when we performed the experiment, the area was already
dark, and the illuminations of the city were turned on.

Figure 6. The Map of the Main Experiment

C. Result
It is true that there were individual differences in the
ability of the subjects to grasp nuances about the space and
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their drawing skills. However, there were many common
points in the elements and the form drawn on the map, and
we were able to clarify some tendencies by examining these
points. First, we counted the elements that the subjects wrote
on a blank paper one by one and arranged them to ascertain
which subject wrote what. We assumed the elements that
were written by more than four subjects were a major
element and assumed anything other than that to be a minor
element. We assigned serial numbers from 1 to 28 for each
element and alphabetical letters A to H for each subject. In
addition, subjects A, B, C and D did not use PPS, and
subjects E, F, G, and H used PPS. We show this in Tables 1
and 2.
TABLE I.

MAJOR ELEMENT
Type of
element

Major Element
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse
Navios Yokohama Hotel
Cross Walk
Cosmo Clock ;wheel
Queen’s Square ;shopping mall
World Porters ;shopping mall
Railroad Bridge
Landmark Tower ;office building
The Other Side of Warehouse
Skating Link
Inter Continental Hotel
Christmas Tree in Market
Anniversaire ;wedding hall
TABLE II.

Landmark
Landmark
Node
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
Edge
District
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark

No PPS

Use PPS

A B C D E F G H

* * *
* * *
* *
* * *
* * *

*
*
*
*
*
*
* * *
* *

*
* * * *

* * * *
* * * *
* * * *
*
* *
*
*
* * * *
* *
*
*
* * * *
* * *

* * * *
* *
*

*

Type of
element

Illumination for Kishamichi
Christmas Tree of World Porters
Right side of Kishamichi
Shape of Kishamichi
Arch of Christmas Market
Asuka ;luxuly liner
People met on the way
Nipponmaru ;exhibited ship
Reflection on the surface of water
Lawn
Sound Source of the City BGM
Christmas Market Stalls
Santa Clause in Christmas Market
Objrct near the World Porters
Cosmo World ;amusement park

Path
Landmark
Edge
Edge
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
District
District
Node
Path
Landmark
Landmark
District

No PPS

Use PPS

A B C D E F G H

*
*

*

*
* *
* *
*
* *
*
*
* *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

For example, Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse and
Navios Yokohama Hotel are elements written by all subjects.
The note about the far end of the Yokohama Red Brick
Warehouse is characteristic in Table 1. All the subjects of
Group B did a note about the square or sea or ship spread to
the other side of warehouse as well as the warehouse. On the
other hand, Group A did not have the person who made a
note about scenery of the other side of the warehouse. There
is the goal in the place where they have finished passing
through the open space of the warehouse, and it is the scene
which is completed while the Christmas medley that is the
third contents becomes lively at the climax when they use
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Figure 7. Cognitive Map of Subject C

MINOR ELEMENT

Minor Element
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

PPS. In Table 2, there are many numbers of elements that
subjects of Group B write in at cognitive map, and they
wrote in unique elements that were not cover by others. In
Tables 1 and 2, we classify these elements into 5 types
proposed by K. Lynch. Most elements recorded are classified
as "landmark", and as it becomes the unique element, the
ratios of other type increase. In particular, the element
classified as "edge", is written in the cognitive map of only
the subjects of Group B. We show the example of the
cognitive map that a subject really made. Figure 7 is the
cognitive map of a subject who did not use PPS, and Figure
8 is the cognitive map of a subject who used PPS.

ISBN: 978-1-61208-521-0

Figure 8. Cognitive Map of Subject G

As seen in Figure 7, all the subjects of Group A
expressed elements by an illustration or a letter. On the other
hand, as for the subject of Group B, three of four people left
not only the illustration but also comments.
D. Consideration
We compared the cognitive maps of Groups A and B and
analyzed them. First, the primary feature was that the
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subjects of Group B made their cognitive maps in more
detail than those of Group A. When we walk the city, we
depend on our sight for the most information, and though we
always hear some sounds, we are not conscious of hearing
them unless they are very loud. However, when we use PPS,
the subject walks the city while being conscious of not only
the sight information but also the hearing information
because of the clear music. In this way, meanings and
impressions are added to elements that had no meaning for
the subjects when they just looked. Although music might
not necessarily harmonize with scenery, there is a previous
study that even if a feeling is incongruous BGM affects to
remember the image [10]. Actually, almost all of the
comments written in the cognitive map of Group B were
descriptions that the subjects gave not only through sight but
also through the image of the music. For example, a certain
subject left a comment that she associated a kidnapped bride
with the marriage ceremonial hall, because she had been
listening to “The Phantom of the Opera Theme” when she
looked at the hall. As a result of the questionnaire, we
deduced that the reason why the cognitive map of group B
has more comments with expressive sentences is because the
best way to express the feeling in suit is to leave comments.
Next, we considered the notes about the other side of the
warehouse that was featured only in the cognitive maps of
Group B. Though the city does not have an area and a
boundary line, we predicted that the cognitive maps of
Group B have three areas divided by content. However,
there was no cognitive map to show that.
However, when subjects heard the content reach a climax
and end, they tended to draw an edge at that spot. There is a
study that termination feeling of the music affects the
termination of the video product [11]. In this experiment, the
first and third pieces of content corresponded to that.
As mentioned earlier, the first piece of content played at
the Navios Yokohama Hotel. This landmark has a very
impressive external appearance and shape and all the
subjects experienced this; not only subjects of Group B but
also Group A did not forget to draw it.
Though this hotel is just a landmark for Group A, for
Group B, it tended to perform a role as the end of the first
area. This is because three subjects of Group B left notes on
this hotel and perceived it as the end of the first piece of
content.
About the point that subjects of Group B drew edges for
the other side of warehouse, we considered that they grasped
the range where they could hear the third piece of content as
one area, and also, it was a spot where the music increased
and concluded in a particularly impressive manner.
Therefore, edges were expressed there.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We performed some experiments using the new form of
art that changes the city through sounds. As a pre-experiment,
we proposed two patterns of PPS. The first was a pattern that
plotted sounds used in Star Wars in a sequence along the
street. The second was a pattern that assumed a good-man
area and a bad-man area and plotted sounds focused on the
sound effect and character’s voice. Based on the outcome of
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the pre-experiment, we performed the experiment with the
cognitive map. In this experiment, we defined the difference
between the cognitive maps while walking the city as usual
and while using PPS. The contents used were “The Phantom
of the Opera Theme”, Pocket Monster BGM, and a medley
of Christmas songs. These contents were plotted for
Kishamichi, a lawn, and the square of a red brick warehouse.
As a result, we defined that the cognitive map drawn by the
PPS user has more information, and when the PPS user hears
the content reach its climax and end, he or she tends to draw
an edge at that spot.
We inspected the movement of the PPS. We confirmed
whether the sound played at the desired volume
automatically when the user approached the assigned spot.
Although sometimes it took several seconds for the sound
file to be read, we confirmed that the service functioned
normally. An aim of PPS is to create a fun experience and
add fascination for a city where we do not feel novelty any
more. We want to ensure that every user can plot sounds that
will make a place more fun and create an original channel of
PPS. Then, a user who is an audience can search for a
favorite channel made by another user. In sharing the
channels with each other, PPS will become a communication
tool through the real space that uses sounds. For that, we
want to first show a guideline for the user to plot sounds.
In the pre-experiment, we defined that user’s feelings are
influenced by the content. However, the change of feelings
was not tied to the image of the city. As a result, the image of
the city did not change. In the next experiment, we found
that the sound could not change the image of the city, but
amplified that. However, this fact is dependent on this city.
In the future, we need to perform a qualitative and
quantitative evaluation such as a required time and junction
on the cognitive map. In addition, the number of
combinations of sound content and plotted places was not
enough. It is necessary to examine more content and plotted
spots and define more differences of the image of the city by
adding sounds. Then, we want to define the guide of what
kind of sound is suitable for what kind of place.
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Abstract—People in a city are usually seen spending a lot of
time on their smartphones. By developing information
technologies, we have become able to access information on the
Internet and get in touch with friends anytime and anywhere.
However, there is also the possibility that such behaviors make
people a “cocoon” in social spaces. Therefore, we propose a
new service called -social networking radio (SNR), which
provides voice and sound of location-based information. By
setting the voices in the city and listening while walking, we
expect to encourage a user’s interest around the town. This
paper describes the concept of SNR, the system design, and
from the experimental results, considers the playing method
and contents of comments.

for sightseeing, and its use for sightseeing based on location
is not mentioned.
Nakatani proposed a new tourist navigation system that
does not provide detailed route information [2]. By not
presenting a specific route, attempts to induce a chance
encounter and detour of the city were made. A navigation
system that only provided a path and landmark was
developed and experiments were conducted by actually
walking around with this navigation system. By using this,
subjects had a detour in the city. In his research, he discussed
the route and time subjects walked around; however, there
was no mention of how subjects changed their cognition of
the town.
Suda proposed the system “GBvoice” to take advantage
of leaving a characteristic old locality [3]. GBvoice recorded
the voice of town dwellers who were interviewed and
provided this to walking users. In this research, it was found
that local contents led to user’s motivation to discover new
things about contents. However, this was not related to the
location of users. It was also not possible to provide a voice
that corresponded to the user’s location.
We intend to develop a new navigation system that
provides interesting comments that only locals know and
provides it to the user depending on their location. We
created this system to discuss how a change in user’s route
would change a cognitive map.
Therefore, we propose a news service—social
networking radio (SNR), which provides information based
on the route of walking. SNR provides interesting locationbased information. By listening to information that only
locals know, we are able to make users walk around
normally.
This paper describes the concept of SNR, the system
constitution, and by the experimental results, considers a
playing method and comments. In addition, we discussed the
changing of a subject’s perspectives in the town by a
cognitive map written by subjects.

Keywords-Radio; Navigation; Speech synthesis; Smartphone.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Owing to the development of information technology,
city walking and driving habits have changed. Before the
inception of the smartphone and car navigation systems, we
relied on a paper map and enquiries for navigation. Strolling
the streets while studying maps and meeting people on
routes, we were able to discover the attractiveness of the
towns and experience the atmosphere of the town.
Today, by the evolving location service, it has become
possible to reach specific destinations quickly and easily.
However, it inhibits the chance to encounter the city and
people. Furthermore, when we use the location information
application of smartphones, we concentrate fully on the
smartphone screen by looking downward, which isolates
one. It is, therefore, necessary to research on city walking
with interesting media that are different from existing
navigation systems. There exists previous research that is
related to interesting city walk; here, we introduce some of
this research.
Kori developed a blog car radio system that presents blog
entries in auditory style using speech synthesis [1]. He
discussed a method of extracting text contents that is suitable
for speech synthesis; he also verified the effectiveness of the
method. This system collects information from a local blog,
and summarizes the information to some “entry,” which
gives it the ranking for users. This ranking method helps to
screen the content that is associated with the users’ location.
However, blog contents used in this system are not suitable
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II.

CONCEPT

Collecting and vocalizing local information of the city,
and playing it automatically corresponding to a user’s
location would enable users to walk around with ease. This is
the fundamental concept of SNR, which is shown in Fig. 1.
To achieve this, we propose two elements.
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The first element is to provide local information that only
locals know. By providing local information rather than the
information that is listed on the Internet, SNR promotes user
interest in the city. If users listen to this information, they
look around and try to find the location indicated by the
information. It promotes a detour, thereby, making walking
around fun.
The second element is to set the sound in the city and
images of the city given to users, which also change. When
we try to search location information and route in an existing
web map, it is displayed in a text. Consequently, the user’s
point of view is downward unlike SNR, which provides
users with local information by speech, thereby, allowing
users to face upward. For example, when we hear the voice
of a male while walking, we look up and see around to
search his voice. This is unlike an image from the usual path.
Forming a different image from the usual path could promote
fun in city walking.

When approaching a certain location, audio files placed in
this position are automatically played. Here, we define “Rad”
as a certain distance, which is the radius of the circle to be
displayed on the map. In other words, if the marker
indicating the current location is entered in a circle on the
map, a sound file that is placed in its position is
automatically played.

Figure 2. System design.

Figure 1. Concept of SNR.

III.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The system design of SNR is configured in three sides
(input side, output side, and vocalizing and processing side).
In Figs. 2 and 3, the image of the system design and
flowchart are shown .
A. Input Side
The informant enters the text in the text box, and the
input system stores it in the input database. The comments of
input are id, Name, and Text. These are stored in the MySQL
database. Anyone can enter comments to this system because
it is online (consists of Javascript and PHP).

Figure 3. Flowchart.

To play an audio file automatically, an automatic playing
permission button in SNR was installed. When users start the
SNR and press this button, SNR will load the audio file on
the server, which will be played automatically and
corresponds to the location of the user.
Based on this system design, a prototype was
implemented. In Figure 4, two prototypes are shown. The
prototype on the right is the new version that has the
automatic playing permission button installed.

B. Vocalizing and Processing Side
The vocalizing and processing side load text from the
database, and converts the text to sound data with the speech
synthesis system. This converts sound files that are stored in
a local folder. This local folder associates local latitudes that
are predetermined to play the sound file. If the text in
database id is updated, this side loads the latest text
automatically, and generates a new sound file.
C. Output side
The output side extracts the location of the user’s
information and measures the distance of this position
together with the local latitude where the audio file is placed.
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Figure 4. Prototype (right is the new version).
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After the prototype implementation, the arrangement
intervals of the comments were examined owing to
simultaneous activation of the first and second audio in some
cases. The average walking speed of people is said to be 1.5
m/s. If the length of one of the audio file used in the SNR is
10 to 25 s, the distance between the comments must be at
least 37.5 m. Therefore, when the comments on the SNR are
arranged, it is necessary to consider the distance. In Figure 5,
the sample interval between the first comments and next
comments is 25 seconds, and the speed of walking is 1.5m/s
is shown.

We were able to collect 159 pieces of comments through
this fieldwork. We studied the text of all comments and
grouped them based on the technique of HCD (Human
Centered Design). After grouping, it was found that the
groups could be classified into four quadrants.

Figure 7. Comments four quadrants.

B. Evaluation
1.
Figure 5. the sample Interval of comments.

IV.

COMMENTS FOR SNR

In this experiment, the type of comments suitable for the
SNR system is discussed.

Evaluation Method
SNR of Enoshima Railway was created for all 15
Stations with 10 comments per station. These audio
comments were created by speech synthesis, and the
subjects were students of the laboratory. The comments
placed on the map were heard, and the comments in the free
description were evaluated. Fig. 8 shows an experimental
SNR
in
the
Kamakura
station.

A. Comment Collection and Grouping
In order to collect local information of the city, we
interviewed people of the city. The location chosen was at
the wayside of Enoshima Railway.

Figure 8. Experimental SNR in the Kamakura station.

2.

Results and Discussion
From the results of the free description evaluation,
opinions were summarized as shown in Table1.
Figure 6. Location of Enoshima Railway.

Many tourist spots and fashion shops are located in this
location, which attracts 12 million tourists per year. Apart
from being a popular tourist location, the locals are warm
and familiar with the many attractive spots.
The interview was carried out by 40 team members from
our laboratory. To facilitate the interviewing process, three
pieces of information were focused upon:
- Recommended Shops
- Recommended Place
- Other recommendations
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TABLE I. LIST OF DESCRIPTION

-

On the street, reliable information is better because it is
easy to understand.
- Ambiguous information is bad to hear.
- Information of the local gourmet food increases
motivation to go shopping or visit a restaurant.
- Long comments are too long and difficult to listen to.
- Local information of shops and restaurants that only
locals know is interesting to hear.
From these results, two points for SNR comments were
noted.
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1) The length of the comments
It becomes difficult to hear the voice of the speech
synthesis if the comments are very long.
2) The contents of the comment
It is better to include specific comments to present
reliable information.
In light of these points, Q1 in Fig. 7 is deemed to be the
most suitable quadrant for SNR comments. However, by
context of the situation of users and the city, other quadrant
comments such as Rumor or Appearance may generate
interest for users in the town.
V.

EXPERIMENT

SNR based on system design was developed, and a
demonstration was performed. Users of SNR and users
without SNR walked on the same street and the difference
between walking and the user’s perspective were verified.
A. Experimental Method
Three students (one male and two females) of KEIO
University were subjects. Subjects A and B use the SNR
while subjects C did not use the SNR but rather, used
Google Map. The experimental location was between
Kamakurakokomae Station and Shichirigahama Station in
Fujisawa (Kanagawa). This is same place of the comment
experimental. The shortest distance of this section is about
950 m, which can be covered in 10 min. This section is also
a famous location of SlamDunk - a famous animation in
Japan. In this section, there is a branch point to either
choose to walk by the sea or climb to hills but most people
choose the coastal road. However, there exists many
beautiful places along the hills. For example, the location of
beautiful views of the sea is lined with beautiful houses that
make the walk interesting.
In this section, each subject walked from
Kamakurakokomae Station to Shichirigahama Station after
which they had drawn a cognitive map.
B. Comments
Comments that were used in the experiment, based on
the discussion of the recorded comments were originally
created. Comments on both the coastal side street where
many tourists visit and the hillside street where locals live
were placed. Arrangement intervals of the comments were
based on the comment distance of system design. In this
experiment, 20 comments were placed on this section. Fig.
9 shows the SNR used in the experiment, while Table 2
shows some example of comments.

TABLE II. COMMENTS EXAMPLE

If you go up the hill there is a place from where you can
see a beautiful view of the sea.
There's a dead end sign but this road leads to the Enoden
railroad.
Restaurant Shichirigahama. Drink a beer and enjoy the
view of the sea at this restaurant.
C. Behavior Observation
Fig. 11 shows the route that subjects walk around the
town. The behavior of each subject is summarized below.
1. Subject A (SNR)
Subject A visited this location once. In Fig. 11-1 we
showed the route of Subject A. At Point A, SNR provided
the voice “let’s go to the hill” and the way of the hill was
chosen by the male subject A. At Point B, the directions
chosen by the SNR was also chosen. The interest of the
male subject was in the local information that “this is the
stage of drama” and “beautiful location of scenery”, and at
Point C, when the location introduced by SNR was found,
the subject took a photo. The male subject also reacted to
the word “these is Aloe” but it could not be found by the
subject. At Point D, SNR provided “There are Stop Signs,
but you can come out to Enoden Line”. The male subject
went through the route and arrived at Shichirigahama
Station.

Figure 11-1. Route of Subject A.

Fig.11-2 shows the cognitive map of Subject A. In this
cognitive map at Point 1, Subject A recorded a nice view
of the sea. At Points 2, 3, and 4, elements that SNR
provided were recorded especially at the side of the hill. The
“edge” that meant Enoden Line was recorded, but was
exceeded in the cognitive map. It was observed that more
points could be located than we expected.

Figure 9. SNR in the experiment.
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Figure 11-2. Cognitive Map of Subjects A.

2.

Subject B (SNR)
Subject B also visited this location once. In Fig. 12-1,
the route of subject B is shown. At the branch Point A, SNR
provided the voice “let’s got to the hill” similar to that of
subject A, which was selected by Subject B. At Point B, the
street that was further at the top of the hill was selected,
which was reached via a walking trail in the woods. When
she arrived at the walking trail in the woods, the subject’s
path was crooked in the forest but a picture was taken at the
middle point of the trail denoted as Point C, which
overlooked the Sagami Bay. After the walking trail, at
Point D, the subject was behind Shicirigahama Station by
chance.

Figure 12-2. Cognitive Map of subject B.

3.

Subject C (Google Map without SNR)
Subject C was at this location once as the other subjects.
In Fig. 13-1, the route of the Subject C is shown. On the
start location, the subject used Google Map to check for the
route to Shichirigahama Station, which was found at Point
A. The subject decided to choose the way of the seaside and
walked a while to Point B before looking over sea and hill.
Though the female subject was lost at the branch point of
Point C, the female subject used Google Map and found the
route to the Station(Point D) instantly. By using Google
Map, the shortest route was selected and the female subject
arrived at the station in 15 min.

Figure 13-1. Subject C.
Figure 12-1. Route of Subject B.

In Fig. 12-2, we showed the cognitive map of Subject B.
At Point 1, the comment “I wanted to see the view of the sea
from the hill” was recorded. Point 2 is where the female
subject could see the sea, which she also recorded on the
map. Though the subject was lost for a while after this point,
the subject recorded “relieved” at Points 3. In this cognitive
map, however, the female subject did not write Enoden Line.
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Fig. 13-2 shows the cognitive map of Subject C is shown.
At Point 1, the female subject commented “There would be
residential areas”. At Points B and C (Fig.13-1), the female
subject also commented forecast too and at Points 2 and 3,
elements that were seen by the subject were also recorded.
At Point 4, the female subject commented “There would be
pizza shop”. This female subject also wrote Enoden Line
clearly.
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Figure 13-2. Cognitive map of subject C.

VI.

DISCUSSION

A. the Effect of SNR
Two effects of SNR were deduced from this experiment.
- A way that was different from usual was chosen.
Subjects of SNR chose a way different from usual.
Subject A walked around based on the speech provided by
the SNR. By walking via the streets while listening to the
local comments in the SNR, the male subject was able to
walk through a route that was not provided in Google Map.
In addition, Subject B selected the street of hills, and walked
via the forest road that was not in the map. In a later
interview about walking, the subject noted that the choice
was selected because SNR provided a comment “The view
of the sea is beautiful from the top of the hill.” This
comment was created by author intentionally, in order to
lead users to choose uncommon routes.
- Change the cognition of the city
From the experimental cognitive map, the most
uncommon record of the SNR user was “exceed the edge”.
Subject C wrote “that may be residential area” near the
starting point. Subject C suggested this from the road and
line. It is assumed that line of Enoden is “edge” for users
who are walking in city.
However, comparing the two subjects of SNR and the
subject C, SNR users could exceed this edge. In addition,
there is a little difference in height between the hills and the
line, and this could be an edge. However, SNR users could
exceed beyond the line unconsciously. From this fact, it was
found that SNR users could change their cognition and
could change behavior from the usual.
B. Know-how of SNR
From this experiment, we can discuss some knowhow
about creating SNR.
1. The location and comments
From this experiment, it was discovered that SNR is
useful in the two situations of the user, which could either
be on the Path or on the Node. On the Path if SNR provides
comment about its location, users will look for its comment
position and find new discoveries. For On the Node, SNR
can provide direction on the node for users to find new
routes and be more motivated to walk around than usual. In
Fig. 14, the image of these two instances is shown.
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Figure 14. Path and Node.

2.

Story of the comments
From the interview results, it was found that users seek
to listen to the story of comments. For example, the first
comment was about gourmet food, the second comment was
also about gourmet food or provided more detailed for the
first comment. Relevant comments are easier to hear than
independent comments.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the concept of SNR was described and its
system design. By experimental results, discussion on the
effect of SNR and the playing method and comments, it was
found that SNR changes both the usual route and the
cognitive map of the city. It was also found that using SNR
could lead to detour. Furthermore, from experiments, a
suitable location to play comments could be found and
contents of comments could then be selected.
On the other hand, some improvements about SNR
were identified, which can only provide comments to
walking users at the moment. However, since there are
many people on the move, driving cars, riding on bikes or,
in the future, automatic operation vehicles, SNR would
have to be suitable to many users on the city who would
enjoy the city by detour Therefore an improvement on
system design and comments to various users has to be
sought for.
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